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SUMMARY
Graph structures, like syntax trees, social networks, and programs, are ubiquitous in
many real world applications including knowledge graph inference, chemistry and social
network analysis. Over the past several decades, many expert-designed algorithms on
graphs have been proposed with nice theoretical properties. However most of them are not
data-driven, and will not benefit from the growing scale of available data. Recent advances
in deep learning have shown strong empirical performances for images, texts and signals,
typically with little domain knowledge. However the combinatorial and discrete nature of
the graph data makes it non-trivial to apply neural networks in this domain. Based on the
pros and cons of these two, this thesis will discuss several aspects on how to build a tight
connection between neural networks and the classical algorithms for graphs. Specifically:
• Algorithm inspired deep graph learning The existing algorithms provide an inspi-
ration of deep architecture design, for both the discriminative learning and generative
modeling of graphs. Regarding the discriminative representation learning, we show
how the graphical model inference algorithms can inspire the design of graph neural
networks for chemistry and bioinformatics applications, and how to scale it up with
the idea borrowed from steady states algorithms like PageRank; for generative mod-
eling, we build an HSMM inspired neural segmental generative modeling for signal
sequences; and for a class of graphs, we leverage the idea of attribute grammar for
syntax trees to help regulate the deep networks.
• Deep learning enhanced graph algorithms the algorithm framework has proce-
dures that can be enhanced by learnable deep network components. We demonstrate
by learning the heuristic function in greedy algorithms with reinforcement learning
for combinatorial optimization problems over graphs, such as vertex cover and max
cut, and optimal touring problem for real world applications like fuzzing.
xxiii
• Towards Inductive reasoning with graph structures As the algorithm structure
generally provides a good inductive bias for the problem, we take an initial step
towards inductive reasoning for such structure, where we make attempts to reason
about the loop invariant for program verification and the reaction templates for ret-
rosynthesis structured prediction.
Keywords: Deep learning, Graph representation learning, Structured generative mod-





Graphs are ubiquitous in many real world applications. In chemical engineering, the
molecules can be represented by graphs with atoms as nodes and bonds as edges; in knowl-
edge graph, entities and corresponding relationships form a graph; in social network, users
and their interactions can also be characterized as graphs. Despite the convenience of such
representation, the discrete and combinatorial nature of the graphs also brings many diffi-
culties into various machine learning problems.
Difficulties in learning with graphs Here we briefly mention some difficulties people
will generally meet when dealing with graphs.
• Representation Learning: learning to represent the graphs into fixed dimensional vec-
tor is nontrivial. Unlike images where we can represent them as fixed dimensional ten-
sors, different graphs have different sizes and structures. Also the real-world graphs
consist of millions to billions of nodes, which also challenges the scalability and effi-
ciency of the learning algorithm.
• Generative modeling: Generating the graphs is also tricky. While continuous data like
images can be noise tolerant, discrete graphs typically have to be accurate. For example,
typically a Carbon node in a molecule can have degree of at most 4. Generating such
structures with minor perturbations that violate the constraints will completely fail the
graphs obtained. Also, the combinatorial and discrete nature of graphs makes it hard to
apply gradient based adjustments during the generation procedure.
• Combinatorial Optimization Real-world problems like ads targeting, package deliver-
ing can be formulated as combinatorial optimization on graphs, such as Minimum Vertex
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Cover, Traveling Salesman Problem, etc. Unfortunately they are all NP-complete, which
means there’s no known polynomial time algorithm.
Fortunately, over the past decades, researchers have designed algorithms with nice the-
oretical properties for many of these problems. To list a few:
Exemplar human designed algorithms for graphs
• Weisfeiler-Lehman (WL) graph isomorphism test: the WL algorithm [238] was de-
signed to check whether the two graphs are isomorphic. The algorithm works in an
iterative fashion, where in each iteration, each node updates its label with the concate-
nation of neighboring labels. In the end the set of labels are used to distinguish between
the graphs. Such idea have been applied into a family of graph kernels called WL graph
kernel [207], which hashes the output of WL algorithm to get the explicit feature maps.
• Greedy Algorithm for Minimum Vertex Cover (MVC): The MVC problem asks to
pick a minimum set of nodes in a graph, such that all the edges have at least one end in
this set. To construct a solution for MVC, the greedy algorithm works by sequentially
picking the two ends of uncovered edges with maximum degree, and remove the two
nodes and associated edges. Such algorithm guarantees the maximum approximation
ratio of 2 (i.e., at most pick twice as many as number of nodes in optimal solution).
Such algorithms are very efficient and also effective in many cases. However they have
their own limitations: WL kernel requires very high dimensional feature maps, and may
not be informative enough as the features are unsupervised; greedy algorithms for MVC
may perform worse than branch and bound even in the time limited setting. Also both of
these methods are not data driven, which cannot fully exploit the benefit from the big data.
Deep learning has shown superior performances in many domains, including computer
vision, natural language, and speech. Though the theoretical aspect of its representation
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power is not fully understood, typically the deep learning methods are considered to be
flexible and having rich representation power.
Based on above discussion, it is natural to ask the question: can we tightly integrate
such human designed algorithms and deep learning to tackle the difficult problems in graph
learning? In this thesis work, we are trying to answer this question.
1.1 Connecting deep learning with discrete algorithms
In this document, we focus on three aspects of such connection:
1.1.1 Part I: Algorithm inspired Deep Learning
According to the universal approximation theorem [52], the neural network with one hid-
den layer can fit continuous functions, but it didn’t state the learnability problem. Thus it
is often important to design neural network with right inductive bias [17]. The human de-
signed discrete algorithms encode the expert knowledge into the computation procedures,
which provide us the inspiration of such design. In this part, we will how the human de-
signed algorithms can inspire us to tackle both the representation learning and generative
modeling in the graph structured domain.
Representation Learning We connect both WL kernel and graphical model inference al-
gorithms with new design of graph neural networks named structure2vec. With the
inspiration from PageRank [171], we present SSE, which scale up this discriminative rep-
resentation into graphs with hundreds millions of nodes.
Generative Modeling We study the generation problem of both sequences and tree/graphs.
For sequence generation, we borrow the idea of Hidden-Semi Markov Model (HSMM) and
present our r-HSMMwhich models the generation of segments using Recurrent Neural Net-
works (RNN). For tree/graph generation, we focus on a set of problems which have explicit
syntax and semantics, such as ASTs for representing programs, or SMILES 1 for represent-
1https://www.daylight.com/dayhtml/doc/theory/theory.smiles.html
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ing molecules. Our method SD-VAE borrows the idea of syntax-directed translation [1] in
compiler theory, which regulates the semantics in deep generative models.
1.1.2 Part II: Deep Learning enhanced algorithms
The simplicity of some algorithms often comes with low capacity. With the integration
of deep learning into submodules of these algorithms, one can typically get boosted per-
formance. In this part, we present a method to learn the heuristic functions inside greedy
algorithms. Specifically, we tackle a set of NP-complete problems on graphs, where the
algorithmic steps are defined by greedy algorithm. We learn the heuristics using graph
neural networks jointly with reinforcement learning (RL), which we name our method as
S2V-DQN. Such generic algorithm has a range of applications in the combinatorial opti-
mization domain. We extended our approach into security domain, namely the adversarial
attack [173] problem in combinatorial space, and program/App testing problem [58].
1.1.3 Part III: Towards Reasoning with Graphs
The above two sections have discussed the situations where we have an algorithm at hand,
and the remaining is how to apply the algorithm better with deep learning on structural data.
With such good inductive bias, we can typically obtain better generalization ability with
smaller sample complexity. This procedure can be viewed as deductive reasoning. On the
contrary, the inductive reasoning requires the ability to summarize from the observations
and conclude the generic knowledge or rules. Such ability of ’creativity’ is one of the key
differences between human intelligence and artificial intelligence.
In this part, we extend the scope by viewing the algorithms as combinatorial structures.
In mathematics or computer science view, the algorithms are instructions with dependency.
Such dependency can be defined with computation graphs, and we can thus represent the
algorithms with graphs. There could be other structural views of the algorithms. If we ex-
press the algorithm as programs, then one example of this inductive reasoning is program
synthesis. The problem of structured prediction is also relevant. The classical methods
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like structured SVM [227] typically has a candidate set of outputs (typically obtained us-
ing dynamic programming), which reduces the decision space. However such dynamic
programming structure may not exist in more generic settings.
Here we take an initial step to tackle this problem, where we treat the logic rules as
graphs and focus on the problem of inferring loop invariants for program synthesis. In pro-
gram verification, the loops are typically unrolled with maximum number of steps. With
the help of loop invariant, one can provide more efficient and stronger analysis of the pro-
gram. We name it as code2inv, as it takes a piece of source code and directly infer the
loop invariant. Such initial attempt uses RL with specially designed reward function.
The above work composes logic expressions from scratch. Typically in real world
applications, it would be more feasible to select set of inductive rules from a candidate
pool. We demonstrate this idea for the retrosynthesis prediction problem in chemistry. The
retrosynthesis is the reverse problem of reaction prediction. In reaction prediction, we are
asked to predict the outcome compounds given the reactants. In retrosynthesis, the desired
outcome is given and we are asked to predict the reactants. This is abductive reasoning,
as the desired outcome typically doesn’t have the side products, which are necessary in
chemical reaction. Our work brings the chemical knowledge into play, where the chemical
reaction rules server as the templates for reducing the decision space. This work combines
such logic reasoning with deep learning on molecule structures.
1.2 Organization of the thesis
The following of the document will be organized in this way: in Chapter 2, we present
the existing works in the related areas, such as representation learning, generative learning,
and combinatorial optimization on graph. Then in Part I and II, we will talk about how
the human designed algorithms and deep learning can benefit from each other. In the third
part, we will present our initial attempts to inductive reasoning with structures. Finally in




In this chapter, we will discuss the related works in different graph learning problems.
2.1 Graph representation learning
Graphs and networks are commonly used data structure for representing the real-world
relationships, e.g., molecular 3D structure networks, knowledge graphs, publication net-
works, social and communication networks, etc.. Analysis based on the network structured
data, including prediction over nodes, edges, and the whole graph, becomes more and
more attractive and has been applied to many problems. Most of these tasks rely on em-
bedding the graph/network information into vectors, which is essential to the success of
these applications. This topic is typically referred as graph or network embedding, i.e., the
representation graphs into vector space.
A typical solution for the representation of nodes and edges in graph relies on the
hand-crafted domain-specific features. Regardless of the tedious effort and requirement
for expert knowledge for feature engineering, such hand-crafted features may not be ef-
fective to capture the properties of the graph for the specific target tasks. In literature,
various spectral methods [51, 226, 19] have been proposed. Since these algorithms relies
on matrix decomposition of the adjacent matrix, both their memory and computational cost
become prohibitive for large-scale networks, which may contains millions or billions of
nodes. Meanwhile, as explained in [224, 90], these algorithms only preserves the first-
order neighborhood information in the resulted embeddings, where the higher-order struc-
tural information is abandoned.
Recently, the deep learning techniques open a new view for graph embedding. One
promising direction is preserving some desired properties of the graph through approximat-
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ing the corresponding statistics with embeddings. Specifically, the DeepWalk [177] extends
the word2vec [154] in NLP to graph embeddings, which tries to preserve the co-occurrence
between nodes in the local structure obtained by random walks. Different heuristics, such
as biased random walk model [90] or first and second order proximity [224] have been
proposed later. However, the capacity of these models might be limited due to: i), the long
range information might not be easily incorporated in a computational or statistical efficient
way (via longer random walks or high-order proximity); ii), these models are featureless
and trained unsupervisedly, i.e., independent to the down-streaming tasks, therefore, the
obtained embeddings may be inferior in capturing the relevant information to the labels.
Another set of work relies on the convolution operator over graphs, which has been
showing their effectiveness in capturing the long-range information in graph in real-world
applications. By treating the convolution in spatial domain, the graph neural networks
(GNNs) [193] proposed a general framework of performing neural network operators over
structured data. However it utilizes Almeida-Pineda algorithm for optimization, which
limits the scalability of the model. Following this, several work has been proposed to scale
up the training procedure, by unrolling the convolution operator with several predefined
convolution layers [71, 145, 168, 14, 55, 83, 140, 99, 229]. Such expansion could be
understood as an approximation to the Almeida-Pineda algorithm with finite-depth neural
network, therefore, alleviating the computational burden. The graph convolution has also
been raised in spectrum domain [34, 130, 63].
However, the above mentioned algorithms still cannot achieve the speed requirement
for graphs with hundreds of millions of nodes.
2.2 Graph generative modeling
Generating naturally looking images have been a hot topic in computer vision, especially
since the invention of generative models like Variational AutoEncoder (VAE [129]) and
Generative Adversarial Network (GAN [88]). However, unlike images which can be repre-
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sented with tensors in continuous space, the graphs are discrete and combinatorial, which
makes it tricky to apply GAN (though there have been several attemps, e.g., NetGAN [26]
which is based on SeqGAN [246]).
When the graphs have language representation with explicit syntax and semantics, one
can typically reduce it to the sequence generation problem. This has been well studied
under the seq2seq [219] framework that models the generation of sequence as a series of
token choices parameterized by recurrent neural networks (RNNs). From there, CVAE [86]
is a representative work of such paradigm for the chemical molecule generation, using the
SMILES line notation [237] for representing molecules. Several improvements have been
proposed, including an extra validator model [109], data augmentation [25], active learn-
ing [108] and reinforcement learning [93]. However, because of the lack of formalization of
syntax and semantics serving as the restriction of the particular structured data, underfitted
general-purpose string generative models will often lead to invalid outputs [22]. For the
considerations of computational cost and model generality, context-free grammars (CFG)
have been taken into account in the decoder parametrization. For instance, in molecule
generation tasks, [137] proposes a grammar variational autoencoder (GVAE) in which the
CFG of SMILES notation is embedded into the decoder. With the advances of tree based
decoder [253, 174, 7, 68], the model generates the parse trees directly in a top-down di-
rection, by repeatedly expanding any nonterminal with its production rules. Note that such
VAE based frameworks not only allow sequence modeling, but can also be used to generate
the junction trees [111] and adjacency matrix in graphs like GraphVAE [131].
The other line of works following the idea of auto-regressive distribution modeling.
These models generate the graph nodes (and edges) one by one, following the auto-regressive
parameterization. Representative works include GraphRNN [245], GCPN [244], Deep
Graph Generator [146], etc.. However, such parameterization may not be scalable for gen-
erating large graphs, as the computation cost is typically O(E(V +E)) which is quadratic
to the number of edges.
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2.3 Combinatorial optimization over graphs
Combinatorial optimization problems over graphs arising from numerous application do-
mains, such as social networks, transportation, communications and scheduling, are NP-
hard, and have thus attracted considerable interest from the theory and algorithm design
communities over the years. Traditional approaches to tackling an NP-hard graph opti-
mization problem have three main flavors: exact algorithms, approximation algorithms and
heuristics. Exact algorithms are based on enumeration or branch-and-bound with an integer
programming formulation, but are generally prohibitive for large instances. On the other
hand, polynomial-time approximation algorithms are desirable, but may suffer from weak
optimality guarantees or empirical performance, or may not even exist for inapproximable
problems. Heuristics are often fast, effective algorithms that lack theoretical guarantees,
and may also require substantial, problem-specific research and trial-and-error on the part
of algorithm designers.
Machine learning for combinatorial optimization. Recently, there has been some sem-
inal work on using deep architectures to learn heuristics for combinatorial problems, in-
cluding the Traveling Salesman Problem [230, 20, 89]. However, the architectures used in
these works are generic, not yet effectively reflecting the combinatorial structure of graph
problems. As we show later, these architectures often require a huge number of instances
in order to learn to generalize to new ones. Furthermore, existing works typically use the
policy gradient for training [20], a method that is not particularly sample-efficient. While
methods [230, 20] can be used on graphs with different sizes – a desirable trait – they
require manual, ad-hoc input/output engineering to do so (e.g. padding with zeros).
Reinforcement learning is used to solve a job-shop flow scheduling problem in [252].
Boyan and Moore [31] use regression to learn good restart rules for local search algorithms.
Both of these methods require hand-designed, problem-specific features, a limitation with
the learned graph embedding.
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Machine learning for branch-and-bound. Learning to search in branch-and-bound is
another related research thread. This thread includes machine learning methods for branch-
ing [138, 126], tree node selection [100, 190], and heuristic selection [191, 125]. In com-
parison, our work promotes an even tighter integration of learning and optimization.
Deep learning for continuous optimization. In continuous optimization, methods have
been proposed for learning an update rule for gradient descent [10, 144] and solving black-
box optimization problems [41]; these are very interesting ideas that highlight the possibil-
ities for better algorithm design through learning.
2.4 Reasoning with graphs
In this section, we focus on the literature of inductive reasoning with graph structures.
There has been a long history in the logic reasoning and format method literature. Due to
the limited space, what we will cover here mainly include the recent advances in the area
of program synthesis and program learning. More specific related works will be covered in
the later sections where we will introduce our works in detail.
Automatically synthesizing a program from its specification has been a key challenge
problem since Manna and Waldinger’s work [153]. In this context, syntax-guided synthesis
(SyGuS) [5] was proposed as a common format to express these problems. Besides several
implementations of SyGuS solvers [94, 6, 194, 5], a number of probabilistic techniques
have been proposed to model syntactic aspects of programs and to accelerate synthesis[24,
152, 167]. While logical program synthesis approaches guarantee semantic correctness,
they are chiefly limited by their scalability and requirement of rigorous specifications.
There have been several attempts to learn general programs using neural networks. One
large class of projects includes those attempting to use neural networks to accelerate the
discovery of conventional programs [16, 163, 64, 174]. Most existing works only consider
specifications which are in the form input-output examples, where weak supervision [147,
40, 35] or more fine grained trace information is provided to help training. In our setting,
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there is no supervision for the ground truth loop invariant, and the agent needs to be able
to compose a loop invariant purely from trial-and-error. Drawing inspiration from both
programming languages and embedding methods, we build up an efficient learning agent
that can perform end-to-end reasoning, in a way that mimics human experts.
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PART I: Algorithm inspired deep
learning for graphs
In this part, we will cover several of our works that are inspired by the human designed
algorithm patterns. In Chapter 3 and 4, we present the discriminative feature learning over
graphs, which take the inspiration from graphical model inference algorithms and steady
state algorithms like PageRank; in Chapter 5 and 6, we study the generative modeling of
structured data, for both sequences and tree/graphs, in which we built upon classical models
like Hidden-Semi Markov Models and classical algorithms like syntax directed translation.
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CHAPTER 3
DISCRIMINATIVE GRAPH REPRESENTATION LEARNING
Kernel classifiers and regressors designed for structured data, such as sequences, trees and
graphs, have significantly advanced a number of interdisciplinary areas such as compu-
tational biology and drug design. Typically, kernels are designed beforehand for a data
type which either exploit statistics of the structures or make use of probabilistic generative
models, and then a discriminative classifier is learned based on the kernels via convex opti-
mization. However, such an elegant two-stage approach also limited kernel methods from
scaling up to millions of data points, and exploiting discriminative information to learn
feature representations.
We propose, structure2vec, an effective and scalable approach for structured
data representation based on the idea of embedding latent variable models into feature
spaces, and learning such feature spaces using discriminative information. Interestingly,
structure2vec extracts features by performing a sequence of function mappings in a
way similar to graphical model inference procedures, such as mean field and belief propa-
gation. In applications involving millions of data points, we showed that structure2vec
runs 2 times faster, produces models which are 10, 000 times smaller, while at the same time
achieving the state-of-the-art predictive performance.
3.1 Introduction
Structured data, such as sequences, trees and graphs, are prevalent in a number of interdis-
ciplinary areas such as protein design, genomic sequence analysis, and drug design [195].
To learn from such complex data, we have to first transform such data explicitly or implic-
itly into some vectorial representations, and then apply machine learning algorithms in the
resulting vector space. So far kernel methods have emerged as one of the most effective
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tools for dealing with structured data, and have achieved the state-of-the-art classification
and regression results in many sequence [142, 232] and graph datasets [80, 28].
The success of kernel methods on structured data relies crucially on the design of kernel
functions — positive semidefinite similarity measures between pairs of data points [196].
By designing a kernel function, we have implicitly chosen a corresponding feature repre-
sentation for each data point which can potentially has infinite dimensions. Later learning
algorithms for various tasks and with potentially very different nature can then work exclu-
sively on these pairwise kernel values without the need to access the original data points.
Such modular structure of kernel methods has been very powerful, making them the most
elegant and convenient methods to deal with structured data. Thus designing kernel for
different structured objects, such as strings, trees and graphs, has always been an important
subject in the kernel community. However, in the big data era, this modular framework has
also limited kernel methods in terms of their ability to scale up to millions of data points,
and exploit discriminative information to learn feature representations.
For instance, a class of kernels are designed based on the idea of “bag of structures”
(BOS), where each structured data point is represented as a vector of counts for elemen-
tary structures. The spectrum kernel and variants for strings [142], subtree kernel [183],
graphlet kernel [208] and Weisfeiler-lehman graph kernel [207] all follow this design prin-
ciple. In other words, the feature representations of these kernels are fixed before learning,
with each dimension corresponding to a substructure, independent of the supervised learn-
ing tasks at hand. Since there are many unique substructures which may or may not be
useful for the learning tasks, the explicit feature space of such kernels typically has very
high dimensions. Subsequently algorithms dealing with the pairwise kernel values have to
work with a big kernel matrix squared in the number of data points. The square depen-
dency on the number of data points largely limits these BOS kernels to datasets of size just
thousands.
A second class of kernels are based on the ingenious idea of exploiting the ability of
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probabilistic graphical models (GM) in describing noisy and structured data to design ker-
nels. For instance, one can use hidden Markov models for sequence data, and use pairwise
Markov random fields for graph data. The Fisher kernel [107] and probability product ker-
nel [110] are two representative instances within the family. The former method first fits a
common generative model to the entire dataset, and then uses the empirical Fisher informa-
tion matrix and the Fisher score of each data point to define the kernel; The latter method
instead fits a different generative model for each data point, and then uses inner products
between distributions to define the kernel. Typically the parameterization of these GM ker-
nels are chosen before hand. Although the process of fitting generative models allow the
kernels to adapt to the geometry of the input data, the resulting feature representations are
still independent of the discriminative task at hand. Furthermore, the extra step of fitting
generative models to data can be a challenging computation and estimation task by itself,
especially in the presence of latent variables. Very often in practice, one finds that BOS
kernels are easier to deploy than GM kernels, although the latter is supposed to capture the
additional geometry and uncertainty information of data.
In this chapter, we wish to revisit the idea of using graphical models for kernel or feature
space design, with the goal of scaling up kernel methods for structured data to millions of
data points, and allowing the kernel to learn the feature representation from label informa-
tion. Our idea is to model each structured data point as a latent variable model, then embed
the graphical model into feature spaces [211, 214], and use inner product in the embedding
space to define kernels. Instead of fixing a feature or embedding space beforehand, we will
also learn the feature space by directly minimizing the empirical loss defined by the label
information. The resulting embedding algorithm, structure2vec, runs in a scheme
similar to graphical model inference procedures, such as mean field and belief propagation.
Instead of performing probabilistic operations (such as sum, product and renormalization),
the algorithm performs nonlinear function mappings in each step, inspired by kernel mes-
sage passing algorithm in [213, 212]. Furthermore, structure2vec is also different
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from the kernel message passing algorithm in several aspects. First, structure2vec
deals with a different scenario, i.e., learning similarity measure for structured data. Sec-
ond, structure2vec learns the nonlinear mappings using the discriminative informa-
tion. And third, a variant of structure2vec can run in a mean field update fashion,
different from message passing algorithms.
Besides the above novel aspects, structure2vec is also very scalable in terms of
both memory and computation requirements. First, it uses a small and explicit feature
map for the nonlinear feature space, and avoids the need for keeping the kernel matrix.
This makes the subsequent classifiers or regressors order of magnitude smaller compared
to other methods. Second, the nonlinear function mapping in structure2vec can
be learned using stochastic gradient descent, allowing it to handle extremely large scale
datasets. Finally in experiments, we show that structure2vec compares favorably to
other kernel methods in terms of classification accuracy in medium scale sequence and
graph benchmark datasets including SCOP and NCI. Furthermore, structure2vec can
handle extremely large data set, such as the 2.3 million molecule dataset from Harvard
Clean Energy Project, run 2 times faster, produce model 10, 000 times smaller and achieve
state-of-the-art accuracy. These strong empirical results suggest that the graphical models,
theoretically well-grounded methods for capturing structure in data, combined with em-
bedding techniques and discriminative training can significantly improve the performance
in many large scale real-world structured data classification and regression problems.
3.2 Backgrounds
We denote by X a random variable with domain X , and refer to instantiations of X by the
lower case character, x. We denote a density on X by p(X), and denote the space of all
such densities by P . We will also deal with multiple random variables, X1, X2, . . . , X`,
with joint density p(X1, X2, . . . , X`). For simplicity of notation, we assume that the do-
mains of all Xt, t ∈ [`] are the same, but the methodology applies to the cases where they
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have different domains. In the case when X is a discrete domain, the density notation
should be interpreted as probability, and integral should be interpreted as summation in-
stead. Furthermore, we denote by H a hidden variable with domain H and distribution
p(H). We use similar notation convention for variable H and X .
Kernel Methods. Suppose the structured data is represented by χ ∈ G. Kernel methods
owe the name to the use of kernel functions, k(χ, χ′) : G × G 7→ R, which are sym-
metric positive semidefinite (PSD), meaning that for all n > 1, and χ1, . . . , χn ∈ G, and
c1, . . . , cn ∈ R, we have
∑n
i,j=1 cicjk(χi, χj) > 0. A signature of kernel methods is that
learning algorithms for various tasks and with potentially very different nature can work ex-
clusively on these pairwise kernel values without the need to access the original data points.
Kernels for Structured Data. Each kernel function will correspond to some feature map
φ(χ), where the kernel function can be expressed as the inner product between feature
maps, i.e., k(χ, χ′) = 〈φ(χ), φ(χ′)〉. For structured input domain, one can design kernels
using counts on substructures. For instance, the spectrum kernel for two sequences χ and




#(s ∈ χ)#(s ∈ χ′) (3.1)
where S is the set of possible subsequences, #(s ∈ x) counts the number occurrence of
subsequence s in x. In this case, the feature map φ(χ) = (#(s1 ∈ χ),#(s2 ∈ χ), ...)>
corresponds to a vector of dimension |S|. Similarly, the graphlet kernel [208] for two
graphs χ and χ′ can also be defined as (3.1), but S is now the set of possible subgraphs,
and #(s ∈ χ) counts the number occurrence of subgraphs. We refer to this class of kernels
as “bag of structures” (BOS) kernel.
Kernels can also be defined by leveraging the power of probabilistic graphical mod-
els. For instance, the Fisher kernel [107] is defined using a parametric model p(χ|θ∗)
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around its maximum likelihood estimate θ∗, i.e., k(χ, χ′) = U>χ I
−1Uχ′ , where Uχ :=
∇θ=θ∗ log p(χ|θ) and I = EG[UGU>G ] is the Fisher information matrix. Another clas-
sical example along the line is the probability product kernel [110]. Different from the
Fisher kernel based on generative model fitted with the whole dataset, the probability prod-




ρp(τ |θχ′)ρdτ where θχ and θχ′ are the maximum likelihood parame-
ters for data point χ and χ′ respectively. We refer to this class of kernels as the “graphical
model” (GM) kernels.
Hilbert Space Embedding of Distributions. Hilbert space embeddings of distributions
are mappings of distributions into potentially infinite dimensional feature spaces [211],
µX := EX [φ(X)] =
∫
X
φ(x)p(x)dx : P 7→ F (3.2)
where the distribution is mapped to its expected feature map, i.e., to a point in a feature
space. Kernel embedding of distributions has rich representational power. Some feature
map can make the mapping injective [216], meaning that if two distributions, p(X) and
q(X), are different, they are mapped to two distinct points in the feature space. For in-
stance, when X = Rd, the feature spaces of many commonly used kernels, such as the
Gaussian RBF kernel exp(−‖x− x′‖22), can make the embedding injective.
Alternatively, one can treat an injective embedding µX of a density p(X) as a sufficient
statistic of the density. Any information we need from the density is preserved in µX : with
µX one can uniquely recover p(X), and any operation on p(X) can be carried out via a
corresponding operation on µX with the same result. For instance, this property will allow
us to compute a functional f : P 7→ R of the density using the embedding only, i.e.,
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Figure 3.1: Building latent variable models (LVM) from structured string and general graph
data. Y is the supervised information, which can be real number (for regression) or discrete
integer (for classification).
where f̃ : F 7→ R is a corresponding function applied on µX . Similarly the property can
also be generalized to operators. For instance, applying an operator T : P 7→ Rd to a
density can also be equivalently carried out using its embedding, i.e.,
T ◦ p(x) = T̃ ◦ µX , (3.4)
where T̃ : F 7→ Rd is the alternative operator working on the embedding. In our later
sections, we will extensively exploit this property of injective embeddings, by assuming
that there exists a feature space such that the embeddings are injective.
3.3 Model for a Structured Data Point
Without loss of generality, we assume each structured data point χ is a graph, with a set
of nodes V = {1, . . . , V } and a set of edges E . We will use xi to denote the value of the
attribute for node i. We note the node attributes are different from the label of the entire
data point. For instance, each atom in a molecule will correspond to a node in the graph,
and the node attribute will be the atomic number, while the label for the entire molecule
can be whether the molecule is a good drug or not. Other structures, such as sequences and
trees, can be viewed as special cases of general graphs.
We will model the structured data point χ as an instance drawn from a graphical model.
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More specifically, we will model the label of each node in the graph with a variable Xi,
and furthermore, associate an additional hidden variable Hi with it. Then we will define a
pairwise Markov random field on these collection of random variables







where Ψ and Φ are nonnegative node and edge potentials respectively. In this model, the
variables are connected according to the graph structure of the input data point. That is to
say, we use the graph structure of the input data directly as the conditional independence
structure of an undirected graphical model. Figure 3.1 illustrates two concrete examples in
constructing the graphical models for strings and graphs. One can design more complicated
graphical models which go beyond pairwise Markov random fields, and consider longer
range interactions with potentials involving more variables. We will focus on pairwise
Markov random fields for simplicity of representation.
We note that such a graphical model is built for each individual data point, and the con-
ditional independence structures of two graphical models can be different if the two data
points χ and χ′ are different. Furthermore, we do not observe the value for the hidden vari-
ables {Hi}, which makes the learning of the graphical model potentials Φ and Ψ even more
difficult. Thus, we will not pursue the standard route of maximum likelihood estimation,
and rather we will consider the sequence of computations needed when we try to embed
the posterior of {Hi} into a feature space.
3.4 Embedding Latent Variable Models






The exact form of φ(Hi) and the parameters in MRF p(Hi| {xi}) is not fixed at the moment,
and we will learn them later using supervision signals for the ultimate discriminative tar-
get. For now, we will assume that φ(Hi) ∈ Rd is a finite dimensional feature space, and the
exact value of d will determined by cross-validation in later experiments. However, com-
pute the embedding is a very challenging task for general graphs: it involves performing an








Only when the graph structure is a tree, exact computation can be carried out efficiently
via message passing [175]. Thus in the general case, approximate inference algorithms,
e.g., mean field inference and loopy belief propagation (BP), are developed. In many appli-
cations, however, these variational inference algorithms exhibit excellent empirical perfor-
mance [166]. Several theoretical studies have also provided insight into the approximations
made by loopy BP, partially justifying its application to graphs with cycles [234, 242].
In the following subsection, we will explain the embedding of mean field and loopy
BP. More detailed mathematical derivations can be found in Appendix A. We show that the
iterative update steps in these algorithms, which are essentially minimizing approximations
to the exact free energy, can be simply viewed as function mappings of the embedded
marginals using the alternative view in (3.3) and (3.4).
3.4.1 Embedding Mean-Field Inference
The vanilla mean-field inference tries to approximate p({Hi} | {xi}) with a product of in-
dependent density components p({Hi} | {xi}) ≈
∏
i∈V qi(hi) where each qi(hi) ≥ 0 is a
valid density, such that
∫
H qi(hi)dhi = 1. Furthermore, these density components are found
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One can show that the solution to the above optimization problem needs to satisfy the
following fixed point equations for all i ∈ V





qj(hj) log(Ψ(hi, hj)Φ(hj, xj))dhj





qj(hj) log Ψ(hi, hj)dhj




qj(hj) log Φ(hj, xj)dhj . Here N (i) are the set of neighbors of
variable Hi in the graphical model, and ci is a constant. The fixed point equations in (3.8)
imply that qi(hi) is a functional of a set of neighboring marginals {qj}j∈N (i), i.e.,
qi(hi) = f
(
hi, xi, {qj}j∈N (i)
)
. (3.8)
If for each marginal qi, we have an injective embedding µ̃i =
∫
H φ(hi)qi(hi)dhi. Then,
using similar reasoning as in (3.3), we can equivalently express the fixed point equation
from an embedding point of view, i.e., qi(hi) = f̃(hi, xi, {µ̃j}j∈N (i)), and consequently
using the operator view from (3.4), we have





For the embedded mean field (3.9), the function f̃ and operator T̃ have complicated non-
linear dependencies on the potential functions Ψ, Φ, and the feature mapping φ which is
unknown and need to be learned from data. Instead of first learning the Ψ and Φ, and then
working out T̃ , we will pursue a different route where we directly parameterize T̃ and later
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Algorithm 1 Embedded Mean Field
1: Input: parameter W in T̃
2: Initialize µ̃(0)i = 0, for all i ∈ V
3: for t = 1 to T do








i = σ(W1xi +W2li)
7: end for
8: end for . fixed point equation
update
9: return {µ̃Ti }i∈V
Algorithm 2 Embedding Loopy BP
1: Input: parameter W in T̃1 and T̃2
2: Initialize ν̃(0)ij = 0, for all (i, j) ∈ E
3: for t = 1 to T do
4: for (i, j) ∈ E do








8: for i ∈ V do








learn it with supervision signals.
In terms of the parameterization, we will assume µ̃i ∈ Rd where d is a hyperparameter
chosen using cross-validation. For T̃ , one can use any nonlinear function mappings. For









where σ(·) := max{0, ·} is a rectified linear unit applied elementwisely to its argument, and
W = {W1,W2}. The number of the rows in W equals to d. With such parameterization,
the mean field iterative update in the embedding space can be carried out as Algorithm 1.
We could also multiply µ̃i with V to rescale the range of message embeddings if needed. In
fact, with or without V , the functions will be the same in terms of the representation power.
Specifically, for any (W, V ), we can always find another ‘equivalent’ parameters (W′, I)
where W′ = {W1,W2V }.
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3.4.2 Embedding Loopy Belief Propagation
Loopy belief propagation is another variational inference method, which essentially opti-



















subject to pairwise marginal consistency constraints:
∫
H qij(hi, hj)dhj = qi(hi),
∫
H qij(hi,
hj)dhj = qi(hi), and
∫
H qi(hi)dhi = 1. One can obtain the fixed point condition for the











where mij(hj) is the intermediate result called the message from node i to j. Furthermore,
mij(hj) is a nonnegative function which can be normalized to a density, and hence can also
be embedded.
Similar to the reasoning in the mean field case, the (3.11) implies the messages mij(hj)
and marginals qi(hi) are functionals of messages from neighbors, i.e.,
mij(hj) = f
(
hj, xi, {mki}k∈N (i)\j
)
, qi(hi) = g
(
hi, xi, {mki}k∈N (i)
)
.
With the assumption that there is an injective embedding for each message ν̃ij =
∫
φ(hj)mij
(hj)dhj and for each marginal µ̃i =
∫
φ(hi)qi(hi)dhi, we can apply the reasoning from (3.3)
and (3.4), and express the messages and marginals from the embedding view,










We will also use parametrization for loopy BP embedding similar to the mean field case,
















where W = {W1,W2,W3,W4} are matrices with appropriate sizes. Note that one can use
other nonlinear function mappings to parameterize T̃1 and T̃2 as well. Overall, the loopy
BP embedding updates is summarized in Algorithm 2.
With similar strategy as in mean field case, we will learn the parameters in T̃1 and T̃2
later with supervision signals from the discriminative task.
3.4.3 Embedding Other Variational Inference
In fact, there are many other variational inference methods, with different forms of free
energies or different optimization algorithms, resulting different message update forms,
e.g., double-loop BP [249], damped BP [156], tree-reweightd BP [233], and generalized
BP [243]. The proposed embedding method is a general technique which can be tailored
to these algorithms. The major difference is the dependences in the messages. For the
details of embedding of these algorithms, please refer to the Appendix section of original
paper [55].
3.5 Discriminative Training
Similar to kernel BP [213, 212] and kernel EP [113], our current work exploits feature
space embedding to reformulate graphical model inference procedures. However, different
from the kernel BP and kernel EP, in which the feature spaces are chosen beforehand and
the conditional embedding operators are learned locally, our approach will learn both the
feature spaces, the transformation T̃ , as well as the regressor or classifier for the target
values end-to-end using label information.
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Specifically, we are provided with a training dataset D = {χn, yn}Nn=1, where χn is
a structured data point and yn∈Y , where Y = R for regression or Y = {1, . . . , K} for
classification problem, respectively. With the feature embedding procedure introduced in
Section 3.4, each data point will be represented as a set of embeddings {µ̃ni }i∈Vn ∈ F . Now
the goal is to learn a regression or classification function f linking {µ̃ni }i∈Vn to yn.





i ), where u ∈ Rd is the final mapping from summed (or pooled) embed-
dings to output. The parameters u and those W involved in the embeddings are learned by












Note that each data point will have its own graphical model and embedded features due
to its individual structure, but the parameters u and W, are shared across these graphical
models.
In the case of K-class classification problem, we denote z is the 1-of-K representation
of y, i.e., z ∈ {0, 1}K , zk = 1 if y = k, and zi = 0, ∀i 6= k. By adopt the softmax loss, we














where u = {uk}Kk=1, uk ∈ Rd are the parameters for mapping embedding to output.
The same idea can also be generalized to other discriminative tasks with different loss
functions. As we can see from the optimization problems (3.14) and (3.15), the objective
functions are directly related to the corresponding discriminative tasks, and so as to W and
u. Conceptually, the procedure starts with representing each datum by a graphical model
constructed corresponding to its individual structure with sharing potential functions, and
then, we embed these graphical models with the same feature mappings. Finally the em-
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Algorithm 3 Discriminative Embedding
Input: Dataset D = {χn, yn}Nn=1, loss function l(f(χ), y).
Initialize U0 = {W0,u0} randomly.
for t = 1 to T do
Sample {χt, yt} uniform randomly from D.
Construct latent variable model p({H ti}|χn) as (3.5).
Embed p({H ti}|χn) as {µ̃ni }i∈Vn by Algorithm 1 or 2 with W
t−1.
Update Ut = Ut−1 + λt∇Ut−1l(f(µ̃n;Ut−1), yn).
end for
return UT = {WT ,uT}
bedded marginals are aggregated with a prediction function for a discriminative task. The
shared potential functions, feature mappings and final prediction functions are all learned
together for the ultimate task with supervision signals.
We optimize the objective (3.14) or (3.15) with stochastic gradient descent for scala-
bility consideration. However, other optimization algorithms are also applicable, and our
method does not depend on this particular choice. The gradients of the parameters W
are calculated recursively similar to recurrent neural network for sequence models. In our
case, the recursive structure will correspond the message passing structure. The overall
framework is illustrated in Algorithm 3.
3.6 Experiments
Below we first compare our method with algorithms using prefixed kernel on string and
graph benchmark datasets. Then we focus on Harvard Clean Energy Project dataset which
contains 2.3 million samples. We demonstrate that while getting comparable performance
on medium sized datasets, we are able to handle millions of samples, and getting much bet-
ter when more training data are given. The two variants of structure2vec are denoted
as DE-MF and DE-LBP, which stands for discriminative embedding using mean field or
loopy belief propagation, respectively.
Our algorithms are implemented with C++ and CUDA, and experiments are carried
out on clusters equipped with NVIDIA Tesla K20. The original code is available on
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https://github.com/Hanjun-Dai/graphnn. A new reimplementation using PyTorch is also
available at https://github.com/Hanjun-Dai/pytorch structure2vec.
3.6.1 Benchmark structure datasets
We compare our algorithm on string benchmark datasets with the kernel method with ex-
isting sequence kernels, i.e., the spectrum string kernel [142], mismatch string kernel [143]
and fisher kernel with HMM generative models [107]. On graph benchmark datasets, we
compare with subtree kernel [183] (R&G, for short), random walk kernel[80, 231], shortest
path kernel [29], graphlet kernel[208] and the family of Weisfeiler-Lehman kernels (WL
kernel) [207]. After getting the kernel matrix, we train SVM classifier or regressor on top.
We tune all the methods via cross validation, and report the average performance.
Specifically, for structured kernel methods, we tune the degree in {1, 2, . . . , 10} (for mis-
match kernel, we also tune the maximum mismatch length in {1, 2, 3}) and train SVM
classifier [37] on top, where the trade-off parameter C is also chosen in {0.01, 0.1, 1, 10}
by cross validation. For fisher kernel that using HMM as generative model, we also tune
the number of hidden states assigned to HMM in {2, . . . , 20}.
For our methods, we simply use one-hot vector (the vector representation of discrete
node attribute) as the embedding for observed nodes, and use a two-layer neural network
for the embedding (prediction) of target value. The hidden layer size b ∈ {16, 32, 64} of
neural network, the embedding dimension d ∈ {16, 32, 64} of hidden variables and the
number of iterations t ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} are tuned via cross validation. We keep the number of
parameters small, and use early stopping [82] to avoid overfitting in these small datasets.
String Dataset
Here we do experiments on two string binary classification benchmark datasets. The first
one (denoted as SCOP) contains 7329 sequences obtained from SCOP (Structural Clas-
sification of Proteins) 1.59 database [9]. Methods are evaluated on the ability to detect
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members of a target SCOP family (positive test set) belonging to the same SCOP super-
family as the positive training sequences, and no members of the target family are available
during training. We use the same 54 target families and the same training/test splits as
in remote homology detection [136]. The second one is FC and RES dataset (denoted as
FC RES) provided by CRISPR/Cas9 system, on which the task it to tell whether the guide
RNA will direct Cas9 to target DNA. There are 5310 guides included in the dataset. Details
of this dataset can be found in [67, 76]. We use two variants for spectrum string kernel:
1) kmer-single, where the constructed kernel matrix K(s)k only consider patterns of length




k . We also find the normalized












Table 3.1 reports the mean AUC of different algorithms. We found two variants of
structure2vec are consistently better than the string kernels. Also, the improvement
in SCOP is more significant than in FC RES. This is because SCOP is a protein dataset
and its alphabet size |Σ| is much larger than that of FC RES, an RNA dataset. Further-
more, the dimension of the explicit features for a k-mer kernel is O(|Σ|k), which can make
the off-diagonal entries of kernel matrix very small (or even zero) with large alphabet
size and k. That’s also the reason why kmer-concat performs better than kmer-single.
structure2vec learns a discriminative feature space, rather than prefix it beforehand,


























































WL subtree WL edge WL sp R&G p-rand walk Rand walk Graphlet sp DE-MF DE-LBP
Figure 3.2: 10-fold cross-validation accuracies on graph classification benchmark datasets.
The ‘sp’ in the figure stands for shortest-path.
Table 3.2: Statistics [217] of graph benchmark datasets. |V | is the # nodes while |E| is the
# edges in a graph. #labels equals to the number of different types of nodes.
size avg |V | avg |E| #labels
MUTAG 188 17.93 19.79 7
NCI1 4110 29.87 32.3 37
NCI109 4127 29.68 32.13 38
ENZYMES 600 32.63 62.14 3
D&D 1178 284.32 715.66 82
Graph Dataset
We test the algorithms on five benchmark datasets for graph kernel: MUTAG, NCI1,
NCI109, ENZYMES and D&D. MUTAG [62]. NCI1 and NCI109 [235] are chemical
compounds dataset, while ENZYMES [29] and D&D [66] are of proteins. The task is to
do multi-class or binary classification. We show the statistics of these datasets in Table 3.2.
The results of baseline algorithms are taken from [207] since we use exactly the same
setting here. From the accuracy comparison shown in Figure 3.2, we can see the proposed
















(a) PCE distribution (b) Sample molecules
Figure 3.3: PCE value distribution and sample molecules from CEP dataset. Hydrogens
are not displayed.
with different number of labels, nodes and edges. Also, in dataset D&D which consists
of 82 different types of labels, our algorithm performs much better. As reported in [207],
the time required for constructing dictionary for the graph kernel can take up to more than
a year of CPU time in this dataset, while our algorithm can learn the discriminative em-
bedding efficiently from structured data directly without the construction of the handcraft
dictionary.
3.6.2 Harvard Clean Energy Project(CEP) dataset
The Harvard Clean Energy Project [97] is a theory-driven search for the next generation
of organic solar cell materials. One of the most important properties of molecule for this
task is the overall efficiency of the energy conversion process in a solar cell, which is
determined by the power conversion efficiency (PCE). The Clean Energy Project (CEP)
performed expensive simulations for the 2.3 million candidate molecules on IBM’s World
Community Grid, in order to get this property value. So using machine learning approach to
accurately predict the PCE values is a promising direction for the high throughput screening
and discovering new materials.
In this experiment, we randomly select 90% of the data for training, and the rest 10%
























(a) Test error vs iterations













Figure 3.4: Details of training and prediction results for DE-MF and DE-LBP with different
number of fixed point iterations.
Since the data is distributed unevenly (see Figure 3.3), we resampled the training data (but
not the test data) to make the algorithm put more emphasis on molecules with higher PCE
values, in order to make accurate prediction for promising candidate molecules. Since
the traditional kernel methods are not scalable, we make the explicit feature maps for WL
subtree kernel by collecting all the molecules and creating dictionary for the feature space.
The other graph kernels, like edge kernel and shortest path kernel, are having too large
feature dictionary to work with. We use RDKit [139] to extract features for atoms (nodes)
and bonds (edges).
The mean absolute error (MAE) and root mean square error (RMSE) are reported in
Table 3.3. We found utilizing graph information can accurately predict PCE values. Also,
our proposed two methods are working equally well. Although WL tree kernel with degree
6 is also working well, it requires 10, 000 times more parameters than structure2vec
and runs 2 times slower. The preprocessing needed for WL tree kernel also makes it difficult
to use in large datasets.
To understand the effect of the inference embedding in the proposed algorithm frame-
work, we further compare our methods with different number of fixed point iterations in
Figure 3.4. It can see that, higher number of fixed point iterations will lead to faster con-
vergence, though the number of parameters of the model in different settings are the same.
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Table 3.3: Test prediction performance on CEP dataset. WL lv-k stands for Weisfeiler-
lehman with degree k.
test MAE test RMSE # params
Mean Predictor 1.9864 2.4062 1
WL lv-3 0.1431 0.2040 1.6m
WL lv-6 0.0962 0.1367 1378m
DE-MF 0.0914 0.1250 0.1m
DE-LBP 0.0850 0.1174 0.1m
The mean field embedding will get much worse result if only one iteration is executed.
Compare to the loopy BP case with same setting, the latter one will always have one more
round message passing since we need to aggregate the messages from edge to node in the
last step. And also, from the quality of prediction we find that, though making slightly
higher prediction error for molecules with high PCE values due to insufficient data, our
algorithms are not overfitting the ‘easy’ (i.e., the most popular) range of PCE values.
3.7 Summary
We propose, structure2vec, an effective and scalable approach for structured data rep-
resentation based on the idea of embedding latent variable models into feature spaces, and
learning such feature spaces using discriminative information. Interestingly, our method
extracts features by performing a sequence of function mappings in a way similar to graph-
ical model inference procedures, such as mean field and belief propagation. Our method
provides a nice example for the general strategy of combining the strength of existing algo-
rithms for graphical models with the deep learning approach, which we believe will become
common in many other learning tasks.
However, the current method is not scalable for large graphs, as the runtime for each
update is O(L(V + E)) with a L-layer structure2vec for graph of V nodes and E.




STOCHASTIC LARGE SCALE GRAPH EMBEDDING
Many graph analytics problems can be solved via iterative algorithms where the solutions
are often characterized by a set of steady-state conditions. Different algorithms respect to
different set of fixed point constraints, so instead of using these traditional algorithms, can
we learn an algorithm which can obtain the same steady-state solutions automatically from
examples, in an effective and scalable way? How to represent the meta learner for such
algorithm and how to carry out the learning? In this chapter, we propose an embedding
representation for iterative algorithms over graphs, and design a learning method which
alternates between updating the embeddings and projecting them onto the steady-state con-
straints. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our framework using a few commonly used
graph algorithms, and show that in some cases, the learned algorithm can handle graphs
with more than 100,000,000 nodes in a single machine.
4.1 Introduction
Graphs and networks arise in various real-world applications and machine learning prob-
lems, such as social network analysis [99] and molecule screening [97, 71, 140]. Many
graph analytics problems can be solved via iterative algorithms according to the graph
structure, and the solutions of the algorithms are often characterized by a set of steady-state
conditions. For instance, the PageRank [171] score of a node in a graph can be computed
iteratively by averaging the scores of its neighbors, until the node score and this neighbor
averaging are approximately equal. Mean field inference for the posterior distribution of a
variable in a graphical model can be updated iteratively by aggregating the messages from
its neighbors until the posterior is approximately equal to the results of the aggregation
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Figure 4.1: Overview of proposed graph steady-state learning algorithm. In stage I, we
update the classifier f̂v and steady-state operator TΘ with 1-hop neighborhood of stochastic
samples; in stage II, the embeddings ĥv are updated by stochastic fixed point iterations.





, ∀t > 1, and
h(0)v ← constant, ∀v ∈ V (4.1)





, ∀v ∈ V . (4.2)
Variants of graph neural network (GNN) [193], like GCN [130], neural message pass-
ing network [83], GATs [229] etc., perform fixed T rounds of updates to Eq (4.1) without
respecting the steady state. Thus for learning algorithms like PageRank or mean field infer-
ence, a large T is required. In such case, both the computational cost and gradient updates
will become problematic. Also note that due to the batch-update nature of GNN family
models, multiple rounds of update over all nodes are needed. These two limitations make
them not scalable and effective enough, regarding the computational cost and convergence.
In this chapter, instead of designing algorithms for each individual graph problem, we
take a different perspective, and ask the question: Can we design a learning framework for
a diverse range of graph problems that learns the algorithm over large graphs achieving
the steady-state solutions efficiently and effectively? Furthermore, how to represent the
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meta learner for such algorithm and how to carry out the learning of these algorithms? In
this chapter we propose a stochastic learning framework of algorithm design based on the
idea of embedding the intermediate representation of an iterative algorithm over graphs
into vector spaces, and then learn such algorithms using example outputs from the desired
algorithms to be learned.
More specifically, in our framework, each node in the graph will maintain an embed-
ding vector, and these embedding vectors will be updated using a parameterized operator
Tθ where the parameters θ will be learned. Furthermore, following each embedding update
step, the embedding will also be projected towards the steady state constraint space, gradu-
ally enforcing the steady-state conditions. As illustrated in Figure 4.1, both of the two steps
are stochastic, which only requires 1-hop neighborhood for the update. We argue that such
1-hop stochasticity is key to the efficiency and effectiveness. Most of the GNN variants
(e.g., [145]) need O(T (|V| + |E|)) computational cost and memory consumption per each
round of parameter update. For large graphs, this would be quite expensive. [99] attempts
the mini-batch update using T -hops neighborhood of sampled mini-batch of nodes. How-
ever, the neighborhood size grows exponentially with respect to T . As in the idea of six
degrees of separation, T = 6 would already include all the nodes in the social network.
We note that this new algorithm is significantly different from the traditional graph
embedding settings where the goal is to learn representations (or features) for nodes in a
graph for classification. In contrast, our goal is to efficiently learn an algorithm which
can run in a large graph and can respect specific condition with physical meaning. The
successive stochastic projection of the embeddings onto the steady-state condition, which
is not present in previous graph embedding methods, is a crucial step in our algorithm, and
creates an important inductive bias which allows us to generalize the learned steady-state
algorithm output to the entire network and even to a different network.
We showed that our framework can be adapted to learn the steady-state of a few com-
monly used graph algorithms, namely the detection of connected components, PageRank
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scores, mean field inference, and node labeling problem over graphs. We conducted sys-
tematical comparison between the learned algorithms and several existing algorithms to
demonstrate the benefits in terms of both effectiveness and scalability on both randomly
generated graphs and real-world graphs. In particular, in the PageRank problem, the learned
algorithm can easily handle graphs with more than 100,000,000 nodes in a single machine.
4.2 Iterative Algorithms over Graphs
Many iterative algorithms over graphs can be formulated into the form of Eq (4.1) and
the solutions satisfy a requirement of the form of Eq (4.2). More specifically, for a graph,
G = (V , E), with node set V and edge set E , the iterative algorithm framework can be
instantiated as follows
• Graph component detection problem. We want to find all nodes within the same
connected component as source node s ∈ V . This task can be solved by iteratively





s = 1, y
(0)
v = 0, ∀v ∈ V
where N (v) denotes the set of neighbors of v. At algorithm step t = 0, the label
y
(0)
s at node s are set to 1 (infected) and 0 for all other nodes. The steady state is
achieved when nodes in the same connected component as s are infected. That is
y∗v = maxu∈N (v) y
∗
u.
• PageRank scores for node importance. We want to estimate the importance of each










r(t)u , ∀v ∈ V .
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• Mean field inference in graphical model. We want to approximate the marginal dis-
tributions of a set of variables xv in a graph model defined on G. That is p({xv}v∈V) ∝∏
v∈V φ(xv)
∏
(u,v)∈E φ(xu, xv) where φ(xv) and φ(xu, xv) are the node and edge po-
tential respectively. The marginal approximation q(xv) can be obtained in an iterative







q(t)(xu) log φ(xu, xv)du
)
,





q∗(xu) log φ(xu, xv)du
)
.
• Compute long range graph convolution features. We want to extract long range
features from graph and use that figure to capture the relation between graph topology
and external labels. One possible parametrization of graph convolution features hv






where σ is a nonlinear elementwise operation, and W1,W2 are the parameters of the









Then the labeling function f(h∗v) for each node is determined by the feature h
∗
v.
Typically, to learn these iterative algorithms with GNN family models, we need to run many
iterations in order for them to converge to the steady-state solutions. Especially when the
graph scale gets large, a large number of iterations are needed, making the GNNs very
computationally intensive and slow. In the following, we will formulate a generic learning
problem for designing a faster algorithms for these scenarios.
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4.3 The Algorithm Learning Problem
In this section we propose a framework of algorithm design based on the idea of embedding
the intermediate representation of an iterative algorithm over graphs into vector spaces, and
then learn such algorithms using example outputs from the desired algorithms to be learned.
More specially, we assume that we have collected the output of an iterative algorithm
T over a single large graph1. The training dataset consists of the input graph G = (V , E),
and the output of the algorithm for a subset of nodes, V(y) ⊆ V from the graph:
D =
{
f ∗v := f(h
∗




, v ∈ V(y)
}
. (4.3)
In the dataset, h∗v is the quantity in the algorithm which satisfies the steady-state conditions,
and f(·) is an additional labeling function which takes the steady-state quantity and pro-
duces the final label for each node. In the case where h∗v is the output of an algorithm, we
can think of f(·) is the identity function.
Given the above dataset D from previous run of the algorithm, the goal is to learn a
parameterized algorithm AΘ such that the output of the algorithm can mimic the output of
the original algorithm T . That is the learned algorithmAΘ produces { f̂v }v∈V(y) = AΘ[G],
which are close to f ∗v according to some loss function `(f
∗
v , f̂v).






`(f ∗v , f̂v)
s.t. { f̂v }v∈V(y) = AΘ[G] (4.4)
In the above general statement of the learning problem, we have not specified the actual
1Our method can also be used for the cases where data are collected from multiple graphs. In this case,
we can view multiple graphs as a single big graph with a collection of connected components.
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form of the algorithm and the parametrization of the algorithm step. In the following sec-
tion we will explain our design of fast iterative algorithm which can be learned.
The design goal of our model will focus on two key aspects: respect steady-state con-
ditions and learn fast. Thus the core of our model is a steady-state operator TΘ between
vector embedding representation of nodes, and a link function mapping the embedding to
the algorithm output. Furthermore, the embeddings are obtained by solving the steady-state
operator stochastically, making it very efficient for large scale graph problems.
4.3.1 Steady-state operator and linking function
We will associate each node in the graph with an unknown vector embedding representation
ĥv ∈ Rd, and the core of our algorithm is a parameterized operator, TΘ, for enforcing
steady-state relations between these embeddings. Given a link function f̂(hv), our model











In our model, the steady-state operator TΘ and the linking function f̂ is not fixed before
hand, and their parameters will be learned from dataset D in Eq (4.3). Furthermore, the
vector embeddings ĥv need to be found from Eq (4.5), after which the embeddings are used
for making predictions about the algorithm outputs via f̂ . Thus, we need an algorithm for
finding the (approximate) steady-state of Eq (4.5).
4.3.2 Finding steady-state
Here we use an iterative algorithm to find the steady-state of Eq (4.5). The algorithm
will execute in a similar fashion as randomized Gauss-Seidel method which updates one
unknown variable at the time according to the steady-state equation. Adapting the scheme
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to our case, we will start all {ĥv}v∈V from some constant, and then update the embedding
one at at time. That is
ĥv ← constant for all v ∈ V




We note that in this randomized scheme, the embeddings {ĥv}v∈V are updated in an asyn-
chronous fashion. Furthermore, each time the update is also carried out only one hop for
the sampled node v. This makes it very efficient compared to synchronous update over
the entire graph for T hops. For comparison, the synchronous update will amount to a
computational complexity of O(T (|V|+ |E|)) which quickly becomes prohibitive for large
graphs. Instead, our steady-state finding algorithm is carried out using mini-batches.
4.3.3 Specific parameterization for TΘ and g
The operator TΘ and link function g can come from general nonlinear function class. The
operator TΘ enforces the steady-state condition of node embeddings based on 1-hop local
neighborhood information. Due to the variety of graph structures, this function should
be able to handle different number of inputs (i.e., different number of neighbor nodes)











where σ(·) is element-wise activation function, such as commonly used Sigmoid or ReLU.
W1 and W2 are the weight matrices. xv is the optional feature representation of nodes, such
as observations in Markov Random Field (MRF). In general, a two-layer neural network
formulation as above would be enough for most cases. But one can also use problem-
specific parameterization for better performance.
For prediction function g, it takes the node embeddings as inputs, and predicts the
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where V1, V2 are parameters of g(·). σ(·) is a task-specific activation function. For linear
regression this is the identity function σ(x) = x. For multi-class classification problem,
σ(·) is softmax which would output a probabilistic simplex.
4.3.4 The optimization problem












`(f ∗v , g(ĥv))




,∀v ∈ V . (4.8)
In the next section, we will introduce an alternating algorithm to solve the above opti-
mization problem. The algorithm will alternate between using most current model to find
the embeddings and make prediction, and using the gradient of the loss with respect to
{W1,W2, V1, V2} for update these parameters.
4.4 Learning Algorithm
It should be emphasized that directly applying the vanilla stochastic gradient descent re-
quires visiting all the nodes in the graph many times due to the constraints in Eq. (4.8),
making the reduction of the cost via stochastic gradient computation in vain. As we dis-
cussed in Section 4.3.2, this step is actually the computation bottleneck. In this section, we
present a scalable algorithm which exploits the stochasticity in both equilibrium constraints
and the objective in Eq. (4.8) to learn the parameters. Then, we provide the analysis of the
computational and memory complexity in detail to show how our proposed approach could
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save the computation in Section 4.4.2.
4.4.1 Stochastic Fixed-Point Gradient Descent
In fact, the optimization Eq. (4.8) can be understood as improving the policy which mini-
mizing the cost that is proportional to f ∗. The fix-point equation characterizes the dynamic
programming whose solution is steady state ĥv for each node. Comparing to the reinforce-
ment learning (RL), it plays a similar role as “value function”. With these estimations of
the steady states, we minimize the cost by updating the parameters in TΘ and g, which can
be understood as a similar role as “policy” in RL. Based on such understanding, we design
our algorithm inspired by the policy iteration in reinforcement learning [220]. Furthermore,
to reduce the complexity in the first stage for estimating, we introduce an extra randomness
over the constraints and solve it approximately through stochastic fixed point iteration.
Stochastic gradient descent for “policy” improvement. Specifically, at k-th round in the













































where the expectation Ê [·] is taken w.r.t. uniform distribution over labeled nodes V(y). With
such treatment, we can update the parameters, i.e., {W1,W2, V1, V2}, as vanilla stochastic
gradient descent.
Stochastic fixed-point iteration for “value” estimation. However, it is prohibitive to
solve the steady-state equation exactly in large-scale graph with millions of vertices since
it requires visiting all the nodes in the graph. Therefore, we introduce the extra randomness
on the constraints for sampling the constraints to tackle the groups of equations approxi-
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Algorithm 4 Learning with Stochastic Fixed Point Iteration
1: Initialize W1,W2, V1, V2, {ĥv}v∈V randomly
2: for k = 1 to K do
3: for th = 1 to nh do
4: Sample Ṽ = {v1, v2, . . . , vN} ∈ V
5: Use Eq. (4.9) to update embedding ĥvi , ∀vi ∈ Ṽ
6: end for
7: for tf = 1 to nf do
8: Sample Ṽ(y) = {v1, v2, . . . , vM} ∈ V(y)
9: {Wi ← Wi − η ∂L∂Wi}
2





mately. This technique is very effective in dealing with infinite constraints in approximately
solving MDP [60, 61].
Specifically, in k-th step, we first sample a set of nodes Ṽ = {v1, v2, . . . , vN} ∈ V from
the entire node set rather of the labeled set. For stability, we update the new embedding of
vi by moving average in following form:




,∀vi ∈ Ṽ . (4.9)
The overall algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 4. The whole iterative process will run
K steps or untill convergence. During each macro iteration, the two stages can also have
multiple inner loops. Specifically, let nf be the number of inner loops for “policy” improve-
ment, and nh be the number of inner loops in “value” estimation.During the experiment we
found that, having more fixed point iterations, i.e., nh > nf helps the model converge faster
and achieve better generalization.
We name our algorithm Stochastic Steady-state Embedding (SSE), due to its stochas-
ticity nature and steady-state enforcement.
4.4.2 Complexity analysis
In this section, we briefly analyze the computation and memory complexity of Algorithm 4.
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In “policy” improvement stage, assume the labeled set V(y) is an unbiased sample from
V , then the computational cost is Θ(M |E||V|), since we only need 1-hop nodes to update.
Here we use the average node degree in graph to calculate the expected number of edges in
each mini-batch. Similarly, in “value” estimation stage, we have Θ(N |E||V|). So in summary,
the computational cost in each iteration is just proportional to the number of edges in each
mini-batch.
The memory cost of our algorithm is also smaller compared to the existing graph neural
networks. Regardless of necessary memory held by parameters W1,2, V1,2 and node/edge
features, the dominating part is the persistent node embedding matrix {ĥv}v∈V which
takes O(|V|) space. This is also much cheaper than most GNN-family models which
take O(T |V|) space, due to the requirement of storing intermediate embeddings for back-
propagation use.
4.5 Experiments
In this section, we experimentally demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of learning
various graph algorithms. We compare our proposed algorithm with some of the GNN
variants who have the fixed finite number of propagations T , using experiments with both
transductive and inductive settings. In transductive setting, we compare with GCN [130],
a localized first-order approximation of spectral graph convolutions and structure2vec [55]
which mimics the graphical model inference algorithms to obtain feature representation.
The number of propagation steps is tuned in T ∈ {1, . . . , 7} for them. In inductive setting,
we compare with GraphSage [99] and its variants. For our proposed algorithm, We tune
the number of inner loops for SGD and fixed point iterations nf , nh ∈ {1, 5, 8}, to balance
the parameter learning and fixed point constraint satisfaction.
We demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm in capturing steady-state in-
formation with learning graph algorithms, i.e., the graph connectivity detection, PageRank,
and Mean Field Inference on graphical model, where the global-range steady information
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(a) Graph consists of two disjoint chains.
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(b) Accuracy w.r.t. different T.
Figure 4.2: Graph connectivity experiment.
is the key for success, in Section 4.5.1, 4.5.2 and 4.5.3, respectively. We also show the
comparison on benchmark datasets in Section 4.5.4, where we can achieve comparable or
better accuracy. Finally we show our advantage in terms of scalability in Section 4.5.5.
Table 4.1: Multi-class node classification Dataset statistics as reported in [130].
Dataset # Nodes # Edges # Classes # Features Label rate
Citeseer 3,327 4,732 6 3,703 3.6%
Cora 2,708 5,429 7 1,433 5.2%
Pubmed 19,717 44,338 3 500 0.3%
Table 4.2: Multi-label node classification Dataset statistics
Dataset # Nodes # Edges # Labels Label type Graph type
BlogCatalog 10,312 333,983 39 membership social network
PPI(transductive) 3,890 76,584 50 Bio-states protein
Wikipedia 4,777 184,812 40 POS-tag word-net
Amazon 334,863 925,872 58 product type co-purchasing
PPI(inductive) 56,944 818,716 121 Bio-states protein
The real-world dataset used are shown in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2. The multi-class
classification datasets are from [130], where the multi-label classification datasets are from
[90], [99] and SNAP website. Datasets in Table 4.1 and also the inductive PPI dataset have
extra node features. When available, we use the same train/valid/test split as in original
paper.
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(c) Mean-Field Inference for
MRF
Figure 4.3: Algorithm learning for PageRank and Mean Field Inference. Error is measured
using Mean Absolute Error (MAE).
4.5.1 Algorithm-learning: connectivity
The graph we constructed contains 2 disjoint chains. Each chain is a connected component
which contains 1,000 nodes and 999 edges. Figure 4.2a illustrates the graph we created.
The algorithm needs to know the multi-hop structure, in order to identify the component ID
for a certain node. In this transductive setting, we use 10% nodes with labels for training,
and the rest for testing. With proper parameter tuning, the GCN and structure2vec can
achieve 96% accuracy in distinguishing two components, while our SSE gets 99%.
In Figure 4.2b, we vary the T of GCN, and report its test performance. Since our pro-
posed algorithm doesn’t have the dependency over T , we simply include it as a reference.
We can see as T gets larger, the GCN model converges to better solution by taking longer
range of information, while the computational cost increases linearly with T . Also through
this experiment we find it is not only computationally more efficient, but also experimen-
tally more effective in learning the steady-states.
4.5.2 Algorithm Learning: PageRank
In this task, we learn to predict the PageRank scores for each node in the network graph.
In our experiment we use the default value (which is 0.85) for the damping factor.
Real-world graphs: We take the Blogcatalog and Pubmed graphs for evaluation. For each
dataset, we first run the PageRank algorithm using networkx [98]. Since the raw PageRank
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scores are normalized to a probabilistic simplex, we rescale it by multiplying the total
number of nodes. This avoids some precision issue of the float numbers. In transductive
setting, we reserve 10% nodes for held-out evaluation, and vary the training set size from
10% to 90% of the total nodes. We also modify the vanilla structure2vec model to use
degree-weighted message aggregation, denoted as S2V-degree, for better performance in
PageRank prediction task.
The quantitative results are shown in Figure 4.3a and 4.3b, respectively. We can see
from the figure that, our proposed algorithm can achieve almost perfect fitting results on all
the two datasets, even with only 10% nodes for training. However, although we’ve shown
that with larger T the GCN can match our performance in Section 4.5.1, it is not effec-
tive in current experiment. Simply making T larger will cause problem for both gradient
propagation and memory consumption, and thus it is not effective. The modified baseline
S2V-degree performs the second best, so we compare with it in detail on Barabasi-Albert
random graphs in next part.
Barabasi-Albert random graphs: To evaluate how the performance varies as graph size
grows, we further carry out experiments on Barabasi-Albert (BA) graphs. We vary the
number of nodes n ∈ {1k, 10k, 100k, 1m, 10m}, and use two different parameters m = 1
and m = 4 for BA model. It is known that when m = 1 the graph has diameter of O(log n)
and for m ≥ 2 it is O(log n/ log log n) [27]. Thus for m = 1, it is more challenging since
the number of hops of information need is larger.
In transductive setting, we split the nodes equally into training and test set; in inductive
setting, the training is performed in a single graph, while the algorithm is asked to gener-
alize to new graphs from the same distribution. For S2V-degree we set T = 5 due to the
consideration of feasibility. The transductive and inductive results are shown in Table 4.3
and 4.4, respectively. As is expected, the MAE inm = 4 setting is lower than that inm = 1
setting. Our proposed algorithm achieves almost perfect MAE and increases slightly when
the prediction task becomes more and more challenging as the size of graph increasing to
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Table 4.3: Transductive learning of PageRank on Barabasi-Albert graphs with different
sizes and hyperparameters (m = 1, 4). We report MAE on 50% held-out nodes.
m=1
# nodes 1k 10k 100k 1m 10m
S2V-degree 0.0652 0.0843 0.1444 0.4012 0.4954
SSE 0.0041 0.0054 0.0075 0.0088 0.0162
m=4
# nodes 1k 10k 100k 1m 10m
S2V-degree 0.0138 0.0165 0.0347 0.0944 0.1223
SSE 0.0043 0.0051 0.0056 0.0065 0.0083
Table 4.4: Inductive learning of PageRank on Barabasi-Albert graphs, trained on graph
with same hyper-parameters.
m=1
# nodes 1k 10k 100k 1m 10m
S2V-degree 0.0783 0.0956 0.1931 0.4532 0.5254
SSE 0.0062 0.0074 0.0073 0.0097 0.0202
m=4
# nodes 1k 10k 100k 1m 10m
S2V-degree 0.0172 0.0193 0.0394 0.1243 0.1527
SSE 0.0057 0.0063 0.0066 0.0079 0.0101
10m nodes. In comparison, the performance of S2V-degree is significantly worse, espe-
cially when graph size grows. This is because T = 5 propagations cannot capture enough
long range information. We emphasize that for large graphs with 10m nodes, it is also hard
for batch algorithm like S2V-degree to converge and generalize well.
4.5.3 Algorithm Learning: mean-field inference
To further evaluate the ability of our proposed algorithm in capturing the steady-state infor-
mation, we design a task to fit the posteriors from the mean-field (MF) inference algorithm.
Here we define a lattice graph over a 128×128 grid. Specifically, we focus on the pair-wise
Markov Random Field graphical model:







where xv is the observation and Hv is the latent variable. The mean-field score for each
Hv is a vector calculated using the UGM toolset 2. The task is to learn the mean-field score
q(Hv) for each node over a 128 × 128 lattice with xv set to be binary with a Gaussian
perturbation. The posterior in this case can be understood as steady-state that is expressed
by nonlinear fixed point equation. We test the learned mean-field scores on the 10% of the
vertices and vary the size of training set sampled from the remaining vertices.
2https://www.cs.ubc.ca/ schmidtm/Software/UGM.html
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Table 4.5: Multi-label classification in Amazon product dataset. We report both Micro-F1
and Macro-F1 on held-out test set.
Amazon Micro-F1/% Macro-F1/%
Methods 1% 2% 3% 4% 5% 6% 7% 8% 9% 1% 2% 3% 4% 5% 6% 7% 8% 9%
structure2vec 70.27 74.54 77.18 79.95 80.97 81.58 82.71 83.27 83.55 66.62 70.07 74.74 76.43 77.62 78.65 79.92 80.13 80.11
GCN 70.39 73.58 77.61 80.34 82.03 83.23 84.25 85.1 85.68 66.16 71.01 74.56 77.11 78.97 80.5 81.36 82.15 82.75
SSE 78.36 81.06 82.61 83.79 84.59 85.08 85.68 86.57 87.13 75.07 77.67 79.03 79.86 81.14 81.59 82.39 83.13 84.03


















(a) Wall-clock time per round
of update. The (*) in the
figure denotes the out-of-
memory error.















(b) Convergence on BA
graphs with number of
nodes=1,000,000 and m=1.













(c) Convergence on BA
graphs with number of
nodes=1,000,000 and m=4.
Figure 4.4: Results on scalability experiments. We compare both the time needed per
update, as well as number of samples required for convergence in PageRank experiments
with large Barabasi-Albert random graphs.
From Figure 4.3c we can see, our proposed algorithm still works best regarding the
MAE metric, and can achieve better results with fewer labeled vertices. Here the fixed point
equations are nonlinear, which is different from the PageRank experiment. The baseline
algorithms can also achieve good performance with more supervision.
4.5.4 Application: node classification
Transductive setting:
To demonstrate the effectiveness of addressing steady-state information, we conduct
experiments on a large graph dataset, namely the Amazon product co-purchasing network
dataset [241]3. Among the 75,149 product types, we select those with at least 5,000 prod-
ucts. This results in 58 labels finally.
From Table 4.5 we can see the SSE outperforms the baselines by a large margin. We
also observed that in Amazon dataset, GNN-family models benefit more from more super-
3http://snap.stanford.edu/data/com-Amazon.html.
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vision, due to the larger model capacity. Our proposed method achieves the best perfor-
mance, regardless of the amount of supervision available. This suggests that our algorithm
can effectively utilize the global-range information of graph structure.
To make the comparison comprehensive, we also conduct experiments on small bench-
mark datasets that are commonly used in the literature. We show that in the graphs where
the diameter is small, existing algorithms can do pretty good, since local information is al-
most equivalent to global-range information. Nonetheless, our SSE can still achieve com-
parable performance in this scenario.
Table 4.6: Multi-label classification in small datasets. We report both Micro-F1 and Macro-
F1 on held-out test set.
Blogcatalog Micro-F1/% Macro-F1/%
Methods 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%
structure2vec 35.05 36.65 38.43 39.35 40.48 40.89 42.56 42.58 42.61 19.78 22.39 23 25.16 25.89 26.96 26.86 27.46 27.69
GCN 36.80 38.42 39.47 40.88 40.88 41.69 42.06 42.43 42.50 19.31 20.96 20.43 22.3 21.86 22.14 23.06 23.2 23.43
SSE 33.90 36.42 36.80 37.39 37.91 37.92 38.58 39.10 40.28 19.88 22.68 22.88 23.89 23.89 24.08 24.38 25.12 24.99
PPI Micro-F1/% Macro-F1/%
Methods 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%
structure2vec 19.86 23.19 24.73 25.46 25.29 27.79 27.75 28.32 28.99 15.14 15.94 18.32 18.41 19.04 20.41 20.56 22.01 23.83
GCN 18.85 22.52 25.40 26.36 26.52 27.80 27.96 28.28 28.44 16.03 17.09 19.01 20.45 21.01 21.62 23.50 23.29 24.13
SSE 19.17 22.04 23.64 23.64 25.24 24.44 26.36 26.20 27.16 15.58 17.79 18.36 19.30 20.99 20.16 22.64 22.80 22.63
Wikipedia Micro-F1/% Macro-F1/%
Methods 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%
structure2vec 47.94 50.24 49.98 50.76 52.45 53.54 53.21 54.07 54.95 11.53 11.63 12.38 13.05 14.12 16.65 16.80 17.37 17.27
GCN 46.94 49.14 49.61 48.82 49.61 49.92 49.61 51.02 50.55 11.30 11.64 12.41 12.32 13.11 12.98 13.47 13.87 14.34
SSE 46.94 49.76 51.33 51.44 51.18 52.91 54.32 54.33 55.26 13.63 13.70 16.00 16.26 16.33 16.41 17.00 17.33 17.42
For multi-label classification, the evaluation metric we used here is Micro-F1 and
Macro-F1 score. We tuned the hyperparameters for all the algorithms on 10% of train-
ing nodes, and then trained the model on full training set. The dimension of the embedding
is set to 128. The results are shown in Table 4.6. We achieve the best results in Wikipedia,
while getting comparable performances on the other two. In dataset like Blogcatalog, a
small local neighborhood would be enough to infer the group membership of users in this
friendship network, thus our approach would not benefit from taking global-range of in-
formation into account. However, in the Wikipedia dataset where we achieves the best
Micro-F1 and Macro-F1 scores, it is important to know long range information to get a

























Figure 4.5: The document classification accuracy on
benchmark citation networks.
Table 4.7: Inductive node classifica-







For document classification, each node in the citation graph represents the correspond-
ing document. Different from the above multi-label classification, here the documents have
auxiliary bag-of-words features. Since the document classes are mutually exclusive, we
train all the models with Cross Entropy loss. The edges (undirected) are formed by the
citation relationship between articles. We use the same training/validation/test splits as
in [130]. During training, only 20 instances per class are provided with corresponding la-
bels. We report the test classification accuracy in Figure 4.5. When possible, we include the
baselines’ performances directly from previously published results [130]. From the figure
we can see, the proposed SSE performs the best in Citeseer dataset, while being slightly
worse than other GNN models in Cora and Pubmed dataset, respectively. We’ve also in-
clude the results that using the node feature with multi-layer perceptron (MLP). The MLP
doesn’t consider any graph structure into consideration, which serves a sanity check.
Inductive setting:
In this setting, we use the PPI dataset from GraphSage [99], which contains 56,944
nodes (for proteins) and 818,716 edges (for their interactions). It is a multi-label classifica-
tion tasks, where each protein can have at most 121 labels. Each protein is associated with
additional 50-dimensional features. We use the same train/valid/test split as in [99].
Table 4.7 shows the results. The GraphSage results are taken from the original paper,
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since we are using the exactly same setting. We can see regarding the Micro-F1 metric,
our proposed SSE achieves much better performance. We show that, since GraphSage is
trained using mini-batch of nodes within T -hops, it is not effective enough to capture the
steady-state information, which in this case seems essential.
4.5.5 Scalability
In this section, we demonstrate that the proposed algorithm is very efficient for large-scale
graphs in terms of both convergence speed and execution time.
Time per update
All the algorithms are executed on a 16-core cluster with 256GB memory. We evaluate the
wall-clock time cost per update. For baselines GCN and structure2vec, this corresponds to
one feedforward and back propagation round with T -step embedding propagation on entire
graph; for our method, this corresponds to nf + nh mini-batch updates. Here we focus on
models in GNN family. For GCN and structure2vec, we compare with T = 1 and T = 5;
while in our method, nf = 1 and nh = 5.
The task we choose here is PageRank in Section 4.5.2. The graphs we evaluate on are
generated using Barabasi-Albert model with m = 4 as its parameter. We vary the number
of nodes in {100k, 1m, 10m, 100m}, and report the time in milliseconds in Figure 4.4a.
The results show our algorithm takes almost constant time for each update, due to its
stochasticity nature. As graph size grows, the time cost for GCN and structure2vec grows
linearly. For graph with 100m nodes, storing the intermediate updates and gradients for
T = 5 in structure2vec is no longer feasible 4.
4Note that for open source implementation of GCN, the Tensorflow limits the # elements in sparse matrix.
That’s why it cannot work on graphs with 10m nodes.
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Convergence
Here we compare the number of samples required for different algorithms to converge to a
good solution. Figure 4.4b and 4.4c show the curves. We take the Barabasi-Albert graphs
with 1,000,000 node and two different settings of m = 1 and m = 4, and fit with the
PageRank scores on 50% nodes. We also visualize the test error convergence curve on the
held-out 50% nodes. Both training and test curves report the RMSE (root mean square
error), since we use this metric for optimization.
We compare with S2V-degree with T = 5, which achieves second best results in Sec-
tion 4.5.2. For our algorithm, each round of updates requires 256×(nf+nh) samples. Here
256 is the mini-batch size we used, while S2V-degree needs the whole graph per update.
From the figures we can see our proposed algorithm converges much faster than the
S2V, in terms of number of samples. The number of samples required by our algorithm
is equivalent to only scanning through the entire training set for 4 or 5 passes. While for
S2V-degree, it requires hundreds or thousands of passes to converge. Also note that, S2V-
degree with T = 5 gets much worse test error in the case when m = 1, due to its limited
ability for capturing steady-state information.
4.6 Summary
In this chapter, we presented SSE, an algorithm that can learn many steady-state algorithms
over graphs. Different from graph neural network family models, SSE is trained stochas-
tically which only requires 1-hop information, but can capture fixed point relationships
efficiently and effectively. We demonstrate this in both synthetic and real-world bench-
mark datasets, with transductive and inductive experiments for learning various graph al-
gorithms. The algorithm also scales well up to 100m nodes with much less training effort.
Future work includes investigation in learning more complicated graph algorithms, as well
as distributed training.
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So far we have mostly focused on discriminative setting where the supervision is avail-
able. In the following chapters, we will present several unsupervised generative modeling
methods which employs the algorithm structure as design bias.
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CHAPTER 5
SEGMENTAL SEQUENCE GENERATIVE MODELING
Segmentation and labeling of high dimensional time series data has wide applications in
behavior understanding and medical diagnosis. Due to the difficulty of obtaining a large
amount the label information, realizing this objective in an unsupervised way is highly
desirable. Hidden Semi-Markov Model (HSMM) is a classical tool for this problem. How-
ever, existing HSMM and its variants typically make strong generative assumptions on the
observations within each segment, thus their ability to capture the nonlinear and complex
dynamics within each segment is limited. To address this limitation, we propose to incor-
porate the Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) as the generative process of each segment,
resulting the Recurrent HSMM (R-HSMM). To accelerate the inference while preserving
accuracy, we designed a structure encoding function to mimic the exact inference. By gen-
eralizing the penalty method to distribution space, we are able to train the model and the
encoding function simultaneously. We also demonstrate that the R-HSMM significantly
outperforms the previous state-of-the-art on both the synthetic and real-world datasets.
5.1 Introduction
Segmentation and labeling of time series data is an important problem in machine learn-
ing and signal processing. Given a sequence of observations {x1, x2, . . . , xT}, we want
to divide the T observations into several segments and label each segment simultaneously,
where each segment consists of consecutive observations. The supervised sequence seg-
mentation or labeling techniques have been well studied in recent decades [219, 134, 39].
However, for complicated signals, like human activity sensor data, accurately annotating
the segmentation boundary or the activity type would be prohibitive. Therefore, it is ur-
gent to develop unsupervised algorithms that can jointly learn segmentation and labeling
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information directly from the data without supervisions. Figure 5.1 provides an illustration
which we are focus on.
The Hidden Semi-Markov Model (HSMM) [164] is a powerful model for such task. It
eliminates the implicit geometric duration distribution assumptions in HMM [247], thus al-
lows the state to transit in a non-Markovian way. Most of the HSMM variants make strong
parametric assumptions on the observation model [179, 117, 247]. This makes the learning
and inference simple, but ignores the nonlinear and long-range dependency within a seg-
ment. Take the human activity signals as an example. The movements a person performs
at a certain time step would rely heavily on the previous movements, like the interleaving
actions of left hand and right hand in swimming, or more complicated dependency like
shooting after jumping in playing basketball. Some models have been proposed to tackle
this problem [81, 75, 149], but are limited in linear case.
Since people have justified RNN’s ability in modeling nonlinear and complicated de-
pendencies [219, 69], we introduce the recurrent neural emission model into HSMM for
capturing various dependencies within each segment to address such issue. However, the
flexibility of recurrent neural model comes with prices: it makes the exact Expectation-
Maximization (EM) algorithm computationally too expensive.
To speed up the learning and inference, we exploit the variational encoder (VAE) frame-
work [129]. Specifically, we propose to use bidirectional RNN (bi-RNN) encoder. Such
architecture will mimic the forward-backward algorithm, and hence is expected to capture
similar information as in exact posterior calculation.
It should be emphasized that due to the discrete nature of the latent variables in our
model, the algorithm proposed in [129] and its extension on time-series models [77, 135]
are not directly applicable. There are plenty of work proposed based on stochastic neu-
ron [225, 21, 157, 182, 91, 42] to remedy such issue. However, none of these off-the-shelf
methods are easy to achieve good performance according to our experiment: the hundreds






























































































Figure 5.1: Synthetic experiment results. Different background colors represent the seg-
mentations with different labels. In the top row, the black curve shows the raw signal.
(a) The Sine data set is generated by a HSMM with 3 hidden states, where each one has
a corresponding sine function; (b) Similar to 5.1a, but the segments are generated from
Gaussian processes with different kernel functions. The first two rows are our algorithms
which almost exact locate every segment.
with the switching generative RNN, make the encoding function very sensitive, and thus,
extremely difficult to train fully on unsupervised setting. We propose a solution, stochas-
tic distributional penalty method, which introduces auxiliary distributions to separate the
decoding R-HSMM and encoding bi-RNN in training procedure, and thus, reduces the
learning difficulty for each component. This novel algorithm is general enough and can be
applied to other VAE with discrete latent variables, which can be of independent interest.
We emphasize that the proposed algorithm is maximizing exact the nagative Helmholtz
variational free energy. It is different from [116] in which a lower bound of the variational
free energy is proposed as the surrogate to be maximized for convenience.
We experimentally justified our algorithm on the synthetic datasets and three real-world
datasets, namely the segmentation tasks for human activity, fruit fly behavior and heart
sound records. The R-HSMM with Viterbi exact inference significantly outperforms basic
HSMM and its variants, demonstrating the generative model is indeed flexible. Moreover,
the trained bi-RNN encoder also achieve similar state-of-the-art performances to the ex-
act inference, but with 400 times faster inference speed, showing the proposed structured
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(a) Classical Hidden Semi-Markov Model.
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(b) Recurrent Hidden Semi-Markov Model.
Figure 5.2: Graphical models of HSMM and R-HSMM. Different from classical HSMM,
the R-HSMM has two-level emission structure with recurrent dependency.
5.2 Model Architecture
Given a sequence x = [x1, x2, . . . , x|x|], where xt ∈ Rm is anm dimensional observation at
time t, our goal is to divide the sequence into meaningful segments. Thus, each observation
xt will have the corresponding label zt ∈ Z, where Z = {1, 2, . . . , K} is a finite discrete
label set and K is predefined. The label sequence z = [z1, z2, . . . , z|x|] should have the
same length of x.
Besides labels, HSMM will associate each position t with additional variable dt ∈ D =
{1, 2, . . . , D}, where dt is known as duration variable and D is the maximum possible
duration. The duration variable can control the number of steps the current hidden state
will remain. We use d to denote the duration sequence. We also use notation xt1:t2 to
denote the substring [xt1 , xt1+1, . . . , xt2 ] of x. Without ambiguity, we use z as a segment
label, and d as the duration.
Explicit Duration Hidden Markov Model. Similar to HMM, this model treats the
pair of (z, d) as ‘macro hidden state’. The probability of initial macro state is defined as
P (z, d) = P (z)P (d|z). We use the notation πz , P (z) and P (d|z) , Bz,d to parametrize
the initial probability and duration probability, respectively. Ai,j , P (zt = i|zt−1 =
j, dt−1 = 1) is the state transition probability on the segment boundary. Here π ∈ RK is in
K-dimensional simplex. For each hidden state z, the corresponding rows Bz,: and Az,: are
also in probability simplex. Here we assume the multinomial distribution for P (d|z).
In EDHMM, the transition probability of macro hidden state P (zt, dt|zt−1, dt−1) is de-
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composed by P (zt|zt−1, dt−1)P (dt|zt, dt−1) and thus can be defined as:
P (zt|zt−1, dt−1) =

Azt−1,zt if dt−1 = 1
I(zt=zt−1) if dt−1 > 1
;P (dt|zt, dt−1) =

Bzt,dt if dt−1 = 1
I(dt=dt−1−1) if dt−1 > 1
.
(5.1)
The graphical model is shown in Figure 5.2a.
Recurrent Hidden Semi-Markov Model. For the simplicity of explanation, we focus
our algorithm on the single sequence first. It is straightforward to apply the algorithm for
dataset that has multiple sequences. Given the parameters {π,A,B}, the log-likelihood of







P (zt|zt−1, dt−1)P (dt|zt, dt−1)P (x|z,d), (5.2)
where P (x|z,d) is the emission probability. To define P (x|z,d), we further denote
the sequence variable s = [s1, s2, . . . , s|s|] to be the switching position (or the beginning)
of segments. Thus s1 = 1, and si = si−1 + dsi−1 and |s| is the number of segments.
Traditional HSMM assumes P (x|z,d) =
∏|x|
t=1 P (xt|zt), which ignores the dependency
and some degree of dynamics exhibited in each segment. While in this chapter, we use
RNN as the generative model to capture the dependent emission probability. Specifically,
for the i-th segment starting from position si, the corresponding generative process is
P (xsi:si+dsi−1|zsi , dsi) =
si+dsi−1∏
t=si
P (xt|xsi:t−1, zsi) =
si+dsi−1∏
t=si
P (xt|ht, zsi) (5.3)
where we assume that the dependency of history before time step j can be captured by a
vector hj ∈ Rh. As in RNN, we use a recurrent equation to formulate the history vector,
ht = σ(W
(zsi )xt−1 + V
(zsi )ht−1 + b
(zsi )). (5.4)
Finally, in this model, P (x|z,d) =
∏|s|
i=1 P (xsi:si+dsi−1|zsi , dsi) is computed by the product
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of generative probabilities for each segment. In Eq. 5.4, W ∈ Rm×h is a weight matrix
capturing the last observation xt−1, and V ∈ Rh×h is for the propagation of history ht−1.
The b is a bias term. The superscript zsi indexes the RNN we used for the corresponding
segment. The segments with different labels are generated using different RNNs. So we
should maintain K RNNs. σ(·) is a nonlinear activation function. We use tanh in our
experiments.
At the time step t, we assume a diagonal multivariate gaussian distribution over the
conditional likelihood, where the mean and covariance matrix are the output of RNN, i.e.,
P (xt|ht, zsi) ∼ N (xt;µ = U
(zsi )
µ ht + b
(zsi )
µ ,Σ = Diag(exp(U
(zsi )
Σ ht + b
(zsi )
Σ ))) (5.5)
The matrices Uµ, UΣ ∈ Rm×h are used for parametrizing the mean and covariance at each
time step j, given the history information. bµ, bΣ ∈ Rm are bias terms. For simplicity, let’s
use θrnn = {θ(1)rnn, θ(2)rnn, . . . , θ(K)rnn} to denote the collection of parameters in each RNN. On
the boundary case, i.e., the starting point of each segment, we simply set ht = 0, which can
be viewed as the setting according to the prior knowledge (bias terms) of RNN.
The above formulation indicates that the generative model P (xt|ht, zsi) depends not
only on the last step observation xt−1, but also the last hidden state ht−1, which is together
captured in Eq. 5.4. In summary, we denote all the parameters in the proposed R-HSMM
as θ = {π,A,B, θrnn}. The corresponding graphical model is shown in Figure 5.2b.
5.3 sequential variational autoencoder
To obtain the posterior or MAP in the proposed R-HSMM, the classical forward-backward
algorithm or Viterbi algorithm needs to solve one dynamic programming per sample, which
makes the inference costly, especially for the long sequence with thousands of timestamps.
So instead, we treat the Bayesian inference from optimization perspective, and obtain the
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posterior by maximizing the negative Helmholtz variational free energy [239, 251, 54],
max
Q(z,d|x)∈P
LθQ(x) := EQ(z,d|x) [logPθ(x, z,d)− logQ(z,d|x)] , (5.6)
over the space of all valid densities P . To make the optimization (5.6) tractable, the vari-
ational autoencoder restricts the feasible sets to be some parametrized density Qψ, which
can be executed efficiently comparing to the forward-backward algorithm or Viterbi al-
gorithm. However, such restriction will introduce extra approximation error. To reduce
the approximation error, we use a structured model, i.e., bidirectional RNN, to mimic
the dynamic programming in forward-backward algorithm. Specifically, in the forward-
backward algorithm, the forward message αt(zt, dt) and backward message βt(zt, dt) can
be computed recursively, and marginal posterior at position t depends on both αt(zt, dt) and
βt(zt, dt). Similarly, in bi-RNN we embed the posterior message with RNN’s latent vector,
and marginal posterior is obtained from the latent vectors of two RNNs at the same time
step t. Let ψ = {ψ−−−→RNN1 , ψ←−−−RNN2 ,Wz ∈ R
h×K ,Wd ∈ Rh×D} be the parameters of bi-RNN
encoder, the Qψ is decomposed as:
Qψ(z,d|x) = Q(z1|h1;ψ)Q(d1|z1, h1;ψ)
|x|∏
t=2
Q(zt|dt−1, ht;ψ)Q(dt|zt, dt−1, ht;ψ) (5.7)




RNN2(xt:|x|)] is computed by bi-RNN. We use multinomial dis-
tributions Q(zt|ht;ψ) =M(softmax(W>z ht)) and Q(dt|zt, ht;ψ) =M(softmax(W>d ht)).
The dependency over dt−1 ensures that the generated segmentation (z,d) is valid according
to Eq. 5.1. For example, if we sampled duration dt−1 > 1 from Qψ at time t − 1, then dt
and zt should be deterministic. In our experiment, we use LSTM [103] as the recursive
units in bi-RNN.
Since with any fixed θ, the negative Helmholtz variational free energy is indeed the
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lower bound of the marginal likelihood, i.e.,
logPθ(x) ≥ L(θ, ψ;x) := EQψ(z,d|x)[logPθ(x, z,d)− logQψ(z,d|x)], (5.8)
therefore, we can treat it as a surrogate of the marginal log-likelihood and learn θ jointly








It should be emphasized that due to the discrete nature of latent variables in our model,
the algorithm proposed in [129] is not directly applicable, and its extension with stochastic
neuron reparametrization [21, 182, 91, 42] cannot provide satisfied results for our model
according to our experiments. Therefore, we extend the penalty method to distribution
space to solve optimization (5.9).
5.4 Learning via stochastic distributional penalty method
As we discussed, learning the sequential VAE with stochastic neuron reparametrization
in unsupervised setting is extremely difficult, and none the off-the-shelf techniques can
provide satisfied results. In this section, we introduce auxiliary distribution into (5.9) and
generalize the penalty method [23] to distribution space.
Specifically, we first introduce an auxiliary distribution Q̃(z,d|x) for each x and refor-

















= 0, ∀x(n), n = 1, . . . , N.
We enforce the introduced Q̃(z,d|x) equals to Qψ(z,d|x) in term of KL-divergence,
so that the optimization problems (5.9) and (5.10) are equivalent. Because of the non-
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Algorithm 5 Learning sequential VAE with stochastic distributional penalty method
1: Input: sequences {x(n)}Nn=1
2: Randomly initialize ψ(0) and θ0 = {π0, A0, B0, θ0rnn}
3: for λ = 0, . . . ,∞ do
4: for t = 0 to T do
5: Sample {x(n)}Mn=1 uniformly from dataset with mini-batch size M .
6: Get {z(n),d(n)}Mn=1 with θt by dynamic programming in (5.13).
7: Update πt+1, At+1, Bt+1 using rule (5.16).





9: ψt+1 = ψt − ηt 1M
∑M




negativity of KL-divergence, itself can be viewed as the penalty function, we arrive the








L̃λ(θ, ψ|x) = EQ̃(z,d|x)
[






and λ ≥ 0. Obviously, as λ → ∞, KL(Q̃(z,d|x)||Qψ(z,d|x)) must be 0, otherwise
the L̃∞(θ, ψ|x) will be −∞ for arbitrary θ, ψ. Therefore, the optimization (5.11) will be
equivalent to problem (5.10). Following the penalty method, we can learn the model with
λ increasing from 0 to ∞ gradually. The entire algorithm is described in Algorithm 5.
Practically, we can set λ = {0,∞} and do no need the gradually incremental, while still
achieve satisfied performance. For each fixed λ, we optimize Q̃ and the parameters θ, ψ
alternatively. To handle the expectation in the optimization, we will exploit the stochastic
gradient descent. The update rules for θ, ψ and Q̃ derived below.
5.4.1 Updating Q̃
In fact, fix λ, Qψ and Pθ in optimization (5.11), the optimal solution Q̃∗(z,d|x) for each x
has closed-form.
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the optimum in (5.11).
Proof Take the functional derivative of L̃ w.r.t. Q̃ and set it to zeros,






logQ(z,d|x) = log Q̃(z,d|x). Take exponential on
both sides, we achieve the conclusion.
In fact, because we are using the stochastic gradient for updating θ and ψ later, Q̃∗(z,d|x)
is never explicitly computed and only samples from it are required. Recall the fact that
Qψ(z,d|x) has a nice decomposition 5.7, we can multiply its factors into each recursion
step and still get the same complexity as original Viterbi algorithm for MAP or sampling.
Specifically, let’s define αt(j, r) to be the best joint log probability of prefix x1:t and its
corresponding segmentation which has the last segment with label j and duration r, i.e.,
αt(j, r) , max
z1:t,d1:t
log Q̃(z1:t,d1:t|x1:t), s.t. zt = j, dt = dt−r = 1, dt−r+1 = r (5.12)
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logQψ(zt−r+1 = j, dt−r+1 = r|x);
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To construct the MAP solution, we also need to keep a back-tracing array βt(j, r) that
records the transition path from αt−1(i, r′) to αt(j, r). The sampling from Q̃(z,d|x) also
can be completed with almost the same style forwards filtering backwards sampling algo-
rithm, except replacing the max-operator by sum-operator in α propagation [165].
Without considering the complexity of computing emission probabilities, the dynamic
programming needs time complexity O (|x|K2 + |x|KD) [248] and O(|x|K) memory.
We explain the details of optimizing the time and memory requirements in Section 5.4.3.
Remark: When λ = ∞, the Q̃(z,d|x) will be exactly Qψ(z,d|x) and the algorithm will
reduce to directly working on Qψ(z,d|x) without the effect from Pθ(x, z,d). Therefore,
it is equivalent to obtaining MAP or sampling of the latent variables z,d from Qψ(z,d|x),
whose cost is O(|x|K). In practical, to further accelerate the computation, we can follow
such strategy to generate samples when λ is already large enough, and thus, the effect of
Pθ(x, z,d) is negligible.
5.4.2 Updating θ and ψ
With the fixed Q̃(z,d|x), we can update the θ and ψ by exploiting stochastic gradient de-
scent algorithm to avoid scanning the whole training set. Sample a mini-batch of sequences









(n), z(n),d(n)) + λ logQψ(z
(n),d(n)|x(n)), (5.14)
where {z(n),d(n)} is the MAP or a sample of Q̃(z,d|x(n)). Note that the two parts related
to θ and ψ are separated now, we can optimize them easily.
















































where {π,A,B} are constrained to be valid probability distribution. We use stochastic
gradient descent to update θrnn in totally K RNNs. For parameters π,A,B which are
restricted to simplex, the stochastic gradient update will involve extra projection step. To





























Since we already have the segmentation solution, the total number of training samples
equals to the number of observations in dataset. Different RNNs use different parameters,
and train on different parts of observations. This makes it easy for parallel training.
Update ψ: Given fixed λ, logQψ(z(n),d(n)|x(n)) is essentially the sequence to sequence
likelihood, where the input sequence is x and output sequence is {z,d}. Using the form of
Qψ in Eq 5.7, this likelihood can be decomposed by positions. Thus we can conveniently
train a bi-RNN which maximize the condition likelihood of latent variables by stochastic
gradient descent.
Remark: We can get multiple samples {z,d} for each x from Q̃(z,d|x) to reduce the vari-
ance in stochastic gradient. In our algorithm, the samples of latent variable come naturally
from the auxiliary distributions (which are integrated with penalty method), rather than the
derivation from lower bound of objective [225, 182, 158].
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5.4.3 Optimizing Dynamic Programming
Squeeze the memory requirement
In this section, we show that the Eq. 5.13 can be computed in a memory efficient way.
Specifically, the dynamic programming procedure can be done with O(|x|K) memory re-
quirement, and caching for precomputed emission probabilities requiresO(D2K) memory.
Update forward variable α Note that in Eq. 5.13, when r > 1, we can update αt(j, r)
deterministically. So it is not necessary to keep the records for r > 1.
Specifically, let’s only record αt(j, 1), and do the updates in a similar way as in Eq. 5.13.
The only difference is that, when constructing the answer, i.e., the last segment solution, we
need to do a loop over all possible z and d in order to find the best segmentation solution.
It is easy to see that the memory consumption is O(|x|K).
Caching emission probability At each time step t, we compute P (xt+r|xt:t+r−1, z = j)
for each j ∈ Z and r ∈ D. That is to say, we compute all the emission probabilities of
observations starting from time t, and within max possible durationD. This can be done by
performing feed-forward of K RNNs. After that, storing these results will requireO(KD)
space. For simplicity, we let etj,r = P (xt+r|xt:t+r−1, z = j), where et ∈ RK×D.
Note that, at a certain time step t, we would require the emission probability of obser-
vations P (xt|xt−r+1:t−1, z = j) for some j ∈ Z and r ∈ D. In this case, the corresponding
first observation is xt−r. That is to say, we should keep et−D+1, . . . , et at time step t. This
makes the memory consumption goes to O(KD2)
Squeeze the time complexity
In Eq. 5.13, the most expensive part is when r = 1 and t > 1. If we solve this in a naive
way, then this step would require expensive O(|x|K2D) for time complexity.
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Here we adopt similar technique as in [248]. Let γt(i) = maxr′∈D αt−1(i, r′), then:






















logQψ(zt−r+1 = j, dt−r+1 = r|x)
This reduces the complexity to be O(|x|K2).
5.5 Experiments
Baselines We compare with classical HSMM and two popular HSMM variants. The first
one is Hierarchical Dirichlet-Process HSMM (HDP-HSMM) [117], which is the nonpara-
metric Bayesian extension to the traditional HSMM that allows infinite number of hidden
states; the second one is called subHSMM [115], which uses infinite HMM as the emission
model for each segment. This model also has two-level of latent structure. It considers
the dependency within each segment, which is a stronger algorithm than HDP-HSMM.
We also compare with the CRF autoencoder (CRF-AE) [8], which uses markovian CRF as
recognition model and conditional i.i.d.model for reconstruction. Comparing to HSMM,
this model ignores the segmentation structures in modeling and is more similar to HMM.
Evaluation Metric We evaluate the performance of each method via the labeling ac-
curacy. Specifically, we compare the labels of each single observations in each testing
sequence. Since the labels are unknown during training, we use KM algorithm [162] to
find the best mapping between predicted labels and ground-truth labels.
Settings Without explicitly mentioned, we report the mean of average accuracy for each
of the sequence. We report the mean accuracy in Table 5.1. We set the truncation of max
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possible duration D to be 400 for all tasks.
For the HDP-HSMM and subHSMM, the observation distributions are initialized as
standard Multivariate Gaussian distributions. The duration is modeled by the Poisson dis-
tribution. We tune the concentration parameters α, γ ∈ {0.1, 1, 3, 6, 10}. The hyperparam-
eters are learned automatically. For subHSMM, we tune the truncation threshold of the
second level infinite HMM from {2 . . . 15}.
For CRF-AE, we extend the origin model for the continuous observations, and learn all
parameters similar to [151]. We use mixture of Gaussians to model the emission, where
the number of mixtures is tuned in {1, . . . , 10}.
For the proposed R-HSMM, we use Adam [127] to train the K generative RNN and bi-
RNN encoder. To make the learning tractable for long sequences, we use back propagation
through time (BPTT) with limited budget. We also tune the dimension of hidden vector in
RNN, the L2-regularization weights and the stepsize. We implemented with CUDA that
parallelized for different RNNs, and conduct experiments on K-20 enabled cluster. We in-
clude both the R-HSMM with the exact MAP via dynamic programming (rHSMM-dp) and
sequential VAE with forward pass (rHSMM-fw) in experiments. In all tasks, the rHSMM-
fw achieves almost the same performance to rHSMM-dp, but 400 times faster, showing the
bi-RNN is able to mimic the forward-backward algorithm very well with efficient compu-
tation.
5.5.1 Segmentation Accuracy
Synthetic Experiments We first evaluate the proposed method on two 1D synthetic
sequential data sets. The first data set is generated by a HSMM with 3 hidden states,
where π,A,B are designed beforehand. A segment with hidden state z is a sine function
λz sin(ωzx+ ε1) + ε2, where ε1 and ε2 are Gaussian random noises. Different hidden states
use different scale parameters λz and frequency parameters ωz. The second data set also















































Walk Walk upstairs Walk downstairs Sitting Standing Laying
Stand to sit Sit to stand Sit to lie Lie to sit Stand to lie Lie to stand
(a) Human activity (b) Drosophila
Figure 5.3: Segmentation results on Human activity and Drosophila datasets. Different
background colors represent the segmentations with different labels. In the top row, the
black cure shows the signal sequence projected to the first principle component. The fol-
lowing two rows are our algorithms which almost exact locate every segment. (a) The
Human activity data set contains 12 hidden states, each of which corresponds to a human
action; (b) The Drosophila data set contains 11 hidden states, each of which corresponds to
a drosophila action.
process (GP) with kernel function kz(x, y). Different hidden states employ different kernel
functions. The specific kernel functions used here are k1(x, y) = exp{−min(| x−y |, |x+
y|)2/10}, k2(x, y) = exp{−(x−y)2/10} and k3(x, y) = (5−|x−y|)I{(5−|x−y|) < 5}.
For both of the Sine and GP data sets, the duration of a segment is randomly sampled from
a distribution defined on {1, ..., 100}, which depends on the hidden states. Thus, the seg-
mentation task corresponds to finding out different functions embedded in the sequences.
We visualize the segmentation results of ground truth and three competitors on Sine
and GP data sets in Figure 5.1a and Figure 5.1b respectively, and report the numerical
results in Table 5.1. As we can see, R-HSMM provides much better results on even small
segments, dramatically outperforms HSMM variants and CRF-AE. Also note that, the sine
function depicts short term dependencies, while Gaussian process has long dependency
that determined by the kernel bandwidth. This demonstrates the ability of R-HSMM in
capturing the long or short term dependencies.
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Table 5.1: Error rate of segmentation. We report both the mean and standard deviation.
Methods SINE GP HAPT Drosophila Heart PN-Full
rHSMM-dp 2.67 ± 1.13% 12.46 ± 2.79% 16.38 ± 5.03% 36.21 ± 1.37% 33.14 ± 7.87% 31.95 ± 4.32%
rHSMM-fw 4.02 ± 1.37% 13.13 ± 2.89% 17.74 ± 7.64% 35.79 ± 0.51% 33.36 ± 8.10% 32.34 ± 3.97%
HSMM 41.85 ± 2.38% 41.15 ± 1.99% 41.59 ± 8.58% 47.37 ± 0.27% 50.62 ± 4.20 % 45.04 ± 1.87%
subHSMM 18.14 ± 2.63% 24.81 ± 4.63% 22.18 ± 4.45% 39.70 ± 2.21% 46.67 ± 4.22% 43.01 ± 2.35%
HDP-HSMM 42.74 ± 2.73% 41.90 ± 1.58% 35.46 ± 6.19% 43.59 ± 1.58% 47.56 ± 4.31% 42.58 ± 1.54%
CRF-AE 44.87 ± 1.63% 51.43 ± 2.14% 49.26 ± 10.63% 57.62 ± 0.22% 53.16 ± 4.78% 45.73 ± 0.66%
Human activity This dataset which is collected by [185] consists of signals collected
from waist-mounted smartphone with accelerometers and gyroscopes. Each of the volun-
teers is asked to perform a protocol of activities composed of 12 activities (see Figure 5.3a
for the details). Since the signals within an activity type exhibit high correlation, it is nat-
ural for RNN to model this dependency. We use these 61 sequences, where each sequence
has length around 3000. Each observation is a 6 dimensional vector, consists of triaxial
measures from accelerometers and gyroscopes.
Figure 5.3a shows the ground truth and the segmentation results of all methods. Both
rHSMM-dp and rHSMM-fw almost perfectly recover the true segmentation. They can
also capture the transition activity types, e.g., stand to lie or sit to lie. The HSMM, HDP-
HSMM and CRF-AE makes some fragmental but periodical segmentations for walking,
caused by lacking the dependency modeling within a segment. The subHSMM also has
similar problem, possibly due to the limited ability of HMM generative model.
Drosophila Here we study the behavior patterns of drosophilas. The data was collected
by [118] with two dyes, two cameras and some optics to track each leg of a spontaneously
behaving fruit fly. The dimension of observation in each timestamp is 45, which consists
of the raw features and some higher order features.
Physionet The heart sound records, usually represented graphically by phonocardiogram
(PCG), are key resources for pathology classification of patients. We collect data from
PhysioNet Challenge 2016 [215], where each observation has been labeled with one of
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the four states, namely Diastole, S1, Systole and S2. We experiment with both the raw
signals and the signals after feature extraction. Regarding the raw signals (Heart dataset),
we collect 7 1-dimensional sequences of length around 40000. The feature-rich dataset
(PN-Full) contains 2750 sequences, where each of them consists of 1500 4-dimensional
observations. We do 5-fold cross validation for PN-Full. As the results shown in Table 5.1,
our algorithm still outperforms the baselines significantly. Also for such long raw signal
sequences, the speed advantage of bi-RNN encoder over Viterbi is more significant. Viterbi
takes 8min to do one inference, while bi-RNN only takes several seconds. Our framework
is also flexible to incorporate prior knowledge, like the regularity of heart state transition
into HSMM.
5.5.2 Reconstruction
In this section, we examine the ability of learned generative model by visualizing the recon-
structed signals. Given a sequence x, we use recognition model to get the latent variables
z and d, then use learned K generative RNNs to generate signals within each segment.
For the ease of visualization, we show the results on 1D signal dataset in Fig. 5.4a and
Fig. 5.4b.
From Fig. 5.4 we can see the generative RNN correctly captures different characteristics
from signals of different segment labels, such as different frequencies and scales in Sine
dataset, or the different variance patterns in GP dataset. This is essential to distinguish
between different segments.
5.6 Summary
We presented the R-HSMM, a generalization of HSMM by incorporating recurrent neu-
ral generative model as the emission probability. To eliminate the difficulty caused by
such flexible and powerful model in inference, we introduced the bi-RNN as the encoding

















































(b) Reconstruction illustration on GP dataset.
Figure 5.4: Reconstruction illustration. The generative RNNs (decoders) are asked to re-
construct the signals from only the discrete labels and durations (which are generated from
encoder).
gorithm. To deal with the difficulty of training VAE containing discrete latent variables,
we proposed a novel stochastic distributional penalty method. We justified the modeling
power of the proposed R-HSMM via segmentation accuracy and reconstruction visualiza-
tion. From the comprehensive comparison, the proposed model significantly outperforms
the existing models. It should be emphasized that the structured bi-RNN encoder yields
similar performance as the exact MAP inference, while being 400 times faster. Future
work includes further speeding up of our algorithm, as well as generalizing our learning
algorithm to other discrete variational autoencoder.
So far, we have demonstrated the HSMM model structure for sequences. In the next




GRAPH GENERATIVE MODELING WITH SYNTAX AND SEMANTICS
GUIDANCE
Deep generative models have been enjoying success in modeling continuous data. How-
ever it remains challenging to capture the representations for discrete structures with formal
grammars and semantics, e.g., computer programs and molecular structures. How to gener-
ate both syntactically and semantically correct data still remains largely an open problem.
Inspired by the theory of compiler where the syntax and semantics check is done via syntax-
directed translation (SDT), we propose a novel syntax-directed variational autoencoder
(SD-VAE) by introducing stochastic lazy attributes. This approach converts the offline
SDT check into on-the-fly generated guidance for constraining the decoder. Comparing to
the state-of-the-art methods, our approach enforces constraints on the output space so that
the output will be not only syntactically valid, but also semantically reasonable. We evalu-
ate the proposed model with applications in programming language and molecules, includ-
ing reconstruction and program/molecule optimization. The results demonstrate the effec-
tiveness in incorporating syntactic and semantic constraints in discrete generative models,
which is significantly better than current state-of-the-art approaches.
6.1 Introduction
Recent advances in deep representation learning have resulted in powerful probabilistic
generative models which have demonstrated their ability on modeling continuous data,
e.g., time series signals [169, 56] and images [180, 121]. Despite the success in these
domains, it is still challenging to correctly generate discrete structured data, such as graphs,
molecules and computer programs. Since many of the structures have syntax and semantic
formalisms, the generative models without explicit constraints often produces invalid ones.
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Conceptually an approach in generative model for structured data can be divided in
two parts, one being the formalization of the structure generation and the other one be-
ing a (usually deep) generative model producing parameters for stochastic process in that
formalization. Often the hope is that with the help of training samples and capacity of
deep models, the loss function will prefer the valid patterns and encourage the mass of the
distribution of the generative model towards the desired region automatically.
Arguably the simplest structured data are sequences, whose generation with deep model
has been well studied under the seq2seq [219] framework that models the generation of se-
quence as a series of token choices parameterized by recurrent neural networks (RNNs).
Its widespread success has encourage several pioneer works that consider the conversion
of more complex structure data into sequences and apply sequence models to the repre-
sented sequences. [86] (CVAE) is a representative work of such paradigm for the chemical
molecule generation, using the SMILES line notation [237] for representing molecules.
However, because of the lack of formalization of syntax and semantics serving as the re-
striction of the particular structured data, underfitted general-purpose string generative
models will often lead to invalid outputs. Therefore, to obtain a reasonable model via such
training procedure, we need to prepare large amount of valid combinations of the structures,
which is time consuming or even not practical in domains like drug discovery.
To tackle such a challenge, one approach is to incorporate the structure restrictions
explicitly into the generative model. For the considerations of computational cost and
model generality, context-free grammars (CFG) have been taken into account in the de-
coder parametrization. For instance, in molecule generation tasks, [137] proposes a gram-
mar variational autoencoder (GVAE) in which the CFG of SMILES notation is incorporated
into the decoder. The model generates the parse trees directly in a top-down direction, by
repeatedly expanding any nonterminal with its production rules. Although the CFG pro-
vides a mechanism for generating syntactic valid objects, it is still incapable to regularize
the model for generating semantic valid objects [137]. For example, in molecule gener-
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ation, the semantic of the SMILES languages requires that the rings generated must be
closed; in program generation, the referenced variable should be defined in advance and
each variable can only be defined exactly once in each local context (illustrated in Fig 6.1b).
All the examples require cross-serial like dependencies which are not enforceable by CFG,
implying that more constraints beyond CFG are needed to achieve semantic valid produc-
tion in VAE.
In the theory of compiler, attribute grammars, or syntax-directed definition has been
proposed for attaching semantics to a parse tree generated by context-free grammar. Thus
one straightforward but not practical application of attribute grammars is, after generating
a syntactic valid molecule candidate, to conduct offline semantic checking. This process
needs to be repeated until a semantically valid one is discovered, which is at best computa-
tionally inefficient and at worst infeasible, due to extremely low rate of passing checking.
As a remedy, we propose the syntax-direct variational autoencoder (SD-VAE), in which a
semantic restriction component is advanced to the stage of syntax tree generator. This al-
lows the generator with both syntactic and semantic validation. The proposed syntax-direct
generative mechanism in the decoder further constraints the output space to ensure the se-
mantic correctness in the tree generation process. The relationships between our proposed
model and previous models can be characterized in Figure 6.1a.
Our method brings theory of formal language into stochastic generative model. The
contribution of this chapter can be summarized as follows:
• Syntax and semantics enforcement: We propose a new formalization of semantics that
systematically converts the offline semantic check into online guidance for stochastic
generation using the proposed stochastic lazy attribute. This allows us effectively ad-
dress both syntax and semantic constraints.
• Efficient learning and inference: Our approach has computational cost O(n) where n is
the length of structured data. This is the same as existing methods like CVAE and GVAE







(a) Illustrations of structured data decoding
space
Context Free Grammar (CFG): 
program -> stat ‘;’ stat
stat -> var ‘=‘ num | var ‘=‘ var ‘+’ num
var -> ’A’ | ‘B’ | ... | ‘Z’







var var varnum num
A = 1 ; B = C + 2
(b) CFG parses program ‘A=1;B=C+2’
Figure 6.1: Illustration on left shows the hierarchy of the structured data decoding space
w.r.t different works and theoretical classification of corresponding strings from formal
language theory. SD-VAE, our proposed model with attribute grammar reshapes the output
space tighter to the meaningful target space than existing works. On the right we show a
case where CFG is unable to capture the semantic constraints, since it successfully parses
an invalid program.
semantic guiding on-the-fly, while the existing alternatives generate many candidates for
semantic checking.
• Strong empirical performance: We demonstrate the effectiveness of the SD-VAE through
applications in two domains, namely (1) the subset of Python programs and (2) molecules.
Our approach consistently and significantly improves the results in evaluations including
generation, reconstruction and optimization.
6.2 Background
Before introducing our model and the learning algorithm, we first provide some background
knowledge which is important for understanding the proposed method.
6.2.1 Variational Autoencoder
The variational autoencoder [129, 186] provides a framework for learning the probabilis-
tic generative model as well as its posterior, respectively known as decoder and encoder.
We denote the observation as x, which is the structured data in our case, and the latent
variable as z. The decoder is modeling the probabilistic generative processes of x given
the continuous representation z through the likelihood pθ(x|z) and the prior over the latent
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variables p(z), where θ denotes the parameters. The encoder approximates the posterior
pθ(z|x) ∝ pθ(x|z)p(z) with a model qψ(z|x) parametrized by ψ. The decoder and en-
coder are learned simultaneously by maximizing the evidence lower bound (ELBO) of the
marginal likelihood, i.e.,
L (X; θ, ψ) :=
∑
x∈X







where X denotes the training datasets containing the observations.
6.2.2 Context Free Grammar and Attribute Grammar
Context free grammar A context free grammar (CFG) is defined as G = 〈V ,Σ,R, s〉,
where symbols are divided into V , the set of non-terminal symbols, Σ, the set of terminal
symbols and s ∈ V , the start symbol. HereR is the set of production rules. Each production
rule r ∈ R is denoted as r = α → β for α ∈ V is a nonterminal symbol, and β =
u1u2 . . . u|β| ∈ (V
⋃
Σ)∗ is a sequence of terminal and/or nonterminal symbols.
Attribute grammar To enrich the CFG with “semantic meaning”, [133] formalizes
attribute grammar that introduces attributes and rules to CFG. An attribute is an attachment
to the corresponding nonterminal symbol in CFG, written in the format 〈v〉.a for v ∈ V .
There can be two types of attributes assigned to non-terminals inG: the inherited attributes
and the synthesized attributes. An inherited attribute depends on the attributes from its
parent and siblings, while a synthesized attribute is computed based on the attributes of its
children. Formally, for a production u0 → u1u2 . . . u|β|, we denote I(ui) and S(ui) be the
sets of inherited and synthesized attributes of ui for i ∈ {0, . . . , |β|}, respectively.
A motivational example
We here exemplify how the above defined attribute grammar enriches CFG with non-
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Figure 6.2: Bottom-up syntax and semantics check in compilers.
erates either a chain or a cycle with three carbons:
Production Semantic Rule
〈s〉 → 〈atom〉1 ‘C’ 〈atom〉2 〈s〉.matched← 〈atom〉1.set
⋂
〈atom〉2.set,
〈s〉.ok← 〈atom〉1.set = 〈s〉.matched = 〈atom〉2.set
〈atom〉 → ‘C’ | ‘C’ 〈bond〉 〈digit〉 〈atom〉.set← ∅ | concat(〈bond〉.val, 〈digit〉.val)
〈bond〉 → ‘-’ | ‘=’ | ‘#’ 〈bond〉.val← ‘-’ | ‘=’ | ‘#’
〈digit〉 → ‘1’ | ‘2’ | ... | ‘9’ 〈digit〉.val← ‘1’ | ‘2’ ... | ‘9’
where we show the production rules in CFG with→ on the left, and the calculation of
attributes in attribute grammar with← on the left. Here we leverage the attribute grammar
to check (with attribute matched) whether the ringbonds come in pairs: a ringbond gen-
erated at 〈atom〉1 should match the bond type and bond index that generated at 〈atom〉2,
also the semantic constraint expressed by 〈s〉.ok requires that there is no difference be-
tween the set attribute of 〈atom〉1 and 〈atom〉2. Such constraint in SMILES is known as
cross-serial dependencies (CSD) [33] which is non-context-free [209]. See Appendix B.3
for more explanations. Figure 6.2 illustrates the process of performing syntax and seman-
tics check in compilers. Here all the attributes are synthetic, i.e., calculated in a bottom-up
direction.
So generally, in the semantic correctness checking procedure, one need to perform
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bottom-up procedures for calculating the attributes after the parse tree is generated. How-
ever, in the top-down structure generating process, the parse tree is not ready for semantic
checking, since the synthesized attributes of each node require information from its chil-
dren nodes, which are not generated yet. Due to such dilemma, it is nontrivial to use
the attribute grammar to guide the top-down generation of the tree-structured data. One
straightforward way is using acceptance-rejection sampling scheme, i.e., using the decoder
of CVAE or GVAE as a proposal and the semantic checking as the threshold. It is obvious
that since the decoder does not include semantic guidance, the proposal distribution may
raise semantically invalid candidate frequently and thus waste the computational cost.
6.3 Syntax-Directed Variational Autoencoder
As described in Section 6.2.2, directly using attribute grammar in an offline fashion (i.e.,
after the generation process finishes) is not efficient to address both syntax and semantics
constraints. In this section we describe how to bring forward the attribute grammar online
and incorporate it into VAE, such that our VAE addresses both syntactic and semantic
constraints. We name our proposed method Syntax-Directed VAE (SD-VAE).
6.3.1 Stochastic Syntax-Directed Decoder
By scrutinizing the tree generation, the major difficulty in incorporating the attributes gram-
mar into the processes is the appearance of the synthesized attributes. For instance, when
expanding the start symbol 〈s〉, none of its children is generated yet. Thus their attributes
are also absent at this time, making the 〈s〉.matched unable to be computed. To enable
the on-the-fly computation of the synthesized attributes for semantic validation during tree
generation, besides the two types of attributes, we introduce the stochastic lazy attributes
to enlarge the existing attribute grammar. Such stochasticity transforms the corresponding
synthesized attribute into inherited constraints in generative procedure; and lazy linking


























































































Figure 6.3: On-the-fly generative process of SD-VAE in order from (a) to (g). Steps: (a)
stochastic generation of attribute; (b)(f)(g) constrained sampling with inherited attributes;
(c) unconstrained sampling; (d) synthesized attribute calculation on generated subtree. (e)
lazy evaluation of the attribute at root node.
ready. We demonstrate how the decoder with stochastic lazy attributes will generate se-
mantic valid output through the same pedagogical example as in Section 6.2.2. Figure 6.3
visually demonstrates this process.
The tree generation procedure is indeed sampling from the decoder pθ(x|z), which can
be decomposed into several steps that elaborated below:
i) stochastic predetermination: in Figure 6.3(a), we start from the node 〈s〉 with the
synthesized attributes 〈s〉.matched determining the index and bond type of the ringbond
that will be matched at node 〈s〉. Since we know nothing about the children nodes right
now, the only thing we can do is to ‘guess’ a value. That is to say, we associate a stochastic
attribute 〈s〉.sa ∈ {0, 1}Ca ∼
∏Ca
i=1 B(sai|z) as a predetermination for the sake of the
absence of synthesized attribute 〈s〉.matched, where B(·) is the Bernoulli distribution.
Here Ca is the maximum cardinality possible 1 for the corresponding attribute a. In above
example, the 0 indicates no ringbond and 1 indicates one ringbond at both 〈atom〉1 and
〈atom〉2, respectively.
ii) constraints as inherited attributes: we pass the 〈s〉.sa as inherited constraints to
1Note that setting threshold for Ca assumes a mildly context sensitive grammar (e.g., limited CSD).
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Algorithm 6 Decoding with Stochastic Syntax-Directed Decoder
1: Global variables: CFG: G = (V ,Σ,R, s), decoder network parameters θ
2: procedure GENTREE(node, T )
3: Sample stochastic lazy attribute node.sa ∼ Bθ(sa|node, T ) . when introduced on
node
4: Sample production rule r = (α→ β) ∈ R ∼ pθ(r|ctx, node, T ). . The
conditioned variables encodes the semantic constraints in tree generation.
5: ctx← RNN(ctx, r) . update context vector
6: for i = 1, . . . , |β| do
7: vi ← Node(ui, node, {vj}i−1j=1) . node creation with parent and siblings’
attributes
8: GenTree(vi, T ) . recursive generation of children nodes
9: Update synthetic and stochastic attributes of node with vi . Lazy linking
10: end for
11: end procedure
the children of node 〈s〉, i.e., 〈atom〉1 and 〈atom〉2 to ensure the semantic validation in the
tree generation. For example, Figure 6.3(b) ‘sa=1’ is passed down to 〈atom〉1.
iii) sampling under constraints: without loss of generality, we assume 〈atom〉1 is gen-
erated before 〈atom〉2. We then sample the rules from pθ(r|〈atom〉1, 〈s〉, z) for expanding
〈atom〉1, and so on and so forth to generate the subtree recursively. Since we carefully
designed sampling distribution that is conditioning on the stochastic property, the inherited
constraints will be eventually satisfied. In the example, due to the 〈s〉.sa = ‘1’, when
expanding 〈atom〉1, the sampling distribution pθ(r|〈atom〉1, 〈s〉, z) only has positive mass
on rule 〈atom〉 → ‘C’ 〈bond〉 〈digit〉.
iv) lazy linking: once we complete the generation of the subtree rooted at 〈atom〉1,
the synthesized attribute 〈atom〉1.set is now available. According to the semantic rule for
〈s〉.matched, we can instantiate 〈s〉.matched = 〈atom〉1.set = {‘-1’}. This linking
is shown in Figure 6.3(d)(e). When expanding 〈atom〉2, the 〈s〉.matched will be passed
down as inherited attribute to regulate the generation of 〈atom〉2, as is demonstrated in
Figure 6.3(f)(g).
In summary, the general syntax tree T ∈ L(G) can be constructed step by step,
within the languages L(G) covered by grammar G. In the beginning, T (0) = root, where
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root.symbol = s which contains only the start symbol s. At step t, we will choose an non-
terminal node in the frontier2 of partially generated tree T (t) to expand. The generative
process in each step t = 0, 1, . . . can be described as:
1. Pick node v(t) ∈ Fr(T (t)) where its attributes needed are either satisfied, or are
stochastic attributes that should be sampled first according to Bernoulli distribution
B(·|v(t), T (t));
2. Sample rule r(t) = α(t) → β(t) ∈ R according to distribution pθ(r(t)|v(t), T (t)),




2 . . . u
(t)
|β(t)|, i.e., expand the nonterminal
with production rules defined in CFG.




i=1 , i.e., grow the tree by attaching β
(t) to v(t). Now
the node v(t) has children represented by symbols in β(t).
The above process continues until all the nodes in the frontier of T (T ) are all terminals after
T steps. Then, we obtain the Algorithm 6 for sampling both syntactic and semantic valid
structures.
In fact, in the model training phase, we need to compute the likelihood pθ(x|z) given x
and z. The probability computation procedure is similar to the sampling procedure in the
sense that both of them requires tree generation. The only difference is that in the likelihood
computation procedure, the tree structure, i.e., the computing path, is fixed since x is given;
While in the sampling procedure, it is sampled following the learned model. Specifically,




pθ(rt|ctx(t), node(t), T (t))Bθ(sat|node(t), T (t)) (6.2)
where ctx(0) = z and ctx(t) = RNN(rt, ctx(t−1)). Here RNN can be commonly used
LSTM, etc..
2Here frontier is the set of all nonterminal leaves in current tree.
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6.3.2 Structure-Based Encoder
As we introduced in section 6.2, the encoder, qψ(z|x) approximates the posterior of the
latent variable through the model with some parametrized function with parameters ψ.
Since the structure in the observation x plays an important role, the encoder parametrization
should take care of such information. The recently developed deep learning models [71,
55, 140] provide powerful candidates as encoder. However, to demonstrate the benefits of
the proposed syntax-directed decoder in incorporating the attribute grammar for semantic
restrictions, we will exploit the same encoder in [137] for a fair comparison later.
We provide a brief introduction to the particular encoder model used in [137] for a self-
contained purpose. Given a program or a SMILES sequence, we obtain the corresponding
parse tree using CFG and decompose it into a sequence of productions through a pre-order
traversal on the tree. Then, we convert these productions into one-hot indicator vectors, in
which each dimension corresponds to one production in the grammar. We will use a deep
convolutional neural networks which maps this sequence of one-hot vectors to a continuous
vector as the encoder.
6.3.3 Model Learning
Our learning goal is to maximize the evidence lower bound in Eq 6.1. Given the encoder,
we can then map the structure input into latent space z. The variational posterior q(z|x)
is parameterized with Gaussian distribution, where the mean and variance are the output
of corresponding neural networks. The prior of latent variable p(z) = N (0, I). Since
both the prior and posterior are Gaussian, we use the closed form of KL-divergence that
was proposed in [129]. In the decoding stage, our goal is to maximize pθ(x|z). Using the
Equation (6.2), we can compute the corresponding conditional likelihood. During training,
the syntax and semantics constraints required in Algorithm 6 can be precomputed.
In practice, we observe no significant time penalty measured in wall clock time com-
pared to previous works.
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6.4 Experiments
Code is available at https://github.com/Hanjun-Dai/sdvae.
We show the effectiveness of our proposed SD-VAE with applications in two domains,
namely programs and molecules. We compare our method with CVAE [86] and GVAE [137].
CVAE only takes character sequence information, while GVAE utilizes the context-free
grammar. To make a fair comparison, we closely follow the experimental protocols that
were set up in [137]. The training details are included in Section 6.4.2.
Our method gets significantly better results than previous works. It yields better re-
construction accuracy and prior validity by large margins, while also having comparative
diversity of generated structures. More importantly, the SD-VAE finds better solution in
program and molecule regression and optimization tasks. This demonstrates that the con-
tinuous latent space obtained by SD-VAE is also smoother and more discriminative.
6.4.1 Settings
Here we first describe our datasets in detail. The programs are represented as a list of
statements. Each statement is an atomic arithmetic operation on variables (labeled as v0,
v1, · · · , v9) and/or immediate numbers (1, 2, . . . , 9). Some examples are listed below:
v3=sin(v0);v8=exp(2);v9=v3-v8;v5=v0*v9;return:v5
v2=exp(v0);v7=v2*v0;v9=cos(v7);v8=cos(v9);return:v8
Here v0 is always the input, and the variable specified by return (respectively v5 and
v8 in the examples) is the output, therefore it actually represent univariate functions f :
R → R. Note that a correct program should, besides the context-free grammar specified
in Appendix B.1, also respect the semantic constraints. For example, a variable should
be defined before being referenced. We randomly generate 130, 000 programs, where each
consisting of 1 to 5 valid statements. Here the maximum number of decoding steps T = 80.
We hold 2000 programs out for testing and the rest for training and validation.
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For molecule experiments, we use the same dataset as in [137]. It contains 250, 000
SMILES strings, which are extracted from the ZINC database [86]. We use the same
split as [137], where 5000 SMILES strings are held out for testing. Regarding the syntax
constraints, we use the grammar specified in Appendix B.2, which is also the same as [137].
Here the maximum number of decoding steps T = 278.
For our SD-VAE, we address some of the most common semantics:
Program semantics We address the following: a) variables should be defined before
use, b) program must return a variable, c) number of statements should be less than 10.
Molecule semantics The SMILES semantics we addressed includes: a) ringbonds
should satisfy cross-serial dependencies, b) explicit valence of atoms should not go beyond
permitted. For more details about the semantics of SMILES language, please refer to Ap-
pendix B.3. By addressing the most common semantics to harness the deep networks, it
can greatly reshape the output domain of decoder [105].
6.4.2 Training Details
Since our proposed SD-VAE differentiate itself from previous works (CVAE, GVAE) on
the formalization of syntax and semantics, we therefore use the same deep neural network
model architecture for a fair comparison. In encoder, we use 3-layer one-dimension con-
volution neural networks (CNNs) followed by a full connected layer, whose output would
be fed into two separate affine layers for producing µ and σ respectively as in reparame-
terization trick; and in decoder we use 3-layer RNNs followed by a affine layer activated
by softmax that gives probability for each production rule. In detail, we use 56 dimensions
the latent space and the dimension of layers as the same number as in [137]. As for imple-
mentation, we use [137]’s open sourced code for baselines, and implement our model in
PyTorch framework 3. In a 10% validation set we tune the following hyper parameters and
report the test result from setting with best valid loss. For a fair comparison, all tunings are
3http://pytorch.org/
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also conducted in the baselines.
We use ReconstructLoss + αKLDivergence as the loss function for training. A
natural setting is α = 1, but [137] suggested in their open-sourced implementation4 that
using α = 1/LatentDimension would leads to better results. We explore both settings.
6.4.3 Reconstruction Accuracy and Prior Validity
Table 6.1: Reconstructing Accuracy and Prior Validity estimated using Monte Carlo
method. Our proposed method (SD-VAE) performance significantly better than existing
works. * We also report the reconstruction % grouped by number of statements (3, 4, 5) in
parentheses.
Program Zinc SMILES
Methods Reconstruction %* Valid Prior % Reconstruction % Valid Prior %
SD-VAE 96.46 (99.90,99.12,90.37) 100.00 76.2 43.5
GVAE 71.83 (96.30, 77.28, 41.90) 2.96 53.7 7.2
CVAE 13.79 (40.46, 0.87, 0.02) 0.02 44.6 0.7
We use the held-out dataset to measure the reconstruction accuracy of VAEs. For prior
validity, we first sample the latent representations from prior distribution, and then evaluate
how often the model can decode into a valid structure. Since both encoding and decoding
are stochastic in VAEs, we follow the Monte Carlo method used in [137] to do estimation:
a) reconstruction: for each of the structured data in the held-out dataset, we encode it
10 times and decoded (for each encoded latent space representation) 25 times, and report
the portion of decoded structures that are the same as the input ones; b) validity of prior: we
sample 1000 latent representations z ∼ N (O, I). For each of them we decode 100 times,
and calculate the portion of 100,000 decoded results that corresponds to valid Program or
SMILES sequences.
Program We show in the left part of Table 6.1 that our model has near perfect
reconstruction rate, and most importantly, a perfect valid decoding program from prior.
This huge improvement is due to our model that utilizes the full semantics that previous
4https://github.com/mkusner/grammarVAE/issues/2
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work ignores, thus in theory guarantees perfect valid prior and in practice enables high
reconstruction success rate. For a fair comparison, we run and tune the baselines in 10% of
training data and report the best result. In the same place we also report the reconstruction
successful rate grouped by number of statements. It is shown that our model keeps high
rate even with the size of program growing.
SMILES Since the settings are exactly the same, we include CVAE and GVAE
results directly from [137]. We show in the right part of Table 6.1 that our model produces
a much higher rate of successful reconstruction and ratio of valid prior. Figure 6.4 also
demonstrates some decoded molecules from our method. Note that the results we reported
have not included the semantics specific to aromaticity into account. If we use the kekulized




















































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 6.4: Visualization of reconstruction. The first column in each figure presents the
target molecules. We first encode the target molecules, then sample the reconstructed
molecules from their encoded posterior.
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6.4.4 Bayesian Optimization
One important application of VAEs is to enable the optimization (e.g., find new structures
with better properties) of discrete structures in continuous latent space, and then use de-
coder to obtain the actual structures. Following the protocol used in [137], we use Bayesian
Optimization (BO) to search the programs and molecules with desired properties in latent
space. The Bayesian optimization is used for searching latent vectors with desired target
property. For example, in symbolic program regression, we are interested in finding pro-
grams that can fit the given input-output pairs; in drug discovery, we are aiming at finding
molecules with maximum drug likeness. To get a fair comparison with baseline algorithms,
we follow the settings used in [137].
Specifically, we first train the variational autoencoder in an unsupervised way. After
obtaining the generative model, we encode all the structures into latent space. Then these
vectors and corresponding property values (i.e., estimated errors for program, or drug like-
ness for molecule) are used to train a sparse Gaussian process with 500 inducing points.
This is used later for predicting properties in latent space. Next, 5 iterations of batch
Bayesian optimization with the expected improvement (EI) heuristic is used for proposing
new latent vectors. In each iteration, 50 latent vectors are proposed. After the proposal, the
newly found programs/molecules are then added to the batch for next round of iteration.
During the proposal of latent vectors in each iteration, we perform 100 rounds of de-
coding and pick the most frequent decoded structures. This helps regulate the decoding
due to randomness, and increase the chance for baselines algorithms to propose valid ones.
Finding program In this application the models are asked to find the program which is
most similar to the ground truth program. Here the distance is measured by log(1 + MSE),
where the MSE (Mean Square Error) calculates the discrepancy of program outputs, given
the 1000 different inputs v0 sampled evenly in [−5, 5]. In Figure 6.5 we show that our
method finds the best program to the ground truth one compared to CVAE and GVAE.























Ground Truth v1=sin(v0);v2=exp(v1);v3=v2-1;return:v3 —
Figure 6.5: On the left are best programs found by each method using Bayesian Optimiza-
tion. On the right are top 3 closest programs found by each method along with the distance
to ground truth (lower distance is better). Both our SD-VAE and CVAE can find similar
curves, but our method aligns better with the ground truth. In contrast the GVAE fails this
task by reporting trivial programs representing linear functions.
ask the model to optimize for octanol-water partition coefficients (a.k.a log P), an im-
portant measurement of drug-likeness of a given molecule. As [86] suggests, for drug-
likeness assessment log P is penalized by other properties including synthetic accessibility
score [73]. In Figure 6.6 we show the the top-3 best molecules found by each method,
where our method found molecules with better scores than previous works. Also one can
see the molecule structures found by SD-VAE are richer than baselines, where the latter
ones mostly consist of chain structure.
CVAE GVAE SDVAE
1st 2nd 3rd 1st 2nd 3rd 1st 2nd 3rd
1.98 1.42 1.19 2.94 2.89 2.80 4.04 3.50 2.96
Figure 6.6: Best top-3 molecules and the corresponding scores found by each method using
Bayesian Optimization.
6.4.5 Predictive performance of latent representation
The VAEs also provide a way to do unsupervised feature representation learning [86]. In
this section, we seek to to know how well our latent space predicts the properties of pro-
grams and molecules. After the training of VAEs, we dump the latent vectors of each
structured data, and train the sparse Gaussian Process with the target value (namely the
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Table 6.2: Predictive performance using encoded mean latent vector. Test LL and RMSE
are reported.
Program Zinc
Method LL RMSE LL RMSE
CVAE -4.943 ± 0.058 3.757 ± 0.026 -1.812 ± 0.004 1.504 ± 0.006
GVAE -4.140 ± 0.038 3.378 ± 0.020 -1.739 ± 0.004 1.404 ± 0.006
SD-VAE -3.754 ± 0.045 3.185 ± 0.025 -1.697 ± 0.015 1.366 ± 0.023
error for programs and the drug-likeness for molecules) for regression. We test the per-
formance in the held-out test dataset. In Table 6.2, we report the result in Log Likelihood
(LL) and Regression Mean Square Error (RMSE), which show that our SD-VAE always
produces latent space that are more discriminative than both CVAE and GVAE baselines.
This also shows that, with a properly designed decoder, the quality of encoder will also be
improved via end-to-end training.
6.4.6 Diversity of generated molecules
Table 6.3: Diversity as statistics from pair-wise distances measured as 1−s, where s is one






pairs among 100 molecules. We report results from GVAE and our SD-VAE,
because CVAE has very low valid priors and thus failed in this evaluation protocol.
Similarity Metric MorganFp MACCS PairFp TopologicalFp
GVAE 0.92 ± 0.10 0.83 ± 0.15 0.94 ± 0.10 0.71 ± 0.14
SD-VAE 0.92 ± 0.09 0.83 ± 0.13 0.95 ± 0.08 0.75 ± 0.14
Inspired by [22], here we measure the diversity of generated molecules as an assessment
of the methods. The intuition is that a good generative model should be able to generate
diverse data and avoid mode collapse in the learned space. We conduct this experiment
in the SMILES dataset. We first sample 100 points from the prior distribution. For each
point, we associate it with a molecule, which is the most frequent occurring valid SMILES
decoded (we use 50 decoding attempts since the decoding is stochastic). We then, with
one of the several molecular similarity metrics, compute the pairwise similarity and report
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the mean and standard deviation in Table 6.3. We see both methods do not have the mode
collapse problem, while producing similar diversity scores. It indicates that although our
method has more restricted decoding space than baselines, the diversity is not sacrificed.
This is because we never rule-out the valid molecules. And a more compact decoding space
leads to much higher probability in obtaining valid molecules.
6.4.7 Visualizing the Latent Space
We seek to visualize the latent space as an assessment of how well our generative model is
able to produces a coherent and smooth space of program and molecules.
Program Following [30], we visualize the latent space of program by interpolation
between two programs. More specifically, given two programs which are encoded to pa and
pb respectively in the latent space, we pick 9 evenly interpolated points between them. For
each point, we pick the corresponding most decoded structure. In Table 6.4 we compare
our results with previous works. Our SD-VAE can pass though points in the latent space
that can be decoded into valid programs without error and with visually more smooth in-
terpolation than previous works. Meanwhile, CVAE makes both syntactic and semantic
errors, and GVAE produces only semantic errors (reference of undefined variables), but
still in a considerable amount.
Table 6.4: Interpolation between two valid programs (the top and bottom ones in brown)
where each program occupies a row. Programs in red are with syntax errors. Statements in
blue are with semantic errors such as referring to unknown variables. Rows without color-
ing are correct programs. Observe that when a model passes points in its latent space, our
proposed SD-VAE enforces both syntactic and semantic constraints while making visually
more smooth interpolation. In contrast, CVAE makes both kinds of mistakes, GVAE avoids















SMILES For molecules, we visualize the latent space in 2 dimensions. We first em-
bed a random molecule from the dataset into latent space. Then we randomly generate 2
orthogonal unit vectors A. To get the latent representation of neighborhood, we interpolate
the 2-D grid and project back to latent space with pseudo inverse of A. Finally we show
decoded molecules. In Figure 6.7, we present two of such grid visualizations. Subjec-
tively compared with figures in [137], our visualization is characterized by having smooth









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 6.7: Latent Space visualization. We start from the center molecule and decode the
neighborhood latent vectors (neighborhood in projected 2D space).
6.5 Summary
In this chapter we propose a new method to tackle the challenge of addressing both syn-
tax and semantic constraints in generative model for structured data. The newly proposed
stochastic lazy attribute presents a the systematical conversion from offline syntax and se-
mantic check to online guidance for stochastic generation, and empirically shows consistent
and significant improvement over previous models with similar computational cost.
So far we have introduced several ways to inspire deep graph learning with the classical
algorithms. In next part, we will cover the deep learning enhanced graph algorithms.
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PART II: Deep learning enhanced
graph algorithms
Some of the human designed algorithms capture the right inductive bias of the problem,
but one potential issue is their capacity. For example, in greedy algorithms the human
designed heuristics are often not generic, and may fail in some special cases. Fortunately,
such algorithms still provide a good framework, and the submodules like the heuristic
functions inside the greedy algorithm can be potentially enhanced with deep learning.
In this part, we will focus on a set of problems over graphs that can be better tackled
with deep learning enhanced algorithms.
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CHAPTER 7
LEARNING HEURISTICS IN GREEDY ALGORITHMS
The design of good heuristics or approximation algorithms for NP-hard combinatorial op-
timization problems often requires significant specialized knowledge and trial-and-error.
Can we automate this challenging, tedious process, and learn the algorithms instead? In
many real-world applications, it is typically the case that the same optimization problem
is solved again and again on a regular basis, maintaining the same problem structure but
differing in the data. This provides an opportunity for learning heuristic algorithms that
exploit the structure of such recurring problems. In this chapter, we propose a unique com-
bination of reinforcement learning and graph embedding to address this challenge. The
learned greedy policy behaves like a meta-algorithm that incrementally constructs a solu-
tion, and the action is determined by the output of a graph embedding network capturing the
current state of the solution. We show that our framework can be applied to a diverse range
of optimization problems over graphs, and learns effective algorithms for the Minimum
Vertex Cover, Maximum Cut and Traveling Salesman problems.
7.1 Introduction
Combinatorial optimization problems over graphs arising from numerous application do-
mains, such as social networks, transportation, telecommunications and scheduling, are
NP-hard, and have thus attracted considerable interest from the theory and algorithm de-
sign communities over the years. In fact, of Karp’s 21 problems in the seminal paper on
reducibility [119], 10 are decision versions of graph optimization problems, while most of
the other 11 problems, such as set covering, can be naturally formulated on graphs. Tra-
ditional approaches to tackling an NP-hard graph optimization problem have three main
flavors: exact algorithms, approximation algorithms and heuristics. Exact algorithms are
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Figure 7.1: Illustration of the proposed framework as applied to an instance of Minimum Vertex
Cover. The middle part illustrates two iterations of the graph embedding, which results in node
scores (green bars).
based on enumeration or branch-and-bound with an integer programming formulation, but
may be prohibitive for large instances. On the other hand, polynomial-time approxima-
tion algorithms are desirable, but may suffer from weak optimality guarantees or empirical
performance, or may not even exist for inapproximable problems. Heuristics are often
fast, effective algorithms that lack theoretical guarantees, and may also require substantial
problem-specific research and trial-and-error on the part of algorithm designers.
All three paradigms seldom exploit a common trait of real-world optimization prob-
lems: instances of the same type of problem are solved again and again on a regular basis,
maintaining the same combinatorial structure, but differing mainly in their data. That is,
in many applications, values of the coefficients in the objective function or constraints can
be thought of as being sampled from the same underlying distribution. For instance, an
advertiser on a social network targets a limited set of users with ads, in the hope that they
spread them to their neighbors; such covering instances need to be solved repeatedly, since
the influence pattern between neighbors may be different each time. Alternatively, a pack-
age delivery company routes trucks on a daily basis in a given city; thousands of similar
optimizations need to be solved, since the underlying demand locations can differ.
Despite the inherent similarity between problem instances arising in the same domain,
classical algorithms do not systematically exploit this fact. However, in industrial settings,
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a company may be willing to invest in upfront, offline computation and learning if such a
process can speed up its real-time decision-making and improve its quality. This motivates
the main problem we address:
Problem Statement: Given a graph optimization problem G and a distribution D of
problem instances, can we learn better heuristics that generalize to unseen instances
from D?
Recently, there has been some seminal work on using deep architectures to learn heuris-
tics for combinatorial problems, including the Traveling Salesman Problem [230, 20, 89].
However, the architectures used in these works are generic, not yet effectively reflecting
the combinatorial structure of graph problems. As we show later, these architectures often
require a huge number of instances in order to learn to generalize to new ones. Further-
more, existing works typically use the policy gradient for training [20], a method that is not
particularly sample-efficient. While the methods in [230, 20] can be used on graphs with
different sizes – a desirable trait – they require manual, ad-hoc input/output engineering to
do so (e.g. padding with zeros).
In this chapter, we address the challenge of learning algorithms for graph problems
using a unique combination of reinforcement learning and graph embedding. The learned
policy behaves like a meta-algorithm that incrementally constructs a solution, with the ac-
tion being determined by a graph embedding network over the current state of the solution.
More specifically, our proposed solution framework is different from previous work in the
following aspects:
1. Algorithm design pattern. We will adopt a greedy meta-algorithm design, whereby
a feasible solution is constructed by successive addition of nodes based on the graph struc-
ture, and is maintained so as to satisfy the problem’s graph constraints. Greedy algorithms
are a popular pattern for designing approximation and heuristic algorithms for graph prob-
lems. As such, the same high-level design can be seamlessly used for different graph
optimization problems.
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2. Algorithm representation. We will use a graph embedding network, which is
called structure2vec (S2V) [55], to represent the policy in the greedy algorithm. This
novel deep learning architecture over the instance graph “featurizes” the nodes in the graph,
capturing the properties of a node in the context of its graph neighborhood. This allows the
policy to discriminate among nodes based on their usefulness, and generalizes to problem
instances of different sizes. This contrasts with recent approaches [230, 20] that adopt a
graph-agnostic sequence-to-sequence mapping that does not fully exploit graph structure.
3. Algorithm training. We will use fitted Q-learning to learn a greedy policy that is
parametrized by the graph embedding network. The framework is set up in such a way that
the policy will aim to optimize the objective function of the original problem instance di-
rectly. The main advantage of this approach is that it can deal with delayed rewards, which
here represent the remaining increase in objective function value obtained by the greedy
algorithm, in a data-efficient way; in each step of the greedy algorithm, the graph embed-
dings are updated according to the partial solution to reflect new knowledge of the benefit
of each node to the final objective value. In contrast, the policy gradient approach of [20]
updates the model parameters only once w.r.t. the whole solution (e.g. the tour in TSP).
The application of a greedy heuristic learned with our framework is illustrated in Fig-
ure 7.1. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed framework, we apply it to
three extensively studied graph optimization problems. Experimental results show that our
framework, a single meta-learning algorithm, efficiently learns effective heuristics for each
of the problems. Furthermore, we show that our learned heuristics preserve their effective-
ness even when used on graphs much larger than the ones they were trained on. Since many
combinatorial optimization problems, such as the set covering problem, can be explicitly
or implicitly formulated on graphs, we believe that our work opens up a new avenue for
graph algorithm design and discovery with deep learning.
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7.2 Common Formulation for Greedy Algorithms on Graphs
We will illustrate our framework using three optimization problems over weighted graphs.
Let G(V,E,w) denote a weighted graph, where V is the set of nodes, E the set of edges
and w : E → R+ the edge weight function, i.e. w(u, v) is the weight of edge (u, v) ∈ E.
These problems are:
• Minimum Vertex Cover (MVC): Given a graph G, find a subset of nodes S ⊆ V such
that every edge is covered, i.e. (u, v) ∈ E ⇔ u ∈ S or v ∈ S, and |S| is minimized.
• Maximum Cut (MAXCUT): Given a graph G, find a subset of nodes S ⊆ V such that
the weight of the cut-set
∑
(u,v)∈C w(u, v) is maximized, where cut-set C ⊆ E is the set
of edges with one end in S and the other end in V \ S.
• Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP): Given a set of points in 2-dimensional space, find
a tour of minimum total weight, where the corresponding graphG has the points as nodes
and is fully connected with edge weights corresponding to distances between points; a
tour is a cycle that visits each node of the graph exactly once.
We will focus on a popular pattern for designing approximation and heuristic algo-
rithms, namely a greedy algorithm. A greedy algorithm will construct a solution by sequen-
tially adding nodes to a partial solution S, based on maximizing some evaluation function
Q that measures the quality of a node in the context of the current partial solution. We will
show that, despite the diversity of the combinatorial problems above, greedy algorithms for
them can be expressed using a common formulation. Specifically:
1. A problem instance G of a given optimization problem is sampled from a distribution
D, i.e. the V , E and w of the instance graph G are generated according to a model or
real-world data.
2. A partial solution is represented as an ordered list S = (v1, v2, . . . , v|S|), vi ∈ V , and
S = V \ S the set of candidate nodes for addition, conditional on S. Furthermore, we
use a vector of binary decision variables x, with each dimension xv corresponding to a
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node v ∈ V , xv = 1 if v ∈ S and 0 otherwise. One can also view xv as a tag or extra
feature on v.
3. A maintenance (or helper) procedure h(S) will be needed, which maps an ordered list
S to a combinatorial structure satisfying the specific constraints of a problem.
4. The quality of a partial solution S is given by an objective function c(h(S), G) based on
the combinatorial structure h of S.
5. A generic greedy algorithm selects a node v to add next such that v maximizes an eval-
uation function, Q(h(S), v) ∈ R, which depends on the combinatorial structure h(S) of
the current partial solution. Then, the partial solution S will be extended as
S := (S, v∗), where v∗ := argmaxv∈S Q(h(S), v), (7.1)
and (S, v∗) denotes appending v∗ to the end of a list S. This step is repeated until a
termination criterion t(h(S)) is satisfied.
In our formulation, we assume that the distribution D, the helper function h, the termination
criterion t and the cost function c are all given. Given the above abstract model, various
optimization problems can be expressed by using different helper functions, cost functions
and termination criteria:
• MVC: The helper function does not need to do any work, and c(h(S), G) = − |S|. The
termination criterion checks whether all edges have been covered.
• MAXCUT: The helper function divides V into two sets, S and its complement S =
V \S, and maintains a cut-set C = {(u, v) | (u, v) ∈ E, u ∈ S, v ∈ S}. Then, the cost is
c(h(S), G) =
∑
(u,v)∈C w(u, v), and the termination criterion does nothing.
• TSP: The helper function will maintain a tour according to the order of the nodes in
S. The simplest way is to append nodes to the end of partial tour in the same order as
S. Then the cost c(h(S), G) = −
∑|S|−1
i=1 w(S(i), S(i + 1)) − w(S(|S|), S(1)), and the
termination criterion is activated when S = V . Empirically, inserting a node u in the
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partial tour at the position which increases the tour length the least is a better choice. We
adopt this insertion procedure as a helper function for TSP.
An estimate of the quality of the solution resulting from adding a node to partial solution S
will be determined by the evaluation functionQ, which will be learned using a collection of
problem instances. This is in contrast with traditional greedy algorithm design, where the
evaluation function Q is typically hand-crafted, and requires substantial problem-specific
research and trial-and-error. In the following, we will design a powerful deep learning
parameterization for the evaluation function, Q̂(h(S), v; Θ), with parameters Θ.
7.3 Representation: Graph Embedding
Since we are optimizing over a graph G, we expect that the evaluation function Q̂ should
take into account the current partial solution S as it maps to the graph. That is, xv = 1 for
all nodes v ∈ S, and the nodes are connected according to the graph structure. Intuitively,
Q̂ should summarize the state of such a “tagged” graphG, and figure out the value of a new
node if it is to be added in the context of such a graph. Here, both the state of the graph
and the context of a node v can be very complex, hard to describe in closed form, and may
depend on complicated statistics such as global/local degree distribution, triangle counts,
distance to tagged nodes, etc. In order to represent such complex phenomena over combi-
natorial structures, we will leverage a deep learning architecture over graphs, in particular
the structure2vec of [55], to parameterize Q̂(h(S), v; Θ).
7.3.1 Structure2Vec
We first provide an introduction to structure2vec. This graph embedding network
will compute a p-dimensional feature embedding µv for each node v ∈ V , given the cur-
rent partial solution S. More specifically, structure2vec defines the network archi-
tecture recursively according to an input graph structure G, and the computation graph
of structure2vec is inspired by graphical model inference algorithms, where node-
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specific tags or features xv are aggregated recursively according to G’s graph topology.
After a few steps of recursion, the network will produce a new embedding for each node,
taking into account both graph characteristics and long-range interactions between these
node features. One variant of the structure2vec architecture will initialize the em-




xv, {µ(t)u }u∈N (v), {w(v, u)}u∈N (v) ; Θ
)
, (7.2)
where N (v) is the set of neighbors of node v in graph G, and F is a generic nonlinear
mapping such as a neural network or kernel function.
Based on the update formula, one can see that the embedding update process is carried
out based on the graph topology. A new round of embedding sweeping across the nodes
will start only after the embedding update for all nodes from the previous round has fin-
ished. It is easy to see that the update also defines a process where the node features xv
are propagated to other nodes via the nonlinear propagation function F . Furthermore, the
more update iterations one carries out, the farther away the node features will propagate
and get aggregated nonlinearly at distant nodes. In the end, if one terminates after T iter-
ations, each node embedding µ(T )v will contain information about its T -hop neighborhood
as determined by graph topology, the involved node features and the propagation function
F . An illustration of two iterations of graph embedding can be found in Figure 7.1.
7.3.2 Parameterizing Q̂(h(S), v; Θ)
We now discuss the parameterization of Q̂(h(S), v; Θ) using the embeddings from S2V. In













where θ1 ∈ Rp, θ2, θ3 ∈ Rp×p and θ4 ∈ Rp are the model parameters, and relu is the
rectified linear unit (relu(z) = max(0, z)) applied elementwise to its input. The summa-
tion over neighbors is one way of aggregating neighborhood information that is invariant
to permutations over neighbors. For simplicity of exposition, xv here is a binary scalar
as described earlier; it is straightforward to extend xv to a vector representation by incor-
porating any additional useful node information. To make the nonlinear transformations
more powerful, we can add some more layers of relu before we pool over the neighboring
embeddings µu.
Once the embedding for each node is computed after T iterations, we will use these
embeddings to define the Q̂(h(S), v; Θ) function. More specifically, we will use the em-





the surrogates for v and h(S), respectively, i.e.
Q̂(h(S), v; Θ) = θ>5 relu([θ6
∑
u∈V
µ(T )u , θ7 µ
(T )
v ]) (7.4)
where θ5 ∈ R2p, θ6, θ7 ∈ Rp×p and [·, ·] is the concatenation operator. Since the embedding
µ
(T )
u is computed based on the parameters from the graph embedding network, Q̂(h(S), v)
will depend on a collection of 7 parameters Θ = {θi}7i=1. The number of iterations T for
the graph embedding computation is usually small, such as T = 4.
The parameters Θ will be learned. Previously, [55] required a ground truth label for
every input graph G in order to train the structure2vec architecture. There, the output
of the embedding is linked with a softmax-layer, so that the parameters can by trained end-
to-end by minimizing the cross-entropy loss. This approach is not applicable to our case




We show how reinforcement learning is a natural framework for learning the evaluation
function Q̂. The definition of the evaluation function Q̂ naturally lends itself to a reinforce-
ment learning (RL) formulation [220], and we will use Q̂ as a model for the state-value
function in RL. We note that we would like to learn a function Q̂ across a set of m graphs
from distribution D, D = {Gi}mi=1, with potentially different sizes. The advantage of the
graph embedding parameterization in our previous section is that we can deal with different
graph instances and sizes seamlessly.
7.4.1 Reinforcement learning formulation
We define the states, actions and rewards in the reinforcement learning framework as fol-
lows:
1. States: a state S is a sequence of actions (nodes) on a graph G. Since we have already
represented nodes in the tagged graph with their embeddings, the state is a vector in
p-dimensional space,
∑
v∈V µv. It is easy to see that this embedding representation of
the state can be used across different graphs. The terminal state Ŝ will depend on the
problem at hand;
2. Transition: transition is deterministic here, and corresponds to tagging the node v ∈ G
that was selected as the last action with feature xv = 1;
3. Actions: an action v is a node of G that is not part of the current state S. Similarly,
we will represent actions as their corresponding p-dimensional node embedding µv, and
such a definition is applicable across graphs of various sizes;
4. Rewards: the reward function r(S, v) at state S is defined as the change in the cost
function after taking action v and transitioning to a new state S ′ := (S, v). That is,
r(S, v) = c(h(S ′), G)− c(h(S), G), (7.5)
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Table 7.1: Definition of reinforcement learning components for each of the three problems
considered.
Problem State Action Helper function Reward Termination
MVC subset of nodes selected so far add node to subset None -1 all edges are covered
MAXCUT subset of nodes selected so far add node to subset None change in cut weight cut weight cannot be improved
TSP partial tour grow tour by one node Insertion operation change in tour cost tour includes all nodes
and c(h(∅), G) = 0. As such, the cumulative reward R of a terminal state Ŝ coincides
exactly with the objective function value of the Ŝ, i.e. R(Ŝ) =
∑|Ŝ|
i=1 r(Si, vi) is equal
to c(h(Ŝ), G);
5. Policy: based on Q̂, a deterministic greedy policy π(v|S) := argmaxv′∈S Q̂(h(S), v′)
will be used. Selecting action v corresponds to adding a node of G to the current partial
solution, which results in collecting a reward r(S, v).
Table 7.1 shows the instantiations of the reinforcement learning framework for the three
optimization problems considered herein. We let Q∗ denote the optimal Q-function for
each RL problem. Our graph embedding parameterization Q̂(h(S), v; Θ) from Section 7.3
will then be a function approximation model for it, which will be learned via n-step Q-
learning.
7.4.2 Learning algorithm
In order to perform end-to-end learning of the parameters in Q̂(h(S), v; Θ), we use a com-
bination of n-step Q-learning [220] and fitted Q-iteration [188], as illustrated in Algo-
rithm 7. We use the term episode to refer to a complete sequence of node additions starting
from an empty solution, and until termination; a step within an episode is a single action
(node addition).
Standard (1-step) Q-learning updates the function approximator’s parameters at each
step of an episode by performing a gradient step to minimize the squared loss:
(y − Q̂(h(St), vt; Θ))2, (7.6)
where y = γmaxv′ Q̂(h(St+1), v′; Θ) + r(St, vt) for a non-terminal state St. The n-step
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Q-learning helps deal with the issue of delayed rewards, where the final reward of interest
to the agent is only received far in the future during an episode. In our setting, the final
objective value of a solution is only revealed after many node additions. As such, the 1-
step update may be too myopic. A natural extension of 1-step Q-learning is to wait n steps
before updating the approximator’s parameters, so as to collect a more accurate estimate
of the future rewards. Formally, the update is over the same squared loss (7.6), but with a
different target, y =
∑n−1
i=0 r(St+i, vt+i)+γmaxv′ Q̂(h(St+n), v
′; Θ). The fitted Q-iteration
approach has been shown to result in faster learning convergence when using a neural
network as a function approximator [188, 159], a property that also applies in our setting, as
we use the embedding defined in Section 7.3.2. Instead of updating the Q-function sample-
by-sample as in Equation (7.6), the fitted Q-iteration approach uses experience replay to
update the function approximator with a batch of samples from a dataset E, rather than
the single sample being currently experienced. The dataset E is populated during previous
episodes, such that at step t+n, the tuple (St, at, Rt,t+n, St+n) is added to E, withRt,t+n =∑n−1
i=0 r(St+i, at+i). Instead of performing a gradient step in the loss of the current sample
as in (7.6), stochastic gradient descent updates are performed on a random sample of tuples
drawn from E.
It is known that off-policy reinforcement learning algorithms such as Q-learning can be
more sample efficient than their policy gradient counterparts [92]. This is largely due to
the fact that policy gradient methods require on-policy samples for the new policy obtained
after each parameter update of the function approximator.
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Algorithm 7 Q-learning for the Greedy Algorithm
1: Initialize experience replay memoryM to capacity N
2: for episode e = 1 to L do
3: Draw graph G from distribution D
4: Initialize the state to empty S1 = ()
5: for step t = 1 to T do
6: vt =

random node v ∈ St, w.p. ε
argmaxv∈St Q̂(h(St), v; Θ), otherwise
7: Add vt to partial solution: St+1 := (St, vt)
8: if t ≥ n then
9: Add tuple (St−n, vt−n, Rt−n,t, St) toM
10: Sample random batch from B iid.∼ M






Instance generation. To evaluate the proposed method against other approximation/heuristic
algorithms and deep learning approaches, we generate graph instances for each of the three
problems. For the MVC and MAXCUT problems, we generate Erdős-Renyi (ER) [72]
and Barabasi-Albert (BA) [3] graphs which have been used to model many real-world net-
works. For a given range on the number of nodes, e.g. 50-100, we first sample the number
of nodes uniformly at random from that range, then generate a graph according to either
ER or BA. For the two-dimensional TSP problem, we use an instance generator from the
DIMACS TSP Challenge [114] to generate uniformly random or clustered points in the 2-D
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grid. We refer the reader to the Appendix C.3.1 for complete details on instance generation.
We have also tackled the Set Covering Problem, for which the description and results are
deferred to Appendix C.1.
Structure2Vec Deep Q-learning. For our method, S2V-DQN, we use the graph
representations and hyperparameters described in Appendix C.3.4. The hyperparameters
are selected via preliminary results on small graphs, and then fixed for large ones. Note
that for TSP, where the graph is fully-connected, we build the K-nearest neighbor graph
(K = 10) to scale up to large graphs. For MVC, where we train the model on graphs with
up to 500 nodes, we use the model trained on small graphs as initialization for training on
larger ones. We refer to this trick as “pre-training”, which is illustrated in Figure C.2.
Pointer Networks with Actor-Critic. We compare our method to a method, based on
Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs), which does not make full use of graph structure [20].
We implement and train their algorithm (PN-AC) for all three problems. The original
model only works on the Euclidian TSP problem, where each node is represented by its
(x, y) coordinates, and is not designed for problems with graph structure. To handle other
graph problems, we describe each node by its adjacency vector instead of coordinates. To
handle different graph sizes, we use a singular value decomposition (SVD) to obtain a rank-
8 approximation for the adjacency matrix, and use the low-rank embeddings as inputs to
the pointer network.
Baseline Algorithms. Besides the PN-AC, we also include powerful approximation
or heuristic algorithms from the literature. These algorithms are specifically designed for
each type of problem:
• MVC: MVCApprox iteratively selects an uncovered edge and adds both of its end-
points [172]. We designed a stronger variant, called MVCApprox-Greedy, that greedily
picks the uncovered edge with maximum sum of degrees of its endpoints. Both algo-
rithms are 2-approximations.
• MAXCUT: We include MaxcutApprox, which maintains the cut set (S, V \S) and moves
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a node from one side to the other side of the cut if that operation results in cut weight
improvement [132]. To make MaxcutApprox stronger, we greedily move the node that
results in the largest improvement in cut weight. A randomized, non-greedy algorithm,
referred to as SDP, is also implemented based on [85]; 100 solutions are generated for
each graph, and the best one is taken.
• TSP: We include the following approximation algorithms: Minimum Spanning Tree
(MST), Farthest insertion (Farthest), Cheapest insertion (Cheapest), Closest insertion
(Closest), Christofides and 2-opt. We also add the Nearest Neighbor heuristic (Nearest);
see [13] for algorithmic details.
Details on Validation and Testing. For S2V-DQN and PN-AC, we use a CUDA K80-
enabled cluster for training and testing. Training convergence for S2V-DQN is discussed
in Appendix C.3.6. S2V-DQN and PN-AC use 100 held-out graphs for validation, and we
report the test results on another 1000 graphs. We use CPLEX[106] to get optimal solutions
for MVC and MAXCUT, and Concorde [12] for TSP (details in Appendix C.3.1). All
approximation ratios reported in this chapter are with respect to the best (possibly optimal)
solution found by the solvers within 1 hour. For MVC, we vary the training and test graph
sizes in the ranges {15–20, 40–50, 50–100, 100–200, 400–500}. For MAXCUT and TSP,
which involve edge weights, we train up to 200–300 nodes due to the limited computation
resource. For all problems, we test on graphs of size up to 1000–1200.
During testing, instead of using Active Search as in [20], we simply use the greedy
policy. This gives us much faster inference, while still being powerful enough. We mod-
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(a) MVC BA (b) MAXCUT BA (c) TSP random
Figure 7.2: Approximation ratio on 1000 test graphs. Note that on MVC, our performance is
pretty close to optimal. In this figure, training and testing graphs are generated according to the
same distribution.
7.5.1 Comparison of solution quality
To evaluate the solution quality on test instances, we use the approximation ratio of each
method relative to the optimal solution, averaged over the set of test instances. The approx-





where c(h(S)) is the objective value of solution S, andOPT (G) is the best-known solution
value of instance G.
Figure 7.2 shows the average approximation ratio across the three problems; other graph
types are in Figure C.1 in the appendix. In all of these figures, a lower approximation ratio
is better. Overall, our proposed method, S2V-DQN, performs significantly better than other
methods. In MVC, the performance of S2V-DQN is particularly good, as the approximation
ratio is roughly 1 and the bar is barely visible.
The PN-AC algorithm performs well on TSP, as expected. Since the TSP graph is es-
sentially fully-connected, graph structure is not as important. On problems such as MVC
and MAXCUT, where graph information is more crucial, our algorithm performs signifi-
cantly better than PN-AC. For TSP, The Farthest and 2-opt algorithm perform as well as
S2V-DQN, and slightly better in some cases. However, we will show later that in real-world
TSP data, our algorithm still performs better.
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7.5.2 Generalization to larger instances
The graph embedding framework enables us to train and test on graphs of different sizes,
since the same set of model parameters are used. How does the performance of the learned
algorithm using small graphs generalize to test graphs of larger sizes? To investigate this,
we train S2V-DQN on graphs with 50–100 nodes, and test its generalization ability on
graphs with up to 1200 nodes. Table 7.2 summarizes the results, and full results are in
Appendix C.3.3.
Table 7.2: S2V-DQN’s generalization ability. Values are average approximation ratios over 1000
test instances. These test results are produced by S2V-DQN algorithms trained on graphs with
50-100 nodes.
Test Size 50-100 100-200 200-300 300-400 400-500 500-600 1000-1200
MVC (BA) 1.0033 1.0041 1.0045 1.0040 1.0045 1.0048 1.0062
MAXCUT (BA) 1.0150 1.0181 1.0202 1.0188 1.0123 1.0177 1.0038
TSP (clustered) 1.0730 1.0895 1.0869 1.0918 1.0944 1.0975 1.1065
We can see that S2V-DQN achieves a very good approximation ratio. Note that the
“optimal” value used in the computation of approximation ratios may not be truly optimal
(due to the solver time cutoff at 1 hour), and so CPLEX’s solutions do typically get worse
as problem size grows. This is why sometimes we can even get better approximation ratio
on larger graphs.
7.5.3 Scalability & Trade-off between running time and approximation ratio
To construct a solution on a test graph, our algorithm has polynomial complexity ofO(k|E|)
where k is number of greedy steps (at most the number of nodes |V |) and |E| is number of
edges. For instance, on graphs with 1200 nodes, we can find the solution of MVC within
11 seconds using a single GPU, while getting an approximation ratio of 1.0062. For dense
graphs, we can also sample the edges for the graph embedding computation to save time, a
measure we will investigate in the future.
Figure 7.3 illustrates the approximation ratios of various approaches as a function of
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running time. All algorithms report a single solution at termination, whereas CPLEX re-
ports multiple improving solutions, for which we recorded the corresponding running time
and approximation ratio. Figure C.3 (Appendix C.3.7) includes other graph sizes and types,
where the results are consistent with Figure 7.3.














































(a) MVC BA 200-300 (b) MAXCUT BA 200-300
Figure 7.3: Time-
approximation trade-off
for MVC and MAXCUT. In
this figure, each dot repre-
sents a solution found for a
single problem instance, for
100 instances. For CPLEX,
we also record the time
and quality of each solution
it finds, e.g. CPLEX-1st
means the first feasible
solution found by CPLEX.
Figure 7.3 shows that, for MVC, we are slightly slower than the approximation algo-
rithms but enjoy a much better approximation ratio. Also note that although CPLEX found
the first feasible solution quickly, it also has much worse ratio; the second improved solu-
tion found by CPLEX takes similar or longer time than our S2V-DQN, but is still of worse
quality. For MAXCUT, the observations are still consistent. One should be aware that
sometimes our algorithm can obtain better results than 1-hour CPLEX, which gives ratios
below 1.0. Furthermore, sometimes S2V-DQN is even faster than the MaxcutApprox, al-
though this comparison is not exactly fair, since we use GPUs; however, we can still see
that our algorithm is efficient.
7.5.4 Experiments on real-world datasets
In addition to the experiments for synthetic data, we identified sets of publicly available
benchmark or real-world instances for each problem, and performed experiments on them.
A summary of results is in Table 7.3, and details are given in Appendix C.2. S2V-DQN
significantly outperforms all competing methods for MVC, MAXCUT and TSP.
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Table 7.3: Realistic data experiments, results summary. Values are average approximation ratios.
Problem Dataset S2V-DQN Best Competitor 2nd Best Competitor
MVC MemeTracker 1.0021 1.2220 (MVCApprox-Greedy) 1.4080 (MVCApprox)
MAXCUT Physics 1.0223 1.2825 (MaxcutApprox) 1.8996 (SDP)
TSP TSPLIB 1.0475 1.0800 (Farthest) 1.0947 (2-opt)
7.5.5 Discovery of interesting new algorithms
We further examined the algorithms learned by S2V-DQN, and tried to interpret what
greedy heuristics have been learned. We found that S2V-DQN is able to discover new and
interesting algorithms which intuitively make sense but have not been analyzed before. For
instance, S2V-DQN discovers an algorithm for MVC where nodes are selected to balance
between their degrees and the connectivity of the remaining graph (Appendix Figures C.4
and C.7). For MAXCUT, S2V-DQN discovers an algorithm where nodes are picked to
avoid cancelling out existing edges in the cut set (Appendix Figure C.5). These results
suggest that S2V-DQN may also be a good assistive tool for discovering new algorithms,
especially in cases when the graph optimization problems are new and less well-studied.
7.6 Summary
We presented an end-to-end machine learning framework for automatically designing greedy
heuristics for hard combinatorial optimization problems on graphs. Central to our approach
is the combination of a deep graph embedding with reinforcement learning. Through exten-
sive experimental evaluation, we demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed framework
in learning greedy heuristics as compared to manually-designed greedy algorithms. The
excellent performance of the learned heuristics is consistent across multiple different prob-
lems, graph types, and graph sizes, suggesting that the framework is a promising new tool
for designing algorithms for graph problems.
In next chapter, we will show several extensions of this greedy algorithm learning
framework to real-world application scenarios.
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CHAPTER 8
EXTENSIONS OF LEARNING GREEDY ALGORITHMS OVER GRAPHS
In this chapter, we present two extensions of the deep learning enhanced greedy graph algo-
rithm framework. In Section 8.1, we formulate the graph adversarial attack as a combina-
torial optimization problem, in which a hierarchical action variant of S2V-DQN is adopted.
In Section 8.2, a set of real-world applications are formulated as exploration over graph,
in which a policy-gradient based method is introduced. This chapter will mainly cover the
overview of problem modeling and technical contributions, and more details can be found
in the original papers [57, 58].
8.1 Hierarchical action space for graph adversarial attack
Deep learning on graph structures has shown exciting results in various applications. How-
ever, few attentions have been paid to the robustness of such models, in contrast to nu-
merous research work for image or text adversarial attack and defense. In this chapter, we
focus on the adversarial attacks that fool deep learning models by modifying the combina-
torial structure of data. We mainly focus on a reinforcement learning based attack method
that learns the generalizable attack policy, while only requiring prediction labels from the
target classifier. For the further proposed attack methods based on genetic algorithms and
gradient descent in the scenario where additional prediction confidence or gradients are
available, we ask readers to refer to the original paper.
8.1.1 Problem statement
Given a learned classifier f and an instance from the dataset (G, c, y) ∈ D, the graph
adversarial attacker g(·, ·) : G × D 7→ G asks to modify the graph G = (V,E) into
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G̃ = (Ṽ , Ẽ), such that
max
G̃
I(f(G̃, c) 6= y)
s.t. G̃ = g(f, (G, c, y))
I(G, G̃, c) = 1. (8.1)
Here I(·, ·, ·) : G × G × V 7→ {0, 1} is an equivalency indicator that tells whether two
graphs G and G̃ are equivalent under the classification semantics.
In this paper, we focus on the modifications to the discrete structures. The attacker g is
allowed to add or delete edges from G to construct the new graph. Such type of actions are
rich enough, since adding or deleting nodes can be performed by a series of modifications
to the edges. Also modifying the edges is harder than modifying the nodes, since choosing
a node only requires O(|V |) complexity, while naively choosing an edge requires O(|V |2).
Since the attacker is aimed at fooling the classifier f , instead of actually changing
the true label of the instance, the equivalency indicator should be defined first to restrict
the modifications an attacker can perform. We use two ways to define the equivalency
indicator:
1) Explicit semantics. In this case, a gold standard classifier f ∗ is assumed to be accessible.
Thus the equivalency indicator I(·, ·, ·) is defined as:
I(G, G̃, c) = I(f ∗(G, c) = f ∗(G̃, c)), (8.2)
where I(·) ∈ {0, 1} is an indicator function.























Figure 8.1: Illustration of applying hierarchical Q-function to propose adversarial attack





with two Q-functions Q1∗ and Q2∗, respectively.
attacker to make as few modifications as possible within a neighborhood graph:
I(G, G̃, c) =I(|(E − Ẽ) ∪ (Ẽ − E)| < m)
· I(Ẽ ⊆ N (G, b))). (8.3)
In the above equation, m is the maximum number of edges that allowed to modify, and
N (G, b) = {(u, v) : u, v ∈ V, d(G)(u, v) <= b} defines the b-hop neighborhood graph,
where d(G)(u, v) ∈ {1, 2, . . .} is the distance between two nodes in graph G.
8.1.2 Main formulation
Given an instance (G, c, y) and a target classifier f , we model the attack procedure as a
Finite Horizon Markov Decision ProcessM(m)(f,G, c, y). The definition of such MDP is
as follows:
• Action As we mentioned in Sec 8.1, the attacker is allowed to add or delete edges in the
graph. So a single action at time step t is at ∈ A ⊆ V ×V . However, simply performing
actions in O(|V |2) space is too expensive. We will shortly show how to use hierarchical
action to decompose this action space.
• State The state st at time t is represented by the tuple (Ĝt, c), where Ĝt is a partially
modified graph with some of the edges added/deleted from G.
• Reward The purpose of the attacker is to fool the target classifier. So the non-zero
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1 : f(G̃, c) 6= y
−1 : f(G̃, c) = y
(8.4)
In the intermediate steps of modification, no reward will be received. That is to say,
r(st, at) = 0,∀t = 1, 2, . . . ,m − 1. In PBA-C setting where the prediction confidence




= L(f(G̃, c), y) as the
reward.
• Terminal Once the agent modifies m edges, the process stops. For simplicity, we focus
on the MDP with fixed length. In the case when fewer modification is enough, we can
simply let the agent to modify the dummy edges.
Given the above settings, a sample trajectory from this MDP will be: (s1, a1, r1, . . . , sm,
am, rm, sm+1), where s1 = (G, c), st = (Ĝt, c), ∀t ∈ {2, . . . ,m} and sm+1 = (G̃, c). The




and all other intermediate rewards
are zero: rt = 0, ∀t ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m − 1}. Since this is a discrete optimization problem
with a finite horizon, we use Q-learning to learn the MDPs. In our preliminary experiments
we also tried with policy optimization methods like Advantage Actor Critic, but found
Q-learning works more stable. So below we focus on the modeling with Q-learning.
Q-learning is an off-policy optimization where it fits the Bellman optimality equation
directly as below:




This implicitly suggests a greedy policy:




In our finite horizon case, γ is fixed to 1. Note that directly operating the actions inO(|V |2)
space is too expensive for large graphs. Thus we propose to decompose the action at ∈ V ×








t ∈ V . Thus a single edge action at is decomposed
into two ends of this edge. The hierarchical Q-function is then modeled as below:
Q1∗(st, a
(1)
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In the above formulation, Q1∗ and Q2∗ are two functions that implement the original Q∗.
An action is considered as completed only when a pair of (a(1)t , a
(2)
t ) is chosen. Thus the
reward will only be valid after a(2)t is made. It is easy to see that such decomposition
has the same optimality structure as in Eq (8.5), but making an action would only require
O(2× |V |) = O(|V |) complexity. Figure 8.1 illustrates this process.
Take a further look at Eq (8.7), since only the reward in last time step is non-zero, and
































m ) = r(G̃, c) (8.8)
To make notations compact, we still use Q∗ = {Q∗t,1|2}mt=1 to denote the Q-function.
Since each sample in the dataset defines an MDP, it is possible to learn a separate Q func-
tion for each MDP M (m)i (f,Gi, ci, yi), i = 1, . . . , N . However, we here focus on a more
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practical and challenging setting, where only one Q∗ is learned. The learned Q-function is










where Q∗ is parameterized by θ. From here, we can utilize the technique introduced in
Chapter 7 to train the attacking model. The inference framework is depicted in Figure 8.1.
For more details on the experiments, please refer to the original paper [57].
8.2 Optimal graph touring for program and App testing
This section considers the problem of efficient exploration of unseen environments, a key
challenge in AI. We propose a ‘learning to explore’ framework where we learn a policy
from a distribution of environments. At test time, presented with an unseen environment
from the same distribution, the policy aims to generalize the exploration strategy to visit
the maximum number of unique states in a limited number of steps. We particularly focus
on environments with graph-structured state-spaces that are encountered in many important
real-world applications like software testing and map building. We formulate this task as a
reinforcement learning problem where the ‘exploration’ agent is rewarded for transitioning
to previously unseen environment states and employ a graph-structured memory to encode
the agent’s past trajectory.
8.2.1 Problem statement
We consider two different exploration settings. The first setting concerns exploration in
an unknown environment, where the agent observes a graph at each step, with each node
corresponding to a visited unique environment state, and each edge corresponding to an
experienced transition. In this setting, the graph grows in size during an episode, and the






































𝒢: graph to be
explored
Figure 8.2: Overview of our meta exploration model for exploring a known but complicated
graph structured environment. The GGNN [145] module captures the graph structures at
each step, and the representations of each step are pooled together to form a representation
of the exploration history.
The second setting is about exploration in a known but complex environment, and is
motivated by program testing. In this setting, we have access to the program source code
and thus also its graph structure, where the nodes in the graph correspond to the pro-
gram branches and edges correspond to the syntactic and semantic relationship between
branches. The challenge here is to reason about and understand the graph structure, and
come up with the right actions to increase graph coverage. Each action corresponds to a test
input which resides in a huge action space and has rich structures. Finding such valuable
inputs is highly non-trivial in automated testing literature [84, 202, 203, 36, 141], because
of challenges in modeling complex program semantics for precise logical reasoning.
8.2.2 An RL formulation for graph exploration
We formalize both settings with the same formulation. See Figure 8.2 for illustration.
At each step t, the agent observes a graph Gt−1 = (Vt−1, Et−1) and a coverage mask
ct−1 : Vt−1 7→ {0, 1}, indicating which nodes have been covered in the exploration process
so far. The agent generates an action xt, the environment takes this action and returns a
new graph Gt = (Vt, Et) with a new ct. In the first setting above, the coverage mask ct is 1
for any node v ∈ Vt as the graph only contains visited nodes. While in the second setting,
the graph Gt is constant from step to step, and the coverage mask ct(v) = 1 if v is covered
in the past by some actions and 0 otherwise. We set the initial observation for t = 0 to be
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c0 mapping any node to 0, and in the first exploration setting G0 to be an empty graph.
The exploration process for a graph structured environment can be seen as a finite hori-
zon Markov Decision Process (MDP), with the number of actions or steps T being the
budget for exploration.
Action: The space for actions xt is problem specific. We used the letter x instead
of the more common letter a to highlight that these actions are sometimes closer to the
typical inputs to a neural network, which lives in an exponentially large space with rich
structures, than to the more common fixed finite action spaces in typical RL environments.
In particular, for testing programs, each action is a test input to the program, which can be
text (sequences of characters) or images (2D array of characters).
Our task is to provide a sequence of T actions x1, x2, . . . , xT to maximize an exploration
objective. An obvious choice is the number of unique nodes (environment states) covered,
i.e.
∑
v∈VT cT (v). To handle different graph sizes during training, we further normalize this
objective by the maximum possible size of the graph |V|1, which is the number of nodes in
the underlying full graph (for the second exploration setting this is the same as |VT |). We














Reward: Given the above objective, we can define the per-step reward rt as in (8.11). It




v∈VT cT (v)/|V|, i.e., the cumulative reward of the MDP
is the same as the objective in (8.10), as
∑
v∈V0 c0(v) = 0. In this definition, the reward at
time step t is given to only the additional coverage introduced by the action xt.
State: Instead of feeding in only the observation (Gt, ct) at each step to the agent, we
use an agent state representation that contains the full interaction history in the episode
ht = {(xτ , Gτ , cτ )}t−1τ=0, with x0 = ∅. An agent policy maps each ht to an action xt.
1When it is unknown, we can simply divide the reward by T to normalize the total reward.
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PART III: Towards inductive reasoning
with graph structures
So far we have discussed the situations where we have an algorithm at hand, and how
can we integrate the deep learning better for the specific tasks. This procedure can be
viewed as deductive reasoning. In this section, we are taking a different perspective, where
we want the neural network to create the algorithm structures. This can be seen as an
inductive reasoning procedure.
Algorithms are specifications of computation steps with dependencies. From this as-
pect, the algorithm itself is with graph structure. Thus in this section, we are extending
the view of structures from the domain of applications into more generic aspect, i.e., the
structures of computation. However, the inductive reasoning is typically hard. Like causal
reasoning, there could be multiple plausible explanations of the observations. Sometime it
is even hard to find such one.
In the following part of the document, we are taking an initial attempt towards this
direction, where in Chapter 9 we first view the logic rules as one of the simplest form
of algorithms we are going to reason about. Following this, we extend further in this
direction, where we tackle the problem of retrosynthesis in Chapter 10. As will be shown
in Chapter 9, the reinforcement learning is a straightforward but not sample efficient way
of performing such reasoning. In the retrosynthesis work, we explore more sample efficient
way of performing reasoning about the structures.
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CHAPTER 9
REASONING THE LOOP INVARIANT FOR PROGRAM VERIFICATION
A fundamental problem in program verification concerns inferring loop invariants. The
problem is undecidable and even practical instances are challenging. Inspired by how hu-
man experts construct loop invariants, we propose a reasoning framework CODE2INV that
constructs the solution by multi-step decision making and querying an external program
graph memory block. By training with reinforcement learning, CODE2INV captures rich
program features and avoids the need for ground truth solutions as supervision. Compared
to previous learning tasks in domains with graph-structured data, it addresses unique chal-
lenges, such as a binary objective function and an extremely sparse reward that is given
by an automated theorem prover only after the complete loop invariant is proposed. We
evaluate CODE2INV on a suite of 133 benchmark problems and compare it to three state-
of-the-art systems. It solves 106 problems compared to 73 by a stochastic search-based
system, 77 by a heuristic search-based system, and 100 by a decision tree learning-based
system. Moreover, the strategy learned can be generalized to new programs: compared to
solving new instances from scratch, the pre-trained agent is more sample efficient.
9.1 Introduction
The growing ubiquity and complexity of software has led to a dramatic increase in software
bugs and security vulnerabilities that pose enormous costs and risks. Program verification
technology enables programmers to prove the absence of such problems at compile-time
before deploying their program. One of the main activities underlying this technology
involves inferring a loop invariant—a logical formula that constitutes an abstract specifi-
cation of a loop—for each loop in the program. Obtaining loop invariants enables a broad
and deep range of correctness and security properties to be proven automatically by a va-
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riety of program verification tools spanning type checkers, static analyzers, and theorem
provers. Notable examples include Microsoft Code Contracts for .NET programs [74] and
the Verified Software Toolchain spanning C source code to machine language [11].
Many different approaches have been proposed in the literature to infer loop invariants.
The problem is undecidable, however, and even practical instances are challenging, which
greatly limits the benefits of program verification technology. Existing approaches suffer
from key drawbacks: they are purely search-based, or they use hand-crafted features, or
they are based on supervised learning. The performance of search-based approaches is
greatly hindered by their inability to learn from past mistakes. Hand-crafted features limit
the space of possible invariants, e.g., [79] is limited to features of the form x ± y ≤ c
where c is a constant, and thus cannot handle invariants that involve x+ y ≤ z for program
variables x, y, z. Finally, obtaining ground truth solutions needed by supervised learning is
hindered by the undecidability of the loop invariant generation problem.
In this chapter, we propose CODE2INV, an end-to-end learning-based approach to infer
loop invariants. CODE2INV has the ability to automatically learn rich latent representations
of desirable invariants, and can avoid repeating similar mistakes. Furthermore, it lever-
ages reinforcement learning to discover invariants by partial feedback from trial-and-error,
without needing ground truth solutions for training.
The design of CODE2INV is inspired by the reasoning exercised by human experts.
Given a program, a human expert first maps the program to a well-organized structural rep-
resentation, and then composes the loop invariant step by step. Based on such reasoning,
different parts of the representation get highlighted at each step. To mimic this procedure,
we utilize a graph neural network model (GNN) to construct the structural external memory
representation of the program. The multi-step decision making is implemented by an au-
toregressive model, which queries the external memory using an attention mechanism. The
decision at each step is a syntax- and semantics-guided decoder which generates subparts
of the loop invariant.
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CODE2INV employs a reinforcement learning approach since it is computationally in-
tensive to obtain ground truth solutions. Although reinforcement learning algorithms have
shown remarkable success in domains like combinatorial optimization [20, 123], our set-
ting differs in two crucial ways: first, it has a non-continuous objective function (i.e., a
proposed loop invariant is correct or not); and second, the positive reward is extremely
sparse and given only after the correct loop invariant is proposed, by an automated theorem
prover [161]. We therefore model the policy learning as a multi-step decision making pro-
cess: it provides a fine-grained reward at each step of building the loop invariant, followed
by continuous feedback in the last step based on counterexamples collected by the agent
itself during trial-and-error learning.
We evaluate CODE2INV on a suite of 133 benchmark problems from recent works [65,
170, 79] and the 2017 SyGuS program synthesis competition [5]. We also compare it
to three state-of-the-art systems: a stochastic search-based system C2I [204], a heuristic
search-based system LOOPINVGEN [170], and and a decision tree learning-based system
ICE-DT [79]. CODE2INV solves 106 problems, versus 73 by C2I, 77 by LOOPINVGEN,
and 100 by ICE-DT. Moreover, CODE2INV exhibits better learning, making orders-of-
magnitude fewer calls to the theorem prover than these systems.
9.2 Background
We formally define the loop invariant inference and learning problems by introducing
Hoare logic [102], which comprises a set of axioms and inference rules for proving pro-
gram correctness assertions. Let P and Q denote predicates over program variables and let
S denote a program. We say that Hoare triple {P} S {Q} is valid if whenever S begins
executing in a state that satisfies P and finishes executing, then the resulting state satisfies
Q. We call P and Q the pre-condition and post-condition respectively of S. Hoare rules
allow to derive such triples inductively over the structure of S. The rule most relevant for
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our purpose is that for loops:
P ⇒ I (pre) {I ∧B} S {I} (inv) (I ∧ ¬B)⇒ Q (post)
{P} while B do S {Q}
Predicate I is called a loop invariant, an assertion that holds before and after each iteration,
as shown in the premise of the rule. We can now formally state the problem:
Problem 1 (Loop Invariant Inference): Given a pre-condition P , a post-condition Q and
a program S containing a single loop, can we find a predicate I to make {P} S {Q} valid?
Given a candidate loop invariant, it is straightforward for an automated theorem prover
such as Z3 [161] to check whether the three conditions denoted pre, inv, and post in the
premise of the above rule hold, and thereby prove the property asserted in the conclusion of
the rule. If any of the three conditions fails to hold, the theorem prover returns a concrete
counterexample witnessing the failure.
The loop invariant inference problem is undecidable. Moreover, even seemingly simple
instances are challenging, as we illustrate next using the program in Figure 9.1(a). The
goal is to prove that assertion (y > 0) holds at the end of the program, for every input value
of integer variable y. In this case, the pre-condition P is true since the input value of y
is unconstrained, and the post-condition Q is (y > 0), the assertion to be proven. Using
predicate (x < 0 ∨ y > 0) as the loop invariant I suffices to prove the assertion, as shown
in Figure 9.1(b). Notation φ[e/x] denotes the predicate φ with each occurrence of variable
x replaced by expression e. This loop invariant is non-trivial to infer. The reasoning is
simple in the case when the input value of y is non-negative, but far more subtle in the case
when it is negative: regardless of how negative it is at the beginning, the loop will iterate
at least as many times as to make it positive, thereby ensuring the desired assertion upon
finishing. Indeed, a state-of-the-art loop invariant generator LOOPINVGEN [170] crashes
on this problem instance after making 1,119 calls to Z3, whereas CODE2INV successfully
generates it after only 26 such calls.
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x := −50;
while (x < 0) {
x := x+ y;
y := y + 1 }
assert(y > 0)
(a) An example program.
(b) A desirable loop invariant I is a predicate over x, y such that:
∀x, y :

true ⇒ I[−50/x] (pre)
I ∧ x < 0 ⇒ I[(y + 1)/y, (x+ y)/x] (inv)
I ∧ x ≥ 0 ⇒ y > 0 (post)
(c) The desired loop invariant is (x < 0 ∨ y > 0).
Figure 9.1: A program with a correctness assertion and a loop invariant that suffices to
prove it.
The central role played by loop invariants in program verification has led to a large body
of work to automatically infer them. Many previous approaches are based on exhaustive
bounded search using domain-specific heuristics and are thereby limited in applicability
and scalability [47, 192, 95, 206, 205, 2, 65, 78]. A different strategy is followed by data-
driven approaches proposed in recent years [204, 79, 170]. These methods speculatively
guess likely invariants from program executions and check their validity. In [79], decision
trees are used to learn loop invariants with simple linear features, e.g. a ∗ x + b ∗ y < c,
where a, b ∈ {−1, 0, 1}, c ∈ Z. In [170], these features are generalized by systematic
enumeration. In [204], stochastic search is performed over a set of constraint templates.
While such features or templates perform well in specific domains, however, they may fail
to adapt to new domains. Moreover, even in the same domain, they do not benefit from
past experiences: successfully inferring the loop invariant for one program does not speed
up the process for other similar ones. We hereby formulate the second problem we aim to
address:
Problem 2 (Loop Invariant Learning): Given a set of programs {Si} ∼ P that are
sampled from some unknown distribution P , can we learn from them and generalize the
strategy we learned to other programs {S̃i} that are from the same distribution?
9.3 End-to-End Reasoning Framework
9.3.1 The reasoning process of a human expert
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1 int main() {
2 int x = 0, y = 0;
3 while (*) {
4 if (*) {
5 x++;
6 y = 100;
7 } else if (*) {




12 if (x < 0) y--;
13 }
14 }
15 assert( x < 4 || y > 2);
16 }
Figure 9.2: An example from our bench-
marks. ∗ denotes non-deterministic choice.
We start out by illustrating how a human
expert might typically accomplish the task of
inferring a loop invariant. Consider the ex-
ample in Figure 9.2 chosen from our bench-
marks.
An expert usually starts by reading the as-
sertion (line 15), which contains variables x
and y, then determines the locations where
these two variables are initialized, and then
focuses on the locations where they are up-
dated in the loop. Instead of reasoning
about the entire assertion at once, an ex-
pert is likely to focus on updates to one
variable at a time. This reasoning yields
the observation that x is initialized to zero
(line 2) and may get incremented in each it-
eration (line 5,9). Thus, the sub goal “x
< 4” may not always hold, given that the loop iterates non-deterministically. This
in turn forces the other part “y > 2” to be true when “x >= 4”. The only
way x can equal or exceed 4 is to execute the first if branch 4 times (line 4-
6), during which y is set to 100. Now, a natural guess for the loop invariant is
“x < 4 || y >= 100”. The reason for guessing “y >= 100” instead of “y
<= 100” is because part of the proof goal is “y > 2”. However, this guess
will be rejected by the theorem prover. This is because y might be decreased
by an arbitrary number of times in the third if-branch (line 12), which hap-
pens when x is less than zero; to avoid that situation, “x >= 0” should also






















































Figure 9.3: Overall framework of neuralizing loop invariant inference.
“( x >= 0) && (x < 4 || y >= 100)”, which suffices to prove the assertion.
We observe that the entire reasoning process consists of three key components: 1)
organize the program in a hierarchical-structured way rather than a sequence of tokens;
2) compose the loop invariant step by step; and 3) focus on a different part of the program
at each step, depending on the inference logic, e.g., abduction and induction.
9.3.2 Programming the reasoning procedure with neural networks
We propose to use a neural network to mimic the reasoning used by human experts as
described above. The key idea is to replace the above three components with corresponding
differentiable modules:
• a structured external memory representation which encodes the program;
• a multi-step autoregressive model for incremental loop invariant construction; and
• an attention component that mimics the varying focus in each step.
As shown in Figure 9.3, these modules together build up the network that constructs
loop invariants from programs, while being jointly trained with reinforcement learning
described in Section 9.4. At each step, the neural network generates a predicate. Then,
given the current generated partial tree, a TreeLSTM module summarizes what have been
generated so far, and the summarization is used to read the memory using attention. Lastly,
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the summarization together with the read memory is fed into next time step. We next
elaborate upon each of these three components.
Structured external memory
The loop invariant is built within the given context of program. Thus it is natural to encode
the program as an external memory module. However, in contrast to traditional memory
networks [218, 155], where the memory slots are organized as a linear array, the informa-
tion contained in a program has rich structure. A chain LSTM over program tokens can in
principle capture such information but it is challenging for neural networks to understand
with limited data. Inspired by [4], we instead use a graph-structured memory representa-
tion. Such a representation allows to capture rich semantic knowledge about the program
such as its control-flow and data-flow.
More concretely, we first convert a given program into static single assignment (SSA)
form [53], and construct a control flow graph, each of whose nodes represents a single
program statement. We then transform each node into an abstract syntax tree (AST) rep-
resenting the corresponding statement. Thus a program can be represented by a graph
G = (V,E), where V contains terminals and nonterminals of the ASTs, and the set of
edges is denoted as E = {(e(i)x , e(i)y , e(i)t )}
|E|






t ) starts from
node e(i)x to e
(i)
y , with e
(i)
t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , K} representing edge type. In our construction, the
program graph contains 3 different edge types (and 6 after adding reversed edges).
To convert the graph into vector representation, we follow the general message passing
operator introduced in graph neural network (GNN) [193] and its variants [71, 55, 4].
Specifically, the graph network will associate each node v ∈ V with an embedding vector
µv ∈ Rd. The embedding is updated iteratively using the general neighborhood embedding
as follows:
µ(l+1)v = h({µ(l)u }u∈N k(v),k∈{1,2,...,K}) (9.1)





















































Figure 9.4: Diagram for source code graph as external structured memory. We convert
a given program into a graph G, where nodes correspond to syntax elements, and edges
indicate the control flow, syntax tree structure, or variable linking. We use embedding
neural network to get structured memory f(G).
the embedding. N k(v) is the set of neighbor nodes connected to v with edge type k, i.e.,
N k(v) = {u|(u, v, k) ∈ E}. Such process will be repeated for L steps, and the node
embedding µv is set to µ
(L)
v ,∀v ∈ V . Our parameterization takes the edge types into










v , . . . , µ
(l+1),K
v ]) (9.3)
with the boundary case µ(0)v = W1xv. Here xv represents the syntax information of node
v, such as token or constant value in the program. Matrices W1,2,3 are learnable model
parameters, and σ is some nonlinear activation function. Figure 9.4 shows the construction
of graph structured memory using iterative message passing operator in Eq (9.1). f(G) =
{µv}v∈V denotes the structured memory.
Multi-step decision making process
A loop invariant itself is a mini-program that contains expressions and logical operations.
Without loss of generality, we define the loop invariant to be a tree T , in a form with
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conjunctions of disjunctions:
T = (T1 || T2 . . .) && (Tt+1 || Tt+2 . . .) && . . . (. . . TT−1|| TT ) (9.4)
Each subtree Tt is a simple logic expression (i.e., x < y * 2 + 10 - z). Given
this representation form, it is natural to use Markov decision process (MDP) to model
this problem, where the corresponding T -step finite horizon MDP is defined as MG =
(s1, a1, r1, s2, a2, . . . , sT ). Here st, at, rt represent the state, action and reward at time step
t = 1, . . . , T − 1, respectively. Here we describe the state and action used in the inference
model, and describe the design of reward and termination in Section 9.4.
action: As defined in Eq (9.4), a loop invariant tree T consists of multiple subtrees {Tt}.
Thus we model the action at time step t as at = (opt, Tt), where opt can either be ||
or &&. That is to say, at each time step, the agent first decides whether to attach the
subexpression Tt to an existing disjunction, or create a new disjunction and add it to the list
of conjunctions. We use T (<t) to denote the partial tree generated by time t so far. So the




π(at|T (<t), G) =
T∏
t=1
π(opt, Tt|T (<t), G) (9.5)
where T (<1) is empty at the first step. The generation process of subtree Tt is also an
autoregressive model implemented by LSTM. However, generating a valid program is non-
trivial, since strong syntax and semantics constraints should be enforced. Recent advances
in neural program synthesis [174, 137] utilize formal language information to help the gen-
eration process. Here we use the Syntax-Directed decoder proposed in [59] to guarantee
both the syntax and semantics validity. Specifically,
• Syntax constraints: The AST generation follows the grammar of loop invariants de-
scribed in Eq 9.4. Operators such as +, -, * are non-terminal nodes in the AST while
operands such as constants or variables are leaf nodes.
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• Semantic constraints: We regulate the generated loop invariant to be meaningful. For
example, a valid loop invariant must contains all the variables that appear in the given
assertion. Otherwise, the missing variables can take arbitrary values, causing the asser-
tion to be violated. In contrast to offline checking which discards invalid programs after
generation, such online regulation restricts the output space of the program generative
model, which in turn makes learning efficient.
state: At time step t = 1, the state is simply the weighted average of structured memory
f(G). At each later time step t > 1, the action at should be conditioned on graph memory,
as well as the partial tree generated so far. Thus st = (G, T (<t)).
Memory query with attention
At different time steps of inference, a human usually focuses on different parts of program.
Thus the attention mechanism is a good choice to mimic such process. Specifically, at time
step t, to summarize what we have generated so far, we use TreeLSTM [223] to embed
the partial tree T (<t). Then the embedding of partial tree vT (<t) = TreeLSTM(T (<t)) is
used as the query to read the structured memory f(G). Specifically, read(f(G),vT (<t)) =∑





are the corresponding attention weights.
9.4 Learning
The undecidability of the loop invariant generation problem hinders the ability to obtain
ground truth solutions as supervisions for training. Inspired by recent advances in combi-
natorial optimization [20, 123], where the agent learns a good policy by trial-and-error, we
employ reinforcement learning to learn to propose loop invariants. Ideally, we seek to learn
a policy π(T |G) that proposes a correct loop invariant T for a program graph G. However,
directly solving such a model is practically not feasible, since:
• In contrast to problems tackled by existing work, where the objective function is rela-
tively continuous (e.g., tour length of traveling salesman problem), the proposed loop
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invariant only has binary objective (i.e., correct or not). This makes the loss surface of
the objective function highly non-smooth.
• Finding the loop invariant is a bandit problem where the binary reward is given only after
the invariant is proposed. Also, in contrast to two player games [210] where a default
policy (e.g., random rollout) can be used to estimate the reward, it is a single player game
with an extremely sparse reward.
To tackle the above two challenges, the multi-step decision making model proposed in
Section 9.3.2 is used, where a fine-grained reward is also designed for each step. In the
last step, a continuous feedback is provided based on the counterexamples collected by the
agent itself.
9.4.1 Reinforcement learning setup
Section 9.3.2 defines the state and action representation used for inference. We next de-
scribe our setup of the environment which is important to properly train a reinforcement
learning agent.
Reward Design
In each intermediate step t ∈ 1, . . . , T − 1, an intermediate reward rt is given to regulate
the generation process. For example, a subexpression should be non-trivial, and it should
not contradict T (<t). In the last step, the generated loop invariant T is given to a theorem
prover, which returns success or failure. In the latter case, the theorem prover also tells
which step (pre, inv, post) failed, and provides a counterexample. The failure step can be
viewed as a “milestone” of the verification process, providing a coarse granularity feed-
back. To achieve continuous (i.e. fine granularity) reward within each step, we exploit
the counterexamples collected so far. For instance, the ratio of passed examples is a good
indicator of the learning progress. Specifically, our reward function consists of two parts:
early reward and continuous reward.
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Early reward The early reward constitutes quick feedback obtained by performing light-
weight structure checks during the process of loop invariant generation. The goal is to
quickly remove meaningless predicates that are trivially true (e.g. ”e==e”) or false (e.g.
”e¡e”) or missing variables (e.g. ”1¡2”), or simple contradictions like ”e1¡e2 && e1¿e2”.
Early reward is computed at the end of each action; if the partially generated invariant
fails to pass the above checks, the generation process terminates immediately by return-
ing a large negative reward -4; otherwise, a positive reward 0.5 is given. Note that one
promising future work could be taking advantage of UNSAT cores from counterexamples
to identify contradictory parts of the candidate invariant. These contradictory parts will be
”non-trivial” contradictions, compared to trivial patterns we have considered.
Continuous reward The goal of continuous reward is to reflect proof progress smoothly.
It is computed after the loop invariant is generated and is based on three kinds of coun-
terexamples. Let cepre, ceinv, cepost denote the sets of counterexamples accumulated so far
at the pre, inv, post step, respectively. Similarly, let passpre, passinv, passpost be the sets
of counterexamples passed by current loop invariant candidate. The continuous reward is
modeled as a function that takes these six sets of counterexamples as input and produces
a scalar value. We used a simple but effective function, that is, the sum of ratios. Specif-










When a new counterexample is returned, we used the staged sum:
|passpre|
|cepre|
+ [passpre = cepre]
|passinv|
|ceinv|
+ [passpre = cepre][passinv = ceinv]
|passpost|
|cepost|
where [·] is Iverson bracket. It examines counterexamples in an ordered way (i.e. pre, inv,
post) so that counterexamples in the next step are considered only after all counterexamples
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in the previous step get passed. When we get the highest continuous reward, which is 3,
we invoke the theorem prover to verify the current loop invariant candidate; if the theorem
prover accepts it, then a correct loop invariant is found; otherwise, a new counterexample is
returned, and we recompute the continuous reward according to the above reward function.
termination: There are several conditions that may trigger the termination of tree genera-
tion: (1) the agent executes the “stop” action, see in Figure 9.3; (2) the generated tree has
the maximum number of branches allowed; or (3) the agent generates an invalid action.
9.4.2 Training of the learning agent
We use advantage actor critic (A2C) to train the above reinforcement learning policy.
Specifically, let θ = {Wi} be the parameters in graph memory representation f(·; θ), and








′−trt′ − b(T (<t), G;ψ)) (9.6)
The baseline function b(T (<t), G;ψ) parameterized by ψ is used to estimate the expected




is the objective to be minimized over. We simply apply two layer fully connected neural
network to predict the expected return. γ is the discounting factor. Since the MDP is finite
horizon, we use γ = 1 to address the long-term reward.
9.5 Experiments
We evaluate CODE2INV on a suite of 133 benchmark programs from recent works [65,
170, 79] and the 2017 SyGuS competition [221].1 Each program consists of three parts:
a number of assumption or assignment statements, one loop which contains nested if-else
1Our code and data are publicly available from https://github.com/PL-ML/code2inv
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statements with arithmetic operations, and one assertion statement.
By default, the embedding size used throughout this chapter is 128. Batch size is set to
10. To compute the graph structured external memory representation, we run the message
passing operator (as described in Equation (9.1)) for 20 steps. Learning rate is set to 0.001
and fixed. We maintain a circular buffer for the counterexamples. The buffer size is set to
100, i.e., we remove the old counterexamples when the buffer size is exceeded (although we
seldom reached the 100 limit in our experiments). We use the counterexample to compute
continuous feedback only after we collect 5 or more of them.
9.5.1 Dataset
Our dataset is collected from recent literature [65, 79] and the 2017 SyGuS competi-
tion [221]. Dillig et al. [65] create a suite of 46 C programs for evaluation of loop invariant
inference, on top of which Garg et al. [79] introduce 40 more benchmarks. The 2017 Sy-
GuS competition consists of 74 benchmarks, which is in the SMT-LIB like format [181].
We manually convert benchmarks from SyGus competition to C programs, which have
some overlaps with the above two benchmark suite, so we remove the overlapped ones.
Figure 9.5 shows some example programs in the SyGuS challenge dataset.
Figure 9.5: Examples of programs in SyGuS challenge dataset (after converting to C).
We first evaluate CODE2INV as an out-of-the-box solver, i.e., without any training or
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(b) sample complexity of C2I and CODE2INV
Figure 9.6: Comparison of CODE2INV with state-of-the-art solvers on benchmark dataset.
fine-tuning with respect to the dataset. We then conduct an ablation study to justify various
design choices. Finally, we evaluate the impact of training CODE2INV on a similar dataset.
9.5.2 Finding loop invariants from scratch
In this section, we study the capability of CODE2INV with no training, that is, using it
as an out-of-the-box solver. We compare CODE2INV with three state-of-the-art solvers:
C2I [204], which is based on stochastic search; LOOPINVGEN [170], which searches a con-
junctive normal form over predicates synthesized by an underlying engine, ESCHER [2];
and ICE-DT [79], which learns a decision tree over manually designed features (e.g. pred-
icate templates). The last two solvers are the winners of the invariant synthesis track of the
SyGuS 2017 and 2016 competitions, respectively.
A uniform metric is needed to compare the different solvers since they can leverage
diverse performance optimizations. For instance, CODE2INV can take advantage of GPUs
and TPUs, and C2I can benefit from massive parallelization. Instead of comparing absolute
running times, we observe that all four solvers are based on the Z3 theorem prover [161]
and rely on the counterexamples from Z3 to adjust their search strategy. Therefore, we
compare the number of queries to Z3, which is usually the performance bottleneck for
verification tasks. We run all solvers on a single 2.4 GHz AMD CPU core up to 12 hours
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and using up to 4 GB memory for each program.
Figure 9.6a shows the number of instances solved by each solver and the corresponding
number of queries to Z3. CODE2INV solves the largest number of instances, which is 106. In
contrast, ICE-DT, LOOPINVGEN and C2I solve 100, 77 and 74 instances, respectively. ICE-
DT heavily relies on predicate templates designed by human experts, which are insufficient
for 19 instances that are successfully solved by CODE2INV. Furthermore, to solve the same
amount of instances, CODE2INV costs orders of magnitude fewer queries to Z3 compared
to the other solvers.
We also run CODE2INV using the time limit of one hour from the 2017 SyGuS compe-
tition. CODE2INV solves 92 instances within this time limit with the same hardware con-
figuration. While it cannot outperform existing state-of-the-art solvers based on absolute
running times, however, we believe its speed can be greatly improved by (1) pre-training on
similar programs, which we show in Section 9.5.4; and (2) an optimized implementation
that takes advantage of GPUs or TPUs.
CODE2INV is most related to C2Isince both use accumulated counterexamples to adjust
the sample distribution of loop invariants. The key difference is that C2I uses MCMC
sampling whereas CODE2INV learns using RL. Figure 9.6b shows the sample complexity,
i.e., number of candidates generated before successfully finding the desired loop invariant.
We observe that CODE2INV needs orders of magnitude less samples which suggests that it
is more efficient in learning from failures.
9.5.3 Ablation study
We next study the effectiveness of two key components in our framework via ablation
experiments: counterexamples and attention mechanism. We use the same dataset as in
Section 9.5.2. Table 9.1 shows our ablation study results. We see that besides providing a
continuous reward, the use of counterexamples (CE) significantly reduces the verification
cost, i.e., number of Z3 queries. On the other hand, the attention mechanism helps to reduce
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the training cost, i.e., number of parameter updates. Also, it helps to reduce the verification
cost modestly. CODE2INV achieves the best performance with both components enabled—
the configuration used in other parts of our evaluation.
Additionally, to test the effectiveness of neural graph embedding, we study a simpler
encoding, that is, viewing a program as a sequence of tokens and encoding the sequence
using an LSTM. The performance of this setup is shown in the last row of Table 9.1. With
a simple LSTM embedding, CODE2INV solves 13 fewer instances and, moreover, requires
significantly more parameter updates.
Table 9.1: Ablation study for different configurations of CODE2INV.
configuration #solved instances max #Z3 queries max #parameter updates
without CE, without attention 91 415K 441K
without CE, with attention 94 147K 162K
with CE, without attention 95 392 337K
with CE, with attention 106 276 290K
LSTM embedding + CE + attention 93 32 661K
9.5.4 Boosting the search with pre-training
We next address the question: given an agent that is pre-trained on programs Ptrain =
{pi} ∼ P , can the agent solve new programs Ptest = {p̃i} ∼ P faster than solving from
scratch? We prepare the training and testing data as follows.
Data augmentation We augment the training dataset on top of the set of programs that
CODE2INV can solve. Given a program, we first randomly select an integer K ranging from
1 to 5, which is the number of confounding variables to insert. Then, we initialize each
newly created variable with a value ranging from -100 and 100. After that, we insert a
statement after each statement in the loop body. The newly inserted statement only uses
confounding variables and constants so that any valid loop invariant in the original program
is still valid after augmentation. The lvalue of the statement is randomly and uniformly
sampled from confounding variables, and for the rvalue expression of statement, we first
randomly choose a depth (either 1 or 2) for the AST tree of the expression, then randomly
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(b) with 5 confounding vari-
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(c) attention for invariant a ==
b
(d) attention for the first part
of invariant: c ¿= -1 && n ¿=
1
Figure 9.7: (a) and (b) are verification costs of pre-trained model and untrained model; (c)
and (d) are attention highlights for two example programs.
and uniformly pick an operator from { +, −, ∗ }, and operands from confounding variables
and constants ranging between -100 and 100. For each program and each chosen parameter
K, we repeat the above process a 100 times.
Finally, 90% of them serves as Ptrain, and the rest are used for Ptest. After pre-training
the agent on Ptrain for 50 epochs, we save the model and then reuse it for “fine tuning” (or
active search [20]), i.e., the agent continues the trial-and-error reinforcement learning, on
Ptest. Figure 9.7a and Figure 9.7b compare the verification costs between the pre-trained
model and untrained model on datasets augmented with 1 and 5 confounding variables, re-
spectively. We observe that, on one hand, the pre-trained model has a clear advantage over
the untrained model on either dataset; but on the other hand, this gap reduces when more
confounding variables are introduced. This result suggests an interesting future research
direction: how to design a learning agent to effectively figure out loop invariant related
variables from a potentially large number of confounding variables.
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9.5.5 Attention visualization
Figure 9.7c and 9.7d show the attention highlights for two example programs. The original
highlights are provided on the program graph representation described in Section 9.3.2.
We manually converted the graphs back to source code for clarity. Figure 9.7c shows
an interesting example for which CODE2INV learns a strategy of showing the assertion
is actually not reachable, and thus holds trivially. Figure 9.7d shows another interesting
example for which CODE2INV performs a form of abductive reasoning.
9.5.6 Discussion of limitations
We conclude our study with a discussion of limitations. For most of the instances that
CODE2INV fails to solve, we observe that the loop invariant can be expressed in a compact
disjunctive normal form (DNF) representation, which is more suited for the decision tree
learning approach with hand-crafted features. However, CODE2INV is designed to produce
loop invariants in the conjunctive normal form (CNF). The reduction of loop invariants
from DNF to CNF could incur an exponential blowup in size. An interesting future research
direction concerns designing a learning agent that can flexibly switch between these two.
9.6 Summary
We studied the problem of learning loop invariants for program verification. Our proposed
end-to-end reasoning framework learns to compose the solution automatically without any
supervision. It solves a comparable number of benchmarks as the state-of-the-art solvers
while requiring much fewer queries to a theorem prover. Moreover, after being pre-trained,
it can generalize the strategy to new instances much faster than starting from scratch.
In the next chapter, we will provide another probabilistic way of learning inductive rules




RETROSYNTHESIS PREDICTION WITH CONDITIONAL GRAPH LOGIC
NETWORK
Retrosynthesis is one of the fundamental problems in organic chemistry. The task is to
identify reactants that can be used to synthesize a specified product molecule. Recently,
computer-aided retrosynthesis is finding renewed interest from both chemistry and com-
puter science communities. Most existing approaches rely on template-based models that
define subgraph matching rules, but whether or not a chemical reaction can proceed is not
defined by hard decision rules. In this work, we propose a new approach to this task using
the Conditional Graph Logic Network, a conditional graphical model built upon graph neu-
ral networks that learns when rules from reaction templates should be applied, implicitly
considering whether the resulting reaction would be both chemically feasible and strategic.
We also propose an efficient hierarchical sampling to alleviate the computation cost. While
achieving a significant improvement of 8.1% over current state-of-the-art methods on the
benchmark dataset, our model also offers interpretations for the prediction.
10.1 Introduction
Retrosynthesis planning is the procedure of identifying a series of reactions that lead to
the synthesis of target product. It is first formalized by E. J. Corey [49] and now becomes
one of the fundamental problems in organic chemistry. Such problem of “working back-
wards from the target” is challenging, due to the size of the search space–the vast numbers
of theoretically-possible transformations–and thus requires the skill and creativity from
experienced chemists. Recently, various computer algorithms [43] work in assistance to
experienced chemists and save them tremendous time and effort.
The simplest formulation of retrosynthesis is to take the target product as input and
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predict possible reactants 1. It is essentially the “reverse problem” of reaction prediction.
In reaction prediction, the reactants (sometimes reagents as well) are given as the input and
the desired outputs are possible products. In this case, atoms of desired products are the
subset of reactants atoms, since the side products are often ignored (see Fig 10.1). Thus
models are essentially designed to identify this subset in reactant atoms and reassemble
them to be the product. This can be treated as a deductive reasoning process. In sharp
contrast, retrosynthesis is to identify the superset of atoms in target products, and thus is an
abductive reasoning process and requires “creativity” to be solved, making it a harder prob-
lem. Although recent advances in graph neural networks have led to superior performance
in reaction prediction [112, 45, 32], such advances do not transfer to retrosynthesis.
Computer-aided retrosynthesis designs have been deployed over the past years since
[48]. Some of them are completely rule-based systems [222] and do not scale well due
to high computation cost and incomplete coverage of the rules, especially when rules are
expert-defined and not algorithmically extracted [43]. Despite these limitations, they are
very useful for encoding chemical transformations and easy to interpret. Based on this,
the retrosim [46] uses molecule and reaction fingerprint similarities to select the rules to
apply for retrosynthesis. Other approaches have used neural classification models for this
selection task [200]. On the other hand, recently there have also been attempts to use the
sequence-to-sequence model to directly predict SMILES 2 representation of reactants [150,
120] (and for the forward prediction problem, products [198, 199]). Albeit simple and
expressive, these approaches ignore the rich chemistry knowledge and thus require huge
amount of training. Also such models lack interpretable reasoning behind their predictions.
The current landscape of computer-aided synthesis planning motivated us to pursue an
algorithm that shares the interpretability of template-based methods while taking advantage
of the scalability and expressiveness of neural networks to learn when such rules apply. In
this chapter, we propose Conditional Graph Logic Network towards this direction, where
1We will focus on this “single step” version of retrosynthesis in this chapter.
2https://www.daylight.com/dayhtml/doc/theory/theory.smiles.html.
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chemistry knowledge about reaction templates are treated as logic rules and a conditional
graphical model is introduced to tolerate the noise in these rules. In this model, the variables
are molecules while the synthetic relationships to be inferred are defined among groups of
molecules. Furthermore, to handle the potentially infinite number of possible molecule
entities, we exploit the neural graph embedding in this model.
Our contribution can be summarized as follows:
1) We propose a new graphical model for the challenging retrosynthesis task. Our model
brings both the benefit of the capacity from neural embeddings, and the interpretability
from tight integration of probabilistic models and chemical rules.
2) We propose an efficient hierarchical sampling method for approximate learning by ex-
ploiting the structure of rules. Such algorithm not only makes the training feasible, but
also provides interpretations for predictions.
3) Experiments on the benchmark datasets show a significant 8.1% improvement over ex-
isting state-of-the-art methods in top-one accuracy.
Other related work: Recently there have been works using machine learning to en-
hance the rule systems. Most of them treat the rule selection as multi-class classifica-
tion [200] or hierarchical classification [18] where similar rules are grouped into subcat-
egories. One potential issue is that the model size grows with the number of rules. Our
work directly models the conditional joint probability of both rules and the reactants using
embeddings, where the model size is invariant to the rules.
On the other hand, researchers have tried to tackle the even harder problem of multi-step
retrosynthesis [201, 197] using single-step retrosynthesis as a subroutine. So our improve-


















































































heteroatom alkylation and arylation
acylation and related processes
Figure 10.1: Chemical reactions and the retrosynthesis templates. The reaction centers are
highlighted in each participant of the reaction. These centers are then extracted to form
the corresponding template. Note that the atoms belong to the reaction side products (the
dashed box in figure) are missing.
10.2 Background
A chemical reaction can be seen as a transformation from set of N reactant molecules
{Ri}Ni=1 to an outcome molecule O. Without loss of generality, we work with single-
outcome reactions in this chapter, as this is a standard formulation of the retrosynthetic
problem and multi-outcome reactions can be split into multiple single-outcome ones. We
refer to the set of atoms changed (e.g., bond being added or deleted) during the reaction
as reaction centers. Given a reaction, the corresponding retrosynthesis template T is repre-
sented by a subgraph pattern rewriting rule 3
T := oT → rT1 + rT2 + . . .+ rTN(T ), (10.1)
where N(·) represents the number of reactant subgraphs in the template, as illustrated
in Figure. 10.1. Generally we can treat the subgraph pattern oT as the extracted reaction
center from O, and rTi , i ∈ 1, 2, . . . , N(T ) as the corresponding pattern inside i-th reactant,
though practically this will include neighboring structures of reaction centers as well.
We first introduce the notations to represent these chemical entities:
• Subgraph patterns: we use lower case letters to represent the subgraph patterns.
• Molecule: we use capital letters to represent the molecule graphs. By default, we use
3Commonly encoded using SMARTS/SMIRKS patterns
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O for an outcome molecule, and R for a reactant molecule, or M for any molecule in
general.
• Set: sets are represented by calligraphic letters. We use M to denote the full set of
possible molecules, T to denote all extracted retrosynthetic templates, and F to denote
all the subgraph patterns that are involved in the known templates. We further use Fo to
denote the subgraphs appearing in reaction outcomes, and Fr to denote those appearing
in reactants, with F = Fo
⋃
Fr.
Task: Given a production or target molecule O, the goal of a one-step retrosynthetic anal-
ysis is to identify a set of reactant molecules R ∈ P(M) that can be used to synthesize
the target O. Here P(M) is the power set of all moleculesM.
10.3 Conditional Graph Logic Network
Let I[m ⊆M ] : F ×M 7→ {0, 1} be the predicate that indicates whether subgraph pattern
m is a subgraph inside molecule M . This can be checked via subgraph matching. Then
the use of a retrosynthetic template T : oT → rT1 + rT2 + . . .+ rTN(T ) for reasoning about a
reaction can be decomposed into two-step logic. First,
I. Match template: φO(T ) := I[oT ⊆ O] · I[T ∈ T ], (10.2)
where the subgraph pattern oT from the reaction template T is matched against the product
O, i.e., oT is a subgraph of the product O. Second,
II. Match reactants: φO,T (R) := φO(T ) · I[|R| = N(T )] ·
∏N(T )
i=1 I[rTi ⊆ Rπ(i)], (10.3)
where the set of subgraph patterns {r1, . . . , rN(T )} from the reaction template are matched
against the set of reactantsR. The logic is that the size of the set of reactantR has to match
the number of patterns in the reaction template T , and there exists a permutation π(·) of the
elements in the reactant set R such that each reactant matches a corresponding subgraph
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pattern in the template.
Since there will still be uncertainty in whether the reaction is possible from a chemi-
cal perspective even when the template matches, we want to capture such uncertainty by
allowing each template/or logic reasoning rule to have a different confidence score. More
specifically, we will use a template score function w1(T,O) given the product O, and the
reactant score function w2(R, T, O) given the template T and the product O. Thus the
overall probabilistic models for the reaction template T and the set of molecules R are
designed as
I. Match template: p(T |O) ∝ exp (w1(T,O)) · φO(T ), (10.4)
II. Match reactants: p(R|T,O) ∝ exp (w2(R, T, O)) · φO,T (R). (10.5)
Given the above two step probabilistic reasoning models, the joint probability of a
single-step retrosythetic proposal using reaction template T and reactant setR can be writ-
ten as
p (R, T |O) ∝ exp (w1 (T,O) + w2 (R, T, O)) · φO (T )φO,T (R) , (10.6)
In this energy-based model, whether the graphical model (GM) is directed or undirected
is a design choice. We will present our directed GM design and the corresponding parti-
tion function in Sec 10.4 shortly. We name our model as Conditional Graph Logic Net-
work (GLN) (Fig. 10.2), as it is a conditional graphical model defined with logic rules,
where the logic variables are graph structures (i.e., molecules, subgraph patterns, etc.). In
this model, we assume that satisfying the templates is a necessary condition for the ret-
rosynthesis, i.e., p (R, T |O) 6= 0 only if φO (T ) and φO,T (R) are nonzero. Such restriction
provides sparse structures into the model, and makes this abductive reasoning feasible.
Reaction type conditional model: In some situations when performing the retrosyn-
thetic analysis, the human expert may already have a certain type c of reaction in mind. In
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this case, our model can be easily adapted to incorporate this as well:
p(R, T |O, c) ∝ exp (w1 (T,O) + w2 (R, T, O)) · φO (T )φO,T (R) I[T ∈ Tc] (10.7)
where Tc is the set of retrosynthesis templates that belong to reaction type c.
Remark: Similar to the proposed model, the Markov logic network (MLN) [187] is an al-
ternative to introduce uncertainty into logic rules. However, there is significant difference
in the way the retrosynthetic templates are treated. The proposed model considers the tem-
plates as separate variables that will be inferred for the target molecules together with the
reactions. The explicit probabilistic modeling of templates makes it more straightforward
to interpret the prediction. The MLN instead sets the logic rules (the templates) as features
in the energy-based model, i.e., p (R|O) ∝ exp
(∑
T∈T wT,OφO (T ) + wT,R,OφO,T (R)
)
,
upon which the template inference is not well-defined. Moreover, our model will also lead
to efficient sampling and inference, avoiding the MCMC on combinatorial space P (M)
in the MLN, which accelerates the model learning.
So in summary:
• GLN is a directed graphical model while MLN is undirected.
• MLN treats the predicates of logic rules as latent variables, and the inference task is to
get the posterior of them. While in GLN, the task is the structured prediction, and the
predicates are implemented with subgraph matching.
• Due to the above two, GLN can be implemented with efficient hierarchical sampling.
However for MLN, generally the expensive MCMC in combinatorial space is needed for
both training and inference.
10.4 Model Design
Although the model we defined so far has some nice properties, the design of the com-
ponents plays a critical role in capturing the uncertainty in the retrosynthesis. We first
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Figure 10.2: Retrosynthesis pipeline with GLN. The three dashed boxes from top to bottom
represent set of templates T , subgraphsF and moleculesM. Different colors represent ret-
rosynthesis routes with different templates. The dashed lines represent potentially possible
routes that are not observed. Reaction centers in products O are highlighted.
describe a decomposable design of p(T |O) in Sec. 10.4.1, for learning and sampling effi-
ciency consideration; then in Sec. 10.4.2 we describe the parameterization of the scoring
functions w1, w2 in detail.
10.4.1 Decomposable design of p(T |O)
Depending on how specific the reaction rules are, the template set T could be as large as
the total number of reactions in extreme case. Thus directly model p(T |O) can lead to
difficulties in learning and inference. By revisiting the logic rule defined in Eq. (10.2), we
can see the subgraph pattern oT plays a critical role in choosing the template. Since we





), it is natural to decompose the energy












while, recall the template matching rule is also decomposable, so we obtain the resulting
template probability model as:



































where the partition function Z (O) is defined as:
Z (O) =
∑
o∈F exp (v1(o,O)) · I [o ∈ O] ·
(∑
{r}∈P(F) exp (v2 ({r} , O)) · I[(o→ {r}) ∈ T ]
)
(10.9)
Here we abuse the notation a bit to denote the set of subgraph patterns as {r}.
With such decomposition, we can further speed up both the training and inference for
p(T |O), since the number of valid reaction centers per molecule and number of templates
per reaction center are much smaller than total number of templates. Specifically, we can
sample T ∼ p(T |O) by first sampling reaction center p(o|O) ∝ exp (v1(o,O)) · I [o ∈ O]
and then using p({r} |O, o) ∝ exp (v2 ({r} , O))·I[(o→ {r}) ∈ T ] to choose the subgraph
patterns for reactants. In the end we obtain the templated represented as (o→ {r}).
In the literature there have been several attempts for modeling and learning p(T |O),
e.g., multi-class classification [200] or multiscale model with human defined template hier-
archy [18]. The proposed decomposable design follows the template specification naturally,
and thus has nice graph structure parameterization and interpretation as will be covered in
the next subsection.
Finally the directed graphical model design of Eq. (10.6) is written as














+ w2 (R, T, O)
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R∈P(M) exp (w2(R, T, O))·φO,T (R) sums over all subsets of molecules.
10.4.2 Graph Neuralization for v1, v2 and w2
Since the arguments of the energy functionsw1, w2 are molecules, which can be represented
by graphs, one natural choice is to design the parameterization based on the recent advances
in graph neural networks (GNN). Here we first present a brief review of the general form
of GNNs, and then explain how we can utilize them to design the energy functions.
The graph embedding is a function g : M
⋃
F 7→ Rd that maps a graph into d-
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dimensional vector. We denoteG = (VG, EG) as the graph representation of some molecule
or subgraph pattern, where VG = {vi}|V
G|
i=1 is the set of atoms (nodes) and the set of bonds
(edges) is EG = {ei = (e1i , e2i )}
|EG|
i=1 . We represent each undirected bond as two directional
edges. Generally, the embedding of the graph is computed through the node embeddings
hvi that are computed in an iterative fashion. Specifically, let h
0
vi
= xvi initially, where xvi
is a vector of node features, like the atomic number, aromaticity, etc. of the corresponding
atom. Then the following update operator is applied recursively:




u∈N (v)) where xu→v is the feature of edge u→ v. (10.11)
This procedure repeats for L steps. While there are many design choices for the so-called
message passing operator F , we use the structure2vec [55] due to its simplicity and
efficient c++ binding with RDKit. Finally we have the parameterization







where σ(·) is some nonlinear activation function, e.g., relu or tanh, and θ = {θ1, . . . , θ4}
are the learnable parameters. Let the node embedding hv = hLv be the last output of F ,




v∈VG hv. Note that attention [229] or other order invariant aggregation can also be
used for such aggregation.
With the knowledge of GNN, we introduce the concrete parametrization for each com-
ponent:
• Parameterizing v1: Given a molecule O, v1 can be viewed as a scoring function
of possible reaction centers inside O. Since the subgraph pattern o is also a graph, we
parameterize it with inner product, i.e., v1(o,O) = g1(o)>g2(O). Such form can be treated
as computing the compatibility between o and O. Note that due to our design choice,




v g1(o). Such form allows us to see the
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contribution of compatibility from each atom in O.






ent template T . Inspired by the DeepSet [250], we use average pooling over the embeddings
















• Parameterizing w2: This energy function also needs to take the set as input. Fol-
lowing the same design as v2, we have









Note that our GLN framework isn’t limited to the specific parameterization above and
is compatible with other parametrizations. For example, one can use condensed graph of
reaction [104] to represent R as a single graph. Other chemistry specialized GNNs [112,
83] can also be easily applied here. For the ablation study on these design choices, please
refer to Section 10.6.4.
10.5 MLE with Efficient Inference
Given dataset D = {(Oi, Ti,Ri)}|D|i=1 with |D| reactions, we denote the parameters in
w1 (T,O) , w2 (T,R, O) as Θ = (θ1, θ2), respectively. The maximum log-likelihood es-
timation (MLE) is a natural choice for parameter estimation. Since ∀ (O, T,R) ∼ D,
φO (T ) = 1 and φO,T (R) = 1, we have the MLE optimization as
max
Θ
` (Θ) := ÊD [log p (R|T,O) p (T |O)] (10.15)
= ÊD [w1 (T,O) + w2 (R, T, O)− logZ (O)− logZ (O, T )] ,
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The gradient of ` (Θ) w.r.t. Θ can be derived4 as
∇Θ` (Θ) = ÊD [∇Θw1 (T,O)]− ÊOET |O [∇Θw1 (T,O)] (10.16)
+ÊD [∇Θw2 (R, T, O)]− ÊO,TER|T,O [∇Θw2 (R, T, O)] ,
where ET |O [·] and ER|O,T [·] stand for the expectation w.r.t. current model p (T |O) and
p (R, T |O), respectively. With the gradient estimator (10.16), we can apply the stochastic
gradient descent (SGD) algorithm for optimizing (10.15).
Efficient inference for gradient approximation: Since R ∈ P(M) is a combinatorial
space, generally the expensive MCMC algorithm is required for sampling from p (R|T,O)
to approximate (10.16). However, this can be largely accelerated by scrutinizing the logic
property in the proposed model. Recall that the matching between template and reactants
is the necessary condition for p (R, T |O) ≥ 0 by design.
On the other hand, given O, only a few templates T with reactants R have nonzero
φO (T ) and φO,T (R). Then, we can sample T andR by importance sampling on restricted
supported templates instead of MCMC over P (M). Rigorously, given O, we denote the
matched templates as TO and the matched reactants based on T asRT,O, where
TO = {T : φO (T ) 6= 0,∀T ∈ T } andRT,O = {R : φO,T (R) 6= 0,∀R ∈P (M)}
(10.17)
Then, the importance sampling leads to an unbiased gradient approximation ∇̂Θ` (Θ) as il-
lustrated in Algorithm 8. To make the algorithm more efficient in practice, we have adopted
the following accelerations:
• 1) Decomposable modeling of p(T |O) as described in Sec. 10.4.1;
• 2) Cache the computed TO andR (T,O) in advance.
In a dataset with 5×104 reactions, |TO| is about 80 and |RT,O| is roughly 10 on average.
Therefore, we reduce the actual computational cost to a manageable constant. We further
4We adopt the conventions 0 log 0 = 0 [50], which is justified by continuity since x log x→ 0 as x→ 0.
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Algorithm 8 Importance Sampling for ∇̂Θ` (Θ)
1: Input (R, T, O) ∼ D, p (R|T,O) and p (T |O).
2: Construct TO according to φO (T ).
3: Sample T̃ ∝ exp (w1 (T,O)) , ∀T ∈ TO in hierarchical way, as in Sec. 10.4.1.
4: ConstructRT,O according to φO,T (R).
5: Sample R̃ ∝ exp (w2 (R, T, O)).
6: Compute stochastic approximation ∇̂Θ` (Θ) with sample
(
R, T, R̃, T̃ , O
)
by (10.16).
reduce the computation cost of sampling by generating the T and R uniformly from the
support. Although these samples only cover the support of the model, we avoid the calcula-
tion of the forward pass of neural networks, achieving better computational complexity. In
our experiment, such an approximation already achieves state-of-the-art results. We would
expect recent advances in energy based models would further boost the performance, which
we leave as future work to investigate.
Remark onRT,O: Note that to get all possible sets of reactants that match the reaction
template T and product O, we can efficiently use graph edit tools without limiting the
reactants to be known in the dataset. This procedure works as follows: given a template
T = oT → rT1 + . . .+ rTN ,
1) Enumerate all matches between subgraph pattern oT and target product O.
2) Instantiate a copy of the reactant atoms according to rT1 , . . . , r
T
N for each match.
3) Copy over all of the connected atoms and atom properties from O.
This process is a routine in most Cheminformatics packages. In this chapter runReactants
from RDKit with the improvement of stereochemistry handling 5 is used to realize this.
Further acceleration via beam search: Given a product O, the prediction involves
finding the pair (R, T ) that maximizes p(R, T |O). One possibility is to first enumerate
T ∈ T (O) and thenR ∈ RT,O. This is acceptable by exploiting the sparse support property
induced by logic rules.
A more efficient way is to use beam search with size k. Firstly we find k reaction
5https://github.com/connorcoley/rdchiral.
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centers {oi}ki=1 with top v1(o,O). Next for each o ∈ {oi}ki=1 we score the corresponding
v2({r} , O) · I [(o→ {r}) ∈ T ]. In this stage the top k pairs {(oTj , {r
Tj
i })}kj=1 (i.e., the
templates) that maximize v1(o|O) + v2({r} , O) are kept. Finally using these templates,
we choose the best R ∈
⋃k
j=1RTj ,O that maximizes total score w1 (T,O) + w2 (R, T, O).
Fig. 10.2 provides a visual explanation.
10.6 Experiment
Dataset: We mainly evaluate our method on a benchmark dataset named USPTO-50k,
which contains 50k reactions of 10 different types in the US patent literature. We use ex-
actly the same training/validation/test splits as [46], which contain 80%/10%/10% of the
total 50k reactions. Table 10.1 contains the detailed information about the benchmark.
Additionally, we also build a dataset from the entire USPTO 1976-2016 to verify the scal-
ability of our method.
Baselines: Baseline algorithms consist of rule-based ones and neural network-based ones,
or both. The expertSys is an expert system based on retrosynthetic reaction rules, where
the rule is selected according to the popularity of the corresponding reaction type. The
seq2seq [150] and transformer [120] are neural seq2seq learning model [219] implemented
with LSTM [103] or Transformer [228]. These models encode the canonicalized SMILES
representation of the target compound as input, and directly output canonical SMILES of
reactants. We also include some data-driven template-based models. The retrosim [46]
uses direct calculation of molecular similarities to rank the rules and resulting reactants.
The neuralsym [200] models p(T |O) as multi-class classification using MLP. All the re-
sults except neuralsym are obtained from their original reports, since we have the same
experiment setting. Since neuralsym is not open-source, we reimplemented it using their
best reported ELU512 model with the same method for parameter tuning.
Evaluation metric: The evaluation metric we used is the top-k exact match accuracy,
which is commonly used in the literature. This metric compares whether the predicted set
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of reactants are exactly the same as ground truth reactants. The comparison is performed
between canonical SMILES strings generated by RDKit.
Setup of GLN: We use rdchiral [44] to extract the retrosynthesis templates from the train-
ing set. After removing duplicates, we obtained 11,647 unique template rules in total for
USPTO-50k. These rules represent 93.3% coverage of the test set. That is to say, for each
test instance we try to apply these rules and see if any of the rules gives exact match. Thus
this is the theoretical upper bound of the rule-based approach using this particular degree
of specificity, which is high enough for now. For more information about the statistics of
these rules, please refer to Table 10.2.
We train our model for up to 150k updates with batch size of 64. It takes about 12
hours to train with a single GTX 1080Ti GPU. We tune embedding sizes in {128, 256},
GNN layers {3, 4, 5} and GNN aggregation in {max, mean, sum} using validation set. The
preprocessing of TO andRT,O is relatively expensive, since theoretically the subgraph iso-
morphism check is NP-hard. However, since the processing is embarrassingly paralleliz-
able, it took about 1 hour on a cluster with 48 CPU cores for 50k reactions. We implement
the entire model using pytorch. The optimizer we used is Adam [128] with a fixed learning
rate of 1e−3 and a gradient clip of 5.0. In all the experiments, the graph embedding module
is implemented using s2v [55]. The best embedding size we used has size of 256 for repre-
senting each molecule or subgraph structure, and relu is used as nonlinear activation func-
tion. For the aggregation used in g(·), in DeepSet module used for representation of rTi
N(T )
i=1
for a specific T , or in DeepSet module for molecule set R, we tried {max, sum, average}-
pooling, and found the performance is about the same. We use average-pooling since it
offers the scoring of each node embedding within the graphs. The visualization in Fig 10.5
relies on this trick.
Our code is released at https://github.com/Hanjun-Dai/GLN.
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# reaction types 10
Table 10.2: Reaction and
template set information.
Rule coverage 93.3%
# unique centers 9,078
Avg. # centers per mol 29.31
Avg. # rules per mol 83.85
Avg. # reactants 1.71
Table 10.3: Top-k exact match accuracy.
Top-k accuracy %
methods 1 3 5 10 20 50
Reaction class unknown
transformer[120] 37.9 57.3 62.7 / / /
retrosim[46] 37.3 54.7 63.3 74.1 82.0 85.3
neuralsym[200] 44.4 65.3 72.4 78.9 82.2 83.1
GLN 52.5 69.0 75.6 83.7 89.0 92.4
Reaction class given as prior
expertSys[150] 35.4 52.3 59.1 65.1 68.6 69.5
seq2seq[150] 37.4 52.4 57.0 61.7 65.9 70.7
retrosim[46] 52.9 73.8 81.2 88.1 91.8 92.9
neuralsym[200] 55.3 76.0 81.4 85.1 86.5 86.9
GLN 64.2 79.1 85.2 90.0 92.3 93.2
10.6.1 Main results
We present the top-k exact match accuracy in Table 10.3, where k ∈ {1, 3, 5, 10, 20, 50}.
We evaluate both the reaction class unknown and class conditional settings. Using the
reaction class as prior knowledge represents some situations where the chemists already
have an idea of how they would like to synthesize the product.
In all settings, our proposed GLN outperforms the baseline algorithms. And particularly
for top-1 accuracy, our model performs significantly better than the second best method,
with 8.1% higher accuracy with unknown reaction class, and 8.9% higher with reaction
class given. This demonstrates the advantage of our method in this difficult setting and
potential applicability in reality.
Moreover, our performance in the reaction class unknown setting even outperforms
expertSys and seq2seq in the reaction conditional setting. Since the transformer paper
didn’t report top-k performance for k > 10, we leave it as blank. Meanwhile, [120] also
reports the result when training using training+validation set and tuning on the test set.





















































































































































































































































Top-1 prediction Bottom-1 prediction True reaction core Top-1 prediction Bottom-1 prediction True reaction core
Figure 10.5: Reaction center prediction visualization. Red atoms indicate positive match
scores, while blue ones having negative scores. The darkness of the color shows the mag-
nitude of the score. Green parts highlight the substructure match between molecules and
center structures.
than our performance. This shows the benefit of our logic powered deep neural network
model comparing to purely neural models, especially when the amount of data is limited.
Since the theoretical upper bound of this rule-based implementation is 93.3%, the top-
50 accuracy for our method in each setting is quite close to this limit. This shows the
probabilistic model we built matches the actual retrosynthesis target well.
10.6.2 Interpret the predictions
Visualizing the predicted synthesis: In Fig 10.3 and 10.4, we visualize the ground truth
reaction and the top 3 predicted reactions. For each reaction, we also highlight the corre-
sponding reaction cores (i.e., the set of atoms get changed). This is done by matching the
subgraphs from predicted retrosynthesis template with the target compound and generated
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reactants, respectively. Fig 10.3 shows that our correct prediction also gets almost the same
reaction cores predicted as the ground truth. In this particular case, the explanation of our
prediction aligns with the existing reaction knowledge.
Fig 10.4 shows a failure mode where none of the top-3 prediction matches. In this case
we calculated the similarity between predicted reactants and ground truth ones using Dice
similarity from RDKit. We find these are still similar in the molecule fingerprint level,
which suggests that these predictions could be the potentially valid but unknown ones in
the literature.
Visualizing the reaction center prediction: Here we visualize the prediction of prob-
abilistic modeling of reaction center. This is done by calculating the inner product of each
atom embedding in target molecule with the subgraph pattern embedding. Fig 10.5 shows
the visualization of scores on the atoms that are part of the reaction center. The top-1
prediction assigns positive scores to these atoms (red ones), while the bottom-1 prediction
(i.e., prediction with least probability) assigns large negative scores (blue ones). Note that
although the reaction center in molecule and the corresponding subgraph pattern have the
same structure, the matching scores differ a lot. This suggests that the model has learned
to predict the activity of substructures inside molecule graphs.
10.6.3 Large scale experiments on USPTO-full
Table 10.4: Top-k accuracy on USPTO-full.
retrosim neuralsym GLN
top-1 32.8 35.8 39.3
top-10 56.1 60.8 63.7
To see how this method scales up
with the dataset size, we create a
large dataset from the entire set
of reactions from USPTO 1976-
2016. There are 1,808,937 raw reactions in total. For the reactions with multiple products,
we duplicate them into multiple ones with one product each. After removing the duplica-
tions and reactions with wrong atom mappings, we obtain roughly 1M unique reactions,
which are further divided into train/valid/test sets with size 800k/100k/100k.
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Table 10.5: Ablation study on USPTO-50k with different representations.
s2v-3 GGNN MPNN GIN ECFP s2v-0 s2v-1 s2v-2
top-1 52.6 51.6 50.4 51.8 51.9 40.7 47.0 51.3
top-10 83.1 81.8 83.2 83.3 81.5 78.1 80.4 82.2
We train on single GPU for 3 days and report with the model having best validation
accuracy. The results are presented in Table 10.4. We compare with the best two baselines
from previous sections. Despite the noisiness of the full USPTO set relative to the clean
USPTO-50k, our method still outperforms the two best baselines in top-k accuracies.
10.6.4 Ablation study of design choices
Our GLN provides a general graphical model to retrosynthesis problem, which is compati-
ble with many reasonable choices of the representation of graphs. In addition to S2V with
3 layers (s2v-3) we used in this chapter, we provide more ablation studies using different
widely used GNNs and different number of “message-passing” layers.
The rationale behind the choices are: 1) the GNNs should be able to take both atom
and bond features into consideration; 2) according to [240], the family of message-passing
GNNs should have similar representation power as WL graph isomorphism check at best.
We adopt the s2v in this chapter since it satisfies these requirements. Meanwhile, it comes
with efficient c++ binding of RDKit.
We use 2 layers of GNN by default, or use -k after the name in Table 10.5 to denote
k-layer design. We can see that most variations of GNNs can achieve similar performances
with enough number of message-passing like propagations. Based on this, for the ex-
periment on the full USPTO dataset we simply use ECFP-2 provided by RDKit, as it is
WL-isomorphism check based method with enough expressiveness [240] but faster to run.
Besides the choice of GNN, we also compare the choices of v1, v2 and w2 mentioned in
Section 10.4.2. Basically all these functions are comparing the compatibility of two vectors













Figure 10.6: Reaction dis-
tribution over 10 types.
















Figure 10.7: Top-10 accuracy per each reaction type.
and bilinear ~x>A~y. For top-1, the inner-prod, MLP and bilinear gets 52.6, 52.7 and 53.5,
respectively. So our GLN could be further improved with better design choices.
10.6.5 Per-category performance
We study the performance per each reaction category. Following the setting of baseline
methods, we report the top-10 accuracy. As is shown in Table 10.6, the distribution of
reaction types is highly unbalanced. From Fig 10.7 we can see our performances are better
than retrosim in most classes, including the most common cases like class 1 and 2, or rare
cases like class 4 or 8. This shows that our performance is not obtained by overfitting to
one particular category of reactions. Such property is also important, as the retrosynthesis
could involve rare reactions that haven’t been well studied in the literature.
10.6.6 Reaction conditional performance
In Figure 10.8 we show the per-class performance when the reaction type is given as prior.
As is shown Table 10.6, the distribution of reaction types is not uniform, where some
reactions only get less than 5% of the total data. In this case, it is important to have a
flexible model that can take the reaction type into account. Training one model per each
reaction class is not a good idea in this case due to the imbalance of distribution.
From Figure 10.8 we can see our performances are comparable to retrosim in all classes,
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Figure 10.8: Top-10 accuracy per reaction class, when the reaction class is given during
training.



















Figure 10.9: Top-k accuracy
with different beam sizes.















speed with different beam
sizes.















Figure 10.11: Top-k accu-
racy of reaction center and
template.
while being much better than expertSys and seq2seq. Even in rare classes like class 9 or
10, we can still get best or second best performance. This shows the effectiveness and the
flexibility of our GLN.
10.6.7 Effect of beam size
Beam size In Section. 10.6.1 we reported the top-k accuracy with beam size of 50, since k is
at most 50. Here we study the performance of GLN using different beam sizes. Figure 10.9
shows the top-k accuracy for different k and different beam sizes. Overall the performance
gets consistently better with larger beam sizes, for all top-k predictions. We can also see
that the top-1 accuracy improved about 10% from beam size 1 (i.e., greedy inference) to
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beam size 3. Note that the curve of beam size s flattened after top-s predictions, since
generally it didn’t produce more predictions than s.
We also report the speed for inference in Figure 10.10. Such information during in-
ference is averaged over 5,007 test predictions. The majority of the time is spent during
applying the template via the call to RDKit, thus the time required grows up linearly with
the beam size, as the number of RDKit calls grows linearly with the beam size.
Accuracy of p(T |O) In Figure 10.11 we show the accuracy of p(T |O), which decom-
poses into the reaction center identification accuracy and the template selection accuracy
related to that reaction center. Here the beam size is fixed to 50. Predicting the reaction
center is relatively easy and GLN achieves 99% top-20 accuracy. These results indicate that
the current bottleneck in performance is in the template selection part, which is reasonably
good now but can definitely be further improved by capturing more reaction features.
10.7 Summary
Evaluation: Retrosynthesis usually does not have a single right answer. Evaluation in
this work is to reproduce what is reported for single-step retrosynthesis. This is a good,
but imperfect benchmark, since there are potentially many reasonable ways to synthesize a
single product.
Limitations: We share the limitations of all template-based methods. In our method, the
template designs, more specifically, their specificities, remain as a design art and are hard
to decide beforehand. Also, the scalability is still an issue since we rely on subgraph
isomorphism during preprocessing.
Future work: The subgraph isomorphism part can potentially be replaced with predictive
model, while during inference the fast inner product search [96] can be used to reduce com-
putation cost. Also actively building templates or even inducing new ones could enhance




The ubiquitous graph structures have been used in many real-world applications including
Chemistry, Bioinformatics, Social Networks, etc.. With the emerging of big data in these
domains, efficient and expressive methods are needed for representation learning, genera-
tive modeling, as well as the combinatorial optimization.
Our thesis work has tightly connected the neural networks with the classical algorithms
for graphs in the following aspects:
• using the existing algorithms to provide the inspiration of deep architecture design;
• enhancing the procedures of existing algorithm frameworks with deep learning;
• performing inductive reasoning over structured data.
11.1 Contribution and impact of the thesis work
Contribution The projects have been done in this thesis have made contributions in both
academic and industrial domains. Our works have contributed to the modeling, learning
and also new angles of several applications in graph learning domain, respectively.
• Modeling: Our work has created new models for multiple problems. These include a
new form of graph neural network for supervised learning, a new generative model with
autoregressive dependency structure for sequence modeling and a new graphical model
with logic rules for structured prediction.
• Learning: We proposed a new stochastic learning method for large scale graph em-
bedding based on fixed point iteration and a Q-learning based framework for a family of
graph combinatorial optimization.
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• New angles with state-of-the-art results: Our work has achieved state-of-the-art results
that provides new angles for several problem domains. For loop invariant prediction, we
build a general purpose tool with RL that requires little human effort. For retrosynthesis,
we made a novel combination of deep graph learning with reaction template logics that
outperforms seq2seq based methods.
Impact The thesis work has also received recognitions from the academia and industry.
Specifically, the academic awards include best paper award in NIPS workshop in molecules
and materials, and spotlight paper in NIPS 2017 and NeurIPS 2018. Our work has been
covered in medias including Gatech CSE News, Cybersecurity Lectures, National Science
Review, NVIDIA, etc. Also, some of our work has been officially integrated into deep
learning package for graphs like Deep Graph Library (DGL [236]), which enables training
on large graphs with millions of nodes.
11.2 Limitation and future work
Despite the progress we have made, there are still many limitations of the current thesis
work, in which we will address in our future work.
Probabilistic modeling of graph The tractable probabilistic model of structured data
often has limited form, e.g., autoregressive. Such modeling will also limit the optimization
and inference algorithms associated. A more general model would be the energy based
models that can specify a broad family of distributions. However, such flexibility doesn’t
come for free. The corresponding inference and learning will also be more challenging.
Optimization in discrete space In general, the combinatorial optimization is NP-hard.
Though empirically methods like reinforcement learning, imitation learning, etc., has achieved
improvements in some aspects, a smarter search algorithm will be needed in the end.
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Understanding symbolic structures With the representation learning over graphs, peo-
ple can handle symbolic forms like programs, logics, etc.. However, there is still gap
between semantic meaning and syntax form of the representation. For example, a recur-
sion in program will be subtle in its syntactic representation, but should be quite different
in semantic space. Bridging the gap between these two will help both the representation
learning, as well as symbolic reasoning.
Inductive/causal inference Having structural prior knowledge will greatly help with the
generalization or even extrapolation. However, manually specifying such priors would be
prohibitive in general. Though we have made several attempts in this direction in part III,





DERIVATION OF EMBEDDING FOR GRAPHICAL MODEL INFERENCE
ALGORITHMS
By recognizing inference as computational expressions, inference machines [189] incorpo-
rate learning into the messages passing inference for CRFs. More recently, [101, 254, 148]
designed specific recurrent neural networks and convolutional neural networks for imitat-
ing the messages in CRFs. Although these methods share the similarity, i.e., bypassing
learning potential function, to the proposed framework, there are significant differences
comparing to the proposed framework.
The most important difference lies in the learning setting. In these existing messages
learning work [101, 254, 148, 38], the learning task is still estimating the messages repre-
sented graphical models with designed function forms, e.g., RNN or CNN, by maximizing
loglikelihood. While in our work, we represented each structured data as a distribution,
and the learning task is regression or classification over these distributions. Therefore, we
treat the embedded models as samples, and learn the nonlinear mapping for embedding,
and regressor or classifier, f : P → Y , over these distributions jointly, with task-dependent
user-specified loss functions.
Another difference is the way in constructing the messages forms, and thus, the neu-
ral networks architecture. In the existing work, the neural networks forms are constructed
strictly follows the message updates forms (3.8) or (3.11). Due to such restriction, these
works only focus on discrete variables with finite values, and is difficult to extend to con-
tinuous variables because of the integration. However, by exploiting the embedding point
of view, we are able to build the messages with more flexible forms without losing the de-
pendencies. Meanwhile, the difficulty in calculating integration for continuous variables is
no longer a problem with the reasoning (3.3) and (3.4).
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A.1 Derivation of the Fixed-Point Condition for Mean-Field Inference
In this section, we derive the fixed-point equation for mean-field inference in Section 3.4.

























































qj(hj) log (Ψ(hi, hj)Φ(hj, xj)) dhj
)
dhi + ci (A.1)






(k,l)∈E Ψ(hk, hl)Φ(hk, xk)
))∏
k/∈N (i) dhk.
Take functional derivatives of L({qi}di=1) w.r.t. qi(hi), and set them to zeros, we obtain the
fixed-point condition in Section 3.4,




qj(hj) log (Ψ(hi, hj)Φ(hj, xj)) dhj. (A.2)
This fixed-point condition could be further reduced due to the independence between
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hi and xj given hj , i.e.,
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qj(hj) log Ψ(hi, hj)dhj, (A.3)




qj(hj) log Φ(hj, xj)dhj .
A.2 Derivation of the Fixed-Point Condition for Loopy BP
The derivation of the fixed-point condition for loopy BP can be found in [243]. However,
























qij(hi, hj)dhj = qi(hi),
∫
H




Denote λij(hj) is the multiplier to marginalization constraints
∫
H qij(hi, hj)dhi−qj(hj) =
0, the Lagrangian is formed as
L({qij}, {qi}, {λij}, {λji}) = −
∑
i









































H qi(hi)dhi = 1. Take functional derivatives of
L({qij}, {qi}, {λij}, {λji}) with respect to qij(hi, hj) and qi(hi), and set them to zero, we
have
qij(hi, hj) ∝ Ψ(hi, hj)Φ(hi, xi)Φ(hj, xj) exp(λij(hj) + λji(hi)),
qi(hi) ∝ Φ(hi, xi) exp
(∑
k∈N (i) λki(hi)
|N (i)| − 1
)
.
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= Φ(hj, xj) exp(λij(hj))
∫









Moreover, we also obtain the other important relationship between mij(hj) and λji(hi)
by marginal consistency constraint and the definition of mij(hj),
mij(hj) ∝
∫
Ψ(hi, hj)Φ(hj, xj) exp(λji(hi))dhi.
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APPENDIX B
SYNTAX, SEMANTICS AND ATTRIBUTE GRAMMAR IN SD-VAE
B.1 Grammar for Program Syntax
The syntax grammar for program is a generative contest free grammar starting with 〈program〉.
〈program〉 → 〈stat list〉
〈stat list〉 → 〈stat〉 ‘;’ 〈stat list〉 | 〈stat〉
〈stat〉 → 〈assign〉 | 〈return〉
〈assign〉 → 〈lhs〉 ‘=’ 〈rhs〉
〈return〉 → ‘return:’ 〈lhs〉
〈lhs〉 → 〈var〉
〈var〉 → ‘v’ 〈var id〉
〈digit〉 → ‘1’ | ‘2’ | ‘3’ | ‘4’ | ‘5’ | ‘6’ | ‘7’ | ‘8’ | ‘9’
〈rhs〉 → 〈expr〉
〈expr〉 → 〈unary expr〉 | 〈binary expr〉
〈unary expr〉 → 〈unary op〉 〈operand〉 | 〈unary func〉 ‘(’ 〈operand〉 ‘)’
〈binary expr〉 → 〈operand〉 〈binary op〉 〈operand〉
〈unary op〉 → ‘+’ | ‘-’
〈unary func〉 → ‘sin’ | ‘cos’ | ‘exp’
〈binary op〉 → ‘+’ | ‘-’ | ‘*’ | ‘/’
〈operand〉 → 〈var〉 | 〈immediate number〉
〈immediate number〉 → 〈digit〉 ‘.’ 〈digit〉
〈digit〉 → ‘0’ | ‘1’ | ‘2’ | ‘3’ | ‘4’ | ‘5’ | ‘6’ | ‘7’ | ‘8’ | ‘9’
B.2 Grammar for Molecule Syntax
Our syntax grammar for molecule is based on OpenSMILES standard, a context free gram-




〈atom〉 → 〈bracket atom〉 | 〈aliphatic organic〉 | 〈aromatic organic〉
〈aliphatic organic〉 → ‘B’ | ‘C’ | ‘N’ | ‘O’ | ‘S’ | ‘P’ | ‘F’ | ‘I’ | ‘Cl’ | ‘Br’
〈aromatic organic〉 → ’c’ | ’n’ | ’o’ | ’s’
〈bracket atom〉 → ‘[’ 〈bracket atom (isotope)〉 ‘]’
〈bracket atom (isotope)〉 → 〈isotope〉 〈symbol〉 〈bracket atom (chiral)〉
| 〈symbol〉 〈bracket atom (chiral)〉
| 〈isotope〉 〈symbol〉 | 〈symbol〉
〈bracket atom (chiral)〉 → 〈chiral〉 〈bracket atom (h count)〉
| 〈bracket atom (h count)〉
| 〈chiral〉
〈bracket atom (h count)〉 → 〈h count〉 〈bracket atom (charge)〉
| 〈bracket atom (charge)〉
| 〈h count〉
〈bracket atom (charge)〉 → 〈charge〉
〈symbol〉 → 〈aliphatic organic〉 | 〈aromatic organic〉
〈isotope〉 → 〈digit〉 | 〈digit〉 〈digit〉 | 〈digit〉 〈digit〉 〈digit〉
〈digit〉 → ’1’ | ’2’ | ’3’ | ’4’ | ’5’ | ’6’ | ’7’ | ’8’
〈chiral〉 → ‘@’ | ‘@@’
〈h count〉 → ‘H’ | ‘H’ 〈digit〉
〈charge〉 → ’-’ | ’-’ 〈digit〉 | ’+’ | ’+’ 〈digit〉
〈bond〉 → ‘-’ | ‘=’ | ‘#’ | ‘/’ | ‘\’
〈ringbond〉 → 〈digit〉
〈branched atom〉 → 〈atom〉 | 〈atom〉 〈branches〉 | 〈atom〉 〈ringbonds〉
| 〈atom〉 〈ringbonds〉 〈branches〉
〈ringbonds〉 → 〈ringbonds〉 〈ringbond〉 | 〈ringbond〉
〈branches〉 → 〈branches〉 〈branch〉 | 〈branch〉




Figure B.1: Example of cross-serial dependencies (CSD) that exhibits in SMILES lan-
guage.
〈chain〉 → 〈branched atom〉 | 〈chain〉 〈branched atom〉
| 〈chain〉 〈bond〉 〈branched atom〉
B.3 Examples of SMILES semantics
Here we provide more explanations of the semantics constraints that contained in SMILES
language for molecules.
Specifically, the semantics we addressed here are:
1. Ringbond matching: The ringbonds should come in pairs. Each pair of ringbonds has
an index and a bond-type associated. What the SMILES semantics requires is exactly the
same as the well-known cross-serial dependencies (CSD) in formal language. CSD also
appears in some natural languages, such as Dutch and Swiss-German. Another example
of CSD is a sequence of multiple different types of parentheses where each separately
balanced disregarding the others. See Figure B.1 for an illustration.
2. Explicit valence control: Intuitively, the semantics requires that each atom cannot have
too many bonds associated with it. For example, a normal carbon atom has maximum
valence of 4, which means associating a Carbon atom with two triple-bonds will violate
the semantics.
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B.4 Dependency graph introduced by attribute grammar
Suppose there is a production r = u0 → u1u2 . . . u|β| ∈ R and an attribute ui.a we
denote the dependency set Dr(ui.a) = {uj.b|uj.b is required for calculating ui.a}. The
union of all dependency sets D(att)T =
⋃
r∈T ,ui∈rD
r(ui.a) induces a dependency graph,
where nodes are the attributes and directed edges represents the dependency relationships
between those attributes computation. Here T is an (partial or full) instantiation of the




r(ui), that is, DT is constructed from D(att)T by merging nodes with the
same symbol but different attributes, we call D(att)T is noncircular if the corresponding DT
is noncircular.
In our paper, we assume the noncircular property of the dependency graph. Such prop-
erty will be exploited for top-down generation in our decoder.
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APPENDIX C
EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS OF S2V-DQN
C.1 Set Covering Problem
We also applied our framework to the classical Set Covering Problem (SCP). SCP is inter-
esting because it is not a graph problem, but can be formulated as one. Our framework is
capable of addressing such problems seamlessly, as we will show in the coming sections of
the appendix which detail the performance of S2V-DQN as compared to other methods.
Set Covering Problem (SCP): Given a bipartite graph G with node set V := U ∪ C,
find a subset of nodes S ⊆ C such that every node in U is covered, i.e. u ∈ U ⇔ ∃s ∈ S s.t.
(u, s) ∈ E, and |S| is minimized. Note that an edge (u, s), u ∈ U , s ∈ C, exists whenever
subset s includes element u.
Meta-algorithm: Same as MVC; the termination criterion checks whether all nodes in
U have been covered.
RL formulation: In SCP, the state is a function of the subset of nodes of C selected so
far; an action is to add node of C to the partial solution; the reward is -1; the termination
criterion is met when all nodes of U are covered; no helper function is needed.
Baselines for SCP: We include Greedy, which iteratively selects the node of C that is
not in the current partial solution and that has the most uncovered neighbors in U [132].
We also used LP, another O(log |U|)-approximation that solves a linear programming re-
laxation of SCP, and rounds the resulting fractional solution in decreasing order of variable
values (SortLP-1 in [176]).
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C.2 Experimental Results on Realistic Data
In this section, we show results on realistic instances for all four problems. In particular,
for MVC and SCP, we used the MemeTracker graph to formulate network diffusion op-
timization problems. For MAXCUT and TSP, we used benchmark instances that arise in
physics and transportation, respectively.
C.2.1 Minimum Vertex Cover
As mentioned in the introduction, the MVC problem is related to the efficient spreading of
information in networks, where one wants to cover as few nodes as possible such that all
nodes have at least one neighbor in the cover. The MemeTracker graph 1 is a network of
who-copies-whom, where nodes represent news sites or blogs, and a (directed) edge from
u to v means that v frequently copies phrases (or memes) from u. The network is learned
from real traces in [87], having 960 nodes and 5000 edges. The dataset also provides the
average transmission time ∆u,v between a pair of nodes, i.e. how much later v copies
u’s phrases after their publication online, on average. As done in [124], we use these
average transmission times to compute a diffusion probability P (u, v) on the edge, such
that P (u, v) = α · 1
∆u,v
, where α is a parameter of the diffusion model. In both MVC and
SCP, we use α = 0.1, but results are consistent for other values we have considered. For
pairs of nodes that have edges in both directions, i.e. (u, v) and (v, u), we take the average
probability to obtain an undirected version of the graph, for which MVC is defined.
Following the widely-adopted Independent Cascade model (see [70] for example), we
sample a diffusion cascade from the full graph by independently keeping an edge with
probability P (u, v). We then consider the largest connected component in the graph as a
single training instance, and train S2V-DQN on a set of such sampled diffusion graphs. The
aim is to test the learned model on the (undirected version of the) full MemeTracker graph.
Experimentally, an optimal cover has 473 nodes, whereas S2V-DQN finds a cover with
1http://snap.stanford.edu/netinf/#data
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474 nodes, only one more than the optimum, at an approximation ratio of 1.002. In com-
parison, MVCApprox and MVCApprox-Greedy find much larger covers with 666 and 578
nodes, at approximation ratios of 1.408 and 1.222, respectively.
C.2.2 Maximum Cut
A library of Maximum Cut instances is publicly available 2, and includes synthetic and
realistic instances that are widely used in the optimization community (see references at
library website). We perform experiments on a subset of the instances available, namely
ten problems from Ising spin glass models in physics, given that they are realistic and
manageable in size (the first 10 instances in Set2 of the library). All ten instances have 125
nodes and 375 edges, with edge weights in {−1, 0, 1}.
To train our S2V-DQN model, we constructed a training dataset by perturbing the in-
stances, adding random Gaussian noise with mean 0 and standard deviation 0.01 to the
edge weights. After training, the learned model is used to construct a cut-set greedily on
each of the ten instances, as before.
Table C.1 shows that S2V-DQN finds near-optimal solutions (optimal in 3/10 instances)
that are much better than those found by competing methods.
C.2.3 Traveling Salesman Problem
We use the standard TSPLIB library [184] which is publicly available 3. We target 38
TSPLIB instances with sizes ranging from 51 to 318 cities (or nodes). We do not tackle
larger instances as we are limited by the memory of a single graphics card. Nevertheless,
most of the instances addressed here are larger than the largest instance used in [20].
We apply S2V-DQN in “Active Search” mode, similarly to [20]: no upfront training
phase is required, and the reinforcement learning algorithm 7 is applied on-the-fly on each




Table C.1: MAXCUT results on the ten instances described in C.2.2; values reported are
cut weights of the solution returned by each method, where larger values are better (best in
bold). Bottom row is the average approximation ratio (lower is better).
Instance OPT S2V-DQN MaxcutApprox SDP
G54100 110 108 80 54
G54200 112 108 90 58
G54300 106 104 86 60
G54400 114 108 96 56
G54500 112 112 94 56
G54600 110 110 88 66
G54700 112 108 88 60
G54800 108 108 76 54
G54900 110 108 88 68
G5410000 112 108 80 54
Approx. ratio 1 1.02 1.28 1.90
Table C.2 shows the results of our method and six other TSP algorithms. On all but 6
instances, S2V-DQN finds the best tour among all methods. The average approximation
ratio of S2V-DQN is also the smallest at 1.05.
C.2.4 Set Covering Problem
The SCP is also related to the diffusion optimization problem on graphs; for instance, the
proof of hardness in the classical [122] paper uses SCP for the reduction. As in MVC, we
leverage the MemeTracker graph, albeit differently.
We use the same cascade model as in MVC to assign the edge probabilities, and sample
graphs from it in the same way. Let RG(u) be the set of nodes reachable from u in a
sampled graph G. For every node u in G, there are two corresponding nodes in the SCP
instance, uC ∈ C and uU ∈ U . An edge exists between uC ∈ C and vU ∈ U if and only
if v ∈ RG(u). In other words, each node in the sampled graph G has a set consisting of
the other nodes that it can reach in G. As such, the SCP reduces to finding the smallest set
of nodes whose union can reach all other nodes. We generate training and testing graphs
according to this same process, with α = 0.1.
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Table C.2: TSPLIB results: Instances are sorted by increasing size, with the number at the
end of an instance’s name indicating its size. Values reported are the cost of the tour found
by each method (lower is better, best in bold). Bottom row is the average approximation
ratio (lower is better).
Instance OPT S2V-DQN Farthest 2-opt Cheapest Christofides Closest Nearest MST
eil51 426 439 467 446 494 527 488 511 614
berlin52 7,542 7,542 8,307 7,788 9,013 8,822 9,004 8,980 10,402
st70 675 696 712 753 776 836 814 801 858
eil76 538 564 583 591 607 646 615 705 743
pr76 108,159 108,446 119,692 115,460 125,935 137,258 128,381 153,462 133,471
rat99 1,211 1,280 1,314 1,390 1,473 1,399 1,465 1,558 1,665
kroA100 21,282 21,897 23,356 22,876 24,309 26,578 25,787 26,854 30,516
kroB100 22,141 22,692 23,222 23,496 25,582 25,714 26,875 29,158 28,807
kroC100 20,749 21,074 21,699 23,445 25,264 24,582 25,640 26,327 27,636
kroD100 21,294 22,102 22,034 23,967 25,204 27,863 25,213 26,947 28,599
kroE100 22,068 22,913 23,516 22,800 25,900 27,452 27,313 27,585 30,979
rd100 7,910 8,159 8,944 8,757 8,980 10,002 9,485 9,938 10,467
eil101 629 659 673 702 693 728 720 817 847
lin105 14,379 15,023 15,193 15,536 16,930 16,568 18,592 20,356 21,167
pr107 44,303 45,113 45,905 47,058 52,816 49,192 52,765 48,521 55,956
pr124 59,030 61,623 65,945 64,765 65,316 64,591 68,178 69,297 82,761
bier127 118,282 121,576 129,495 128,103 141,354 135,134 145,516 129,333 153,658
ch130 6,110 6,270 6,498 6,470 7,279 7,367 7,434 7,578 8,280
pr136 96,772 99,474 105,361 110,531 109,586 116,069 105,778 120,769 142,438
pr144 58,537 59,436 61,974 60,321 73,032 74,684 73,613 61,652 77,704
ch150 6,528 6,985 7,210 7,232 7,995 7,641 7,914 8,191 9,203
kroA150 26,524 27,888 28,658 29,666 29,963 32,631 31,341 33,612 38,763
kroB150 26,130 27,209 27,404 29,517 31,589 33,260 31,616 32,825 35,289
pr152 73,682 75,283 75,396 77,206 88,531 82,118 86,915 85,699 90,292
u159 42,080 45,433 46,789 47,664 49,986 48,908 52,009 53,641 54,399
rat195 2,323 2,581 2,609 2,605 2,806 2,906 2,935 2,753 3,163
d198 15,780 16,453 16,138 16,596 17,632 19,002 17,975 18,805 19,339
kroA200 29,368 30,965 31,949 32,760 35,340 37,487 36,025 35,794 40,234
kroB200 29,437 31,692 31,522 33,107 35,412 34,490 36,532 36,976 40,615
ts225 126,643 136,302 140,626 138,101 160,014 145,283 151,887 152,493 188,008
tsp225 3,916 4,154 4,280 4,278 4,470 4,733 4,780 4,749 5,344
pr226 80,369 81,873 84,130 89,262 91,023 98,101 100,118 94,389 114,373
gil262 2,378 2,537 2,623 2,597 2,800 2,963 2,908 3,211 3,336
pr264 49,135 52,364 54,462 54,547 57,602 55,955 65,819 58,635 66,400
a280 2,579 2,867 3,001 2,914 3,128 3,125 2,953 3,302 3,492
pr299 48,191 51,895 51,903 54,914 58,127 58,660 59,740 61,243 65,617
lin318 42,029 45,375 45,918 45,263 49,440 51,484 52,353 54,019 60,939
linhp318 41,345 45,444 45,918 45,263 49,440 51,484 52,353 54,019 60,939
Approx. ratio 1 1.05 1.08 1.09 1.18 1.2 1.21 1.24 1.37
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Experimentally, we test S2V-DQN and the other baseline algorithms on a set of 1000
test graphs. S2V-DQN achieves an average approximation ratio of 1.001, only slightly
behind LP, which achieves 1.0009, and well ahead of Greedy at 1.03.
C.3 Experiment Details
C.3.1 Problem instance generation
Minimum Vertex Cover
For the Minimum Vertex Cover (MVC) problem, we generate random Erdős-Renyi (edge
probability 0.15) and Barabasi-Albert (average degree 4) graphs of various sizes, and use
the integer programming solver CPLEX 12.6.1 with a time cutoff of 1 hour to compute op-
timal solutions for the generated instances. When CPLEX fails to find an optimal solution,
we report the best one found within the time cutoff as “optimal”. All graphs were generated
using the NetworkX 4 package in Python.
Maximum Cut
For the Maximum Cut (MAXCUT) problem, we use the same graph generation process as
in MVC, and augment each edge with a weight drawn uniformly at random from [0, 1]. We
use a quadratic formulation of MAXCUT with CPLEX 12.6.1. and a time cutoff of 1 hour
to compute optimal solutions, and report the best solution found as “optimal”.
Traveling Salesman Problem
For the (symmetric) 2-dimensional TSP, we use the instance generator of the 8th DIMACS
Implementation Challenge 5 [114] to generate two types of Euclidean instances: “random”




“clustered” instances consist of n points that are clustered into n/100 clusters; generator
details are described in page 373 of [114].
To compute optimal TSP solutions for both TSP, we use the state-of-the-art solver,
Concorde 6 [12], with a time cutoff of 1 hour.
Set Covering Problem
For the SCP, given a number of node n, roughly 0.2n nodes are in node-set C, and the rest
in node-set U . An edge between nodes in C and U exists with probability either 0.05 or
0.1, which can be seen as “density” values, and commonly appear for instances used in
optimization papers on SCP [15]. We guarantee that each node in U has at least 2 edges,
and each node in C has at least one edge, a standard measure for SCP instances [15]. We
also use CPLEX 12.6.1. with a time cutoff of 1 hour to compute a near-optimal or optimal
solution to a SCP instance.
C.3.2 Full results on solution quality
Table C.1 is a complete version of Table 7.2 that appears in the main text.
C.3.3 Full results on generalization
The full generalization results can be found in Table C.3, C.4, C.5, C.6, C.7, C.8 , C.9
and C.10.
Table C.3: S2V-DQN’s generalization on MVC problem in ER graphs.
Train
Test
15-20 40-50 50-100 100-200 200-300 300-400 400-500 500-600 1000-1200
15-20 1.0032 1.0883 1.0941 1.0710 1.0484 1.0365 1.0276 1.0246 1.0111
40-50 1.0037 1.0076 1.1013 1.0991 1.0800 1.0651 1.0573 1.0299
50-100 1.0079 1.0304 1.0570 1.0532 1.0463 1.0427 1.0238
100-200 1.0102 1.0095 1.0136 1.0142 1.0125 1.0103
400-500 1.0021 1.0027 1.0057
6http://www.math.uwaterloo.ca/tsp/concorde/
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Table C.4: S2V-DQN’s generalization on MVC problem in BA graphs.
Train
Test
15-20 40-50 50-100 100-200 200-300 300-400 400-500 500-600 1000-1200
15-20 1.0016 1.0027 1.0039 1.0066 1.0093 1.0106 1.0125 1.0150 1.0491
40-50 1.0027 1.0051 1.0092 1.0130 1.0144 1.0161 1.0170 1.0228
50-100 1.0033 1.0041 1.0045 1.0040 1.0045 1.0048 1.0062
100-200 1.0016 1.0020 1.0019 1.0021 1.0026 1.0060
400-500 1.0025 1.0026 1.0030
Table C.5: S2V-DQN’s generalization on MAXCUT problem in ER graphs.
Train
Test
15-20 40-50 50-100 100-200 200-300 300-400 400-500 500-600 1000-1200
15-20 1.0034 1.0167 1.0407 1.0667 1.1067 1.1489 1.1885 1.2150 1.1488
40-50 1.0127 1.0154 1.0089 1.0198 1.0383 1.0388 1.0384 1.0534
50-100 1.0112 1.0024 1.0109 1.0467 1.0926 1.1426 1.1297
100-200 1.0005 1.0021 1.0211 1.0373 1.0612 1.2021
200-300 1.0106 1.0272 1.0487 1.0700 1.1759
Table C.6: S2V-DQN’s generalization on MAXCUT problem in BA graphs.
Train
Test
15-20 40-50 50-100 100-200 200-300 300-400 400-500 500-600 1000-1200
15-20 1.0055 1.0119 1.0176 1.0276 1.0357 1.0386 1.0335 1.0411 1.0331
40-50 1.0107 1.0119 1.0139 1.0144 1.0119 1.0039 1.0085 0.9905
50-100 1.0150 1.0181 1.0202 1.0188 1.0123 1.0177 1.0038
100-200 1.0166 1.0183 1.0166 1.0104 1.0166 1.0156
200-300 1.0420 1.0394 1.0290 1.0319 1.0244
Table C.7: S2V-DQN’s generalization on TSP in random graphs.
Train
Test
15-20 40-50 50-100 100-200 200-300 300-400 400-500 500-600 1000-1200
15-20 1.0147 1.0511 1.0702 1.0913 1.1022 1.1102 1.1124 1.1156 1.1212
40-50 1.0533 1.0701 1.0890 1.0978 1.1051 1.1583 1.1587 1.1609
50-100 1.0701 1.0871 1.0983 1.1034 1.1071 1.1101 1.1171
100-200 1.0879 1.0980 1.1024 1.1056 1.1080 1.1142
200-300 1.1049 1.1090 1.1084 1.1114 1.1179
Table C.8: S2V-DQN’s generalization on TSP in clustered graphs.
Train
Test
15-20 40-50 50-100 100-200 200-300 300-400 400-500 500-600 1000-1200
15-20 1.0214 1.0591 1.0761 1.0958 1.0938 1.0966 1.1009 1.1012 1.1085
40-50 1.0564 1.0740 1.0939 1.0904 1.0951 1.0974 1.1014 1.1091
50-100 1.0730 1.0895 1.0869 1.0918 1.0944 1.0975 1.1065
100-200 1.1009 1.0979 1.1013 1.1059 1.1048 1.1091
200-300 1.1012 1.1049 1.1080 1.1067 1.1112
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(g) SCP 0.1 (h) SCP 0.05
Figure C.1: Approximation ratio on 1000 test graphs. Note that on MVC, our performance
is pretty close to optimal. In this figure, training and testing graphs are generated according
to the same distribution.
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Table C.9: S2V-DQN’s generalization on SCP with edge probability 0.05.
Train
Test
15-20 40-50 50-100 100-200 200-300 300-400 400-500 500-600 1000-1200
15-20 1.0055 1.0170 1.0436 1.1757 1.3910 1.6255 1.8768 2.1339 3.0574
40-50 1.0039 1.0083 1.0241 1.0452 1.0647 1.0792 1.0858 1.0775
50-100 1.0056 1.0199 1.0382 1.0614 1.0845 1.0821 1.0620
100-200 1.0147 1.0270 1.0417 1.0588 1.0774 1.0509
200-300 1.0273 1.0415 1.0828 1.1357 1.2349
Table C.10: S2V-DQN’s generalization on SCP with edge probability 0.1.
Train
Test
15-20 40-50 50-100 100-200 200-300 300-400 400-500 500-600 1000-1200
15-20 1.0015 1.0200 1.0369 1.0795 1.1147 1.1290 1.1325 1.1255 1.0805
40-50 1.0048 1.0137 1.0453 1.0849 1.1055 1.1052 1.0958 1.0618
50-100 1.0090 1.0294 1.0771 1.1180 1.1456 1.2161 1.0946
100-200 1.0231 1.0394 1.0564 1.0702 1.0747 2.5055
200-300 1.0378 1.0517 1.0592 1.0556 1.3192
C.3.4 Experiment Configuration of S2V-DQN
The node/edge representations and hyperparameters used in our experiments is shown in
Table C.11. For our method, we simply tune the hyperparameters on small graphs (i.e., the
graphs with less than 50 nodes), and fix them for larger graphs.
Table C.11: S2V-DQN’s configuration used in Experiment.
Problem Node tag Edge feature Embedding size p T Batch size n-step
Minimum Vertex Cover 0/1 tag N/A 64 5 128 5
Maximum Cut 0/1 tag edge length; end node tag 64 3 64 1
Traveling Salesman Problem coordinates; 0/1 tag; start/end node edge length; end node tag 64 4 64 1
Set Covering Problem 0/1 tag N/A 64 5 64 2
C.3.5 Stabilizing the training of S2V-DQN
For the learning rate, we use exponential decay after a certain number of steps, where the
decay factor is fixed to 0.95. We also anneal the exploration probability ε from 1.0 to 0.05
in a linear way. For the discounting factor used in MDP, we use 1.0 for MVC, MAXCUT
and SCP. For TSP, we use 0.1.
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We also normalize the intermediate reward by the maximum number of nodes. For
Q-learning, it is also important to disentangle the actual Q with obsolete Q̃, as mentioned
in [160].
Also for TSP with insertion helper function, we find it works better with negative ver-
sion of designed reward function. This sounds counter intuitive at the beginning. However,
since typically the RL agent will bias towards most recent rewards, flipping the sign of
reward function suggests a focus over future rewards. This is especially useful with the in-
sertion construction. But it shows that designing a good reward function is still challenging
for learning combinatorial algorithm, which we will investigate in our future work.
C.3.6 Convergence of S2V-DQN
In Figure C.2, we plot our algorithm’s convergence with respect to the held-out validation
performance. We first obtain the convergence curve for each type of problem under every
graph distribution. To visualize the convergence at the same scale, we plot the approximate
ratio.
Figure C.2 shows that our algorithm converges nicely on the MVC, MAXCUT and SCP
problems. For the MVC, we use the model trained on small graphs to initialize the model
for training on larger ones. Since our model also generalizes well to problems with different
sizes, the curve looks almost flat. For TSP, where the graph is essentially fully connected,
it is harder to learn a good model based on graph structure. Nevertheless, as shown in
previous section, the graph embedding can still learn good feature representations with
multiple embedding iterations.
C.3.7 Complete time v/s approximation ratio plots
Figure C.3 is a superset of Figure 7.3, including both graph types and three graph size
ranges for MVC, MAXCUT and SCP.
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C.3.8 Additional analysis of the trade-off between time and approx. ratio
Tables C.12 and C.13 offer another perspective on the trade-off between the running time of
a heuristic and the quality of the solution it finds. We ran CPLEX for MVC and MAXCUT
for 10 minutes on the 200-300 node graphs, and recorded the time and value of all the
solutions found by CPLEX within the limit; results shown next carry over to smaller graphs.
Then, for a given method M that terminates in T seconds on a graph G and returns a solution
with approximation ratio R, we asked the following 2 questions:
1. If CPLEX is given the same amount of time T for G, how well can CPLEX do?
2. How long does CPLEX need to find a solution of same or better quality than the one the
heuristic has found?
For the first question, the column “Approx. Ratio of Best Solution” in Tables C.12 and C.13
shows the following:
– MVC (Table C.12): The larger values for S2V-DQN imply that solutions we find quickly
are of higher quality, as compared to the MVCApprox/Greedy baselines.
– MAXCUT (Table C.13): On most of the graphs, CPLEX cannot find any solution at all
if given the same time as S2V-DQN or MaxcutApprox. SDP (solved with state-of-the-
art CVX solver) is so slow that CPLEX finds solutions that are 10% better than those
of SDP if given the same time as SDP (on ER graphs), which confirms that SDP is not
time-efficient. One possible interpretation of the poor performance of SDP is that its
theoretical guaranteed of 0.87 is in expectation over the solutions it can generate, and so
the variance in the approximation ratios of these solutions may be very large.
For the second question, the column “Additional Time Needed” in Tables C.12 and C.13
shows the following:
– MVC (Table C.12): The larger values for S2V-DQN imply that solutions we find are
harder to improve upon, as compared to the MVCApprox/Greedy baselines.
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– MAXCUT (Table C.13): On ER (BA) graphs, CPLEX (10 minute-cutoff) cannot find
a solution that is better than those of S2V-DQN or MaxcutApprox on many instances
(e.g. the value (59) for S2V-DQN on ER graphs means that on 41 = 100 − 59 graphs,
CPLEX could not find a solution that is as good as S2V-DQN’s). When we consider
only those graphs for which CPLEX could find a better solution, S2V-DQN’s solutions
take significantly more time for CPLEX to beat, as compared to MaxcutApprox and SDP.
The negative values for SDP indicate that CPLEX finds a solution better than SDP’s in a
shorter time.
Table C.12: Minimum Vertex Cover (100 graphs with 200-300 nodes): Trade-off between
running time and approximation ratio. An “Approx. Ratio of Best Solution” value of 1.x%
means that the solution found by CPLEX if given the same time as a certain heuristic (in the
corresponding row) is x% worse, on average. “Additional Time Needed” in seconds is the
additional amount of time needed by CPLEX to find a solution of value at least as good as
the one found by a given heuristic; negative values imply that CPLEX finds such solutions
faster than the heuristic does. Larger values are better for both metrics. The values in
parantheses are the number of instances (out of 100) for which CPLEX finds some solution
in the given time (for “Approx. Ratio of Best Solution”), or finds some solution that is at
least as good as the heuristic’s (for “Additional Time Needed”).
Approx. Ratio of Best Solution Additional Time Needed
ER BA ER BA
S2V-DQN 1.09 (100) 1.81 (100) 2.14 (100) 137.42 (100)
MVCApprox-Greedy 1.07 (100) 1.44 (100) 1.92 (100) 0.83 (100)
MVCApprox 1.03 (100) 1.24 (98) 2.49 (100) 0.92 (100)
Table C.13: Maximum Cut (100 graphs with 200-300 nodes): please refer to the caption of
Table C.12.
Approx. Ratio of Best Solution Additional Time Needed
ER BA ER BA
S2V-DQN N/A (0) 1081.45 (1) 8.99 (59) 402.05 (34)
MaxcutApprox 1.00 (48) 340.11 (3) -0.23 (50) 218.19 (57)
SDP 0.90 (100) 0.84 (100) -6.06 (100) -5.54 (100)
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C.3.9 Visualization of solutions
In Figure C.4, C.5 and C.6, we visualize solutions found by our algorithm for MVC, MAX-
CUT and TSP problems, respectively. For the ease of presentation, we only visualize small-
size graphs. For MVC and MAXCUT, the graph is of the ER type and has 18 nodes. For
TSP, we show solutions for a “random” instance (18 points) and a “clustered” one (15
points).
For MVC and MAXCUT, we show two step by step examples where S2V-DQN finds
the optimal solution. For MVC, it seems we are picking the node which covers the most
edges in the current state. However, in a more detailed visualization in Appendix C.3.10,
we show that our algorithm learns a smarter greedy or dynamic programming like strategy.
While picking the nodes, it also learns how to keep the connectivity of graph by scarifying
the intermediate edge coverage a little bit.
In the example of MAXCUT, it is even more interesting to see that the algorithm did
not pick the node which gives the largest intermediate reward at the beginning. Also in the
intermediate steps, the agent seldom chooses a node which would cancel out the edges that
are already in the cut set. This also shows the effectiveness of graph state representation,
which provides useful information to support the agent’s node selection decisions. For
TSP, we visualize an optimal tour and one found by S2V-DQN for two instances. While
the tours found by S2V-DQN differ slightly from the optimal solutions visualized, they
are of comparable cost and look qualitatively acceptable. The cost of the tours found by
S2V-DQN is within 0.07% and 0.5% of optimum, respectively.
C.3.10 Detailed visualization of learned MVC strategy
In Figure C.7, we show a detailed comparison with our learned strategy and two other
simple heuristics. We find that the S2V-DQN can learn a much smarter strategy, where the
agent is trying to maintain the connectivity of graph during node picking and edge removal.
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C.3.11 Experiment Configuration of PN-AC
We implemented PN-AC to the best of our capabilities. Note that it is quite possible that
there are minor differences between our implementation and [20] that might have resulted
in performance not as good as reported in that paper.
For experiments of PN-AC across all tasks, we follow the configurations provided
in [20]: a) For the input data, we use mini-batches of 128 sequences with 0-paddings
to the maximal input length (which is the maximal number of nodes) in the training data.
b) For node representation, we use coordinates for TSP, so the input dimension is 2. For
MVC, MAXCUT and SCP, we represent nodes based on the adjacency matrix of the graph.
To get a fixed dimension representation for each node, we use SVD to get a low-rank ap-
proximation of the adjacency matrix. We set the rank as 8, so that each node in the input
sequence is represented by a 8-dimensional vector. c) For the network structure, we use
standard single-layer LSTM cells with 128 hidden units for both encoder and decoder parts
of the pointer networks. d) For the optimization method, we train the PN-AC model with
the Adam optimizer [127] and use an initial learning rate of 10−3 that decay every 5000
steps by a factor of 0.96. e) For the glimpse trick, we exactly use one-time glimpse in our
implementation, as described in the original PN-AC paper. f ) We initialize all the model
parameters uniformly random within [−0.08, 0.08] and clip the L2 norm of the gradients
to 1.0. g) For the baseline function in the actor-critic algorithm, we tried the critic network
in our implementation, but it hurts the performance according to our experiments. So we
use the exponential moving average performance of the sampled solution from the pointer
network as the baseline.
Consistency with the results from [20] Though our TSP experiment setting is not
exactly the same as [20], we still include some of the results directly here, for the sake
of completeness. We applied the insertion heuristic to PN-AC as well, and all the results
reported in this chapter are with the insertion heuristic. We compare the approximation
ratio reported by [20] verses which reported by our implementation. For TSP20: 1.02 vs
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1.03 (reported in this chapter); TSP50: 1.05 vs 1.07 (reported in this chapter); TSP100:
1.07 vs 1.09 (reported in this chapter). Note that we have variable graph size in each
setting (where the original PN-AC is only reported on fixed graph size), which makes the






















































































































































































(g) SCP 0.1 (h) SCP 0.05
Figure C.2: S2V-DQN convergence measured by the held-out validation performance.
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(a) MVC ER 50-100 (b) MVC ER 100-200 (c) MVC ER 200-300
































































(d) MVC BA 50-100 (e) MVC BA 100-200 (f) MVC BA 200-300


































































(g) MAXCUT ER 50-100 (h) MAXCUT ER 100-200 (i) MAXCUT ER 200-300





































































(j) MAXCUT BA 50-100 (k) MAXCUT BA 100-200 (l) MAXCUT BA 200-300







































































(m) SCP 0.05 50-100 (n) SCP 0.05 100-200 (o) SCP 0.05 200-300




































































(p) SCP 0.1 50-100 (q) SCP 0.1 100-200 (r) SCP 0.1 200-300
Figure C.3: Time-approximation trade-off for MVC, MAXCUT and SCP. In this figure,
each dot represents a solution found for a single problem instance. For CPLEX, we also
record the time and quality of each solution it finds. For example, CPLEX-1st means the
first feasible solution found by CPLEX.
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Figure C.4: Minimum Vertex Cover: an optimal solution to an ER graph instance found by
S2V-DQN. Selected node in each step is colored in orange, and nodes in the partial solution
up to that iteration are colored in black. Newly covered edges are in thick green, previously
covered edges are in red, and uncovered edges in black. We show that the agent is not
only picking the node with large degree, but also trying to maintain the connectivity after
removal of the covered edges. For more detailed analysis, please see Appendix C.3.10.
Figure C.5: Maximum Cut: an optimal solution to ER graph instance found by S2V-DQN.
Nodes are partitioned into two sets: white or black nodes. At each iteration, the node
selected to join the set of black nodes is highlighted in orange, and the new cut edges it
produces are in green. Cut edges from previous iteration are in red (Best viewed in color).
It seems the agent will try to involve the nodes that won’t cancel out the edges in current
cut set.
Figure C.6: Traveling Salesman Problem. Left: optimal tour to a “random” instance with
18 points (all edges are red), compared to a tour found by our method next to it. For our
tour, edges that are not in the optimal tour are shown in green. Our tour is 0.07% longer
than an optimal tour. Right: a “clustered” instance with 15 points; same color coding as
left figure. Our tour is 0.5% longer than an optimal tour. (Best viewed in color).
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S2V-DQN Greedy-Node Greedy-Edge S2V-DQN Greedy-Node Greedy-Edge
step (0) step (1)
S2V-DQN Greedy-Node Greedy-Edge S2V-DQN Greedy-Node Greedy-Edge
step (2) step (3)
S2V-DQN Greedy-Node Greedy-Edge S2V-DQN Greedy-Node Greedy-Edge
step (4) step (5)
S2V-DQN Greedy-Node Greedy-Edge S2V-DQN Greedy-Node Greedy-Edge
step (6) step (7)
S2V-DQN Greedy-Node Greedy-Edge S2V-DQN Greedy-Node Greedy-Edge
step (8) step (9)
S2V-DQN Greedy-Node Greedy-Edge S2V-DQN Greedy-Node Greedy-Edge
step (10) step (11)
Figure C.7: Step-by-step comparison between our S2V-DQN and two greedy heuristics.
We can see our algorithm will also favor the large degree nodes, but it will also do some-
thing smartly: instead of breaking the graph into several disjoint components, our algorithm
will try the best to keep the graph connected.
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